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-ABSTRACT 
The high j a i t i e u l a t e :associ-ation of PAH .in ag.uat'ic .^sterns ihas 
often been a t t r i b u t e d to the hydrophobic nature of the compounds 
leading to adsorption. Resultis presented i n t h i s thesis strongly 
suggest that a s i g n i f i c a n t proportion of PAH i n the Tamar are 
particle-incorporated and .imavailable f o r dynamic p a r t i t i o n and 
physical, chemical and b i o l o g i c a l fates. 
The generally imiform PAH composition i d e n t i f i e d throxighout the 
estuary i s highly i n d i c a t i v e of a combustion or road and urban runoff 
source. PAH d i s t r i b u t i o n i n a dated Tamar Estuary sediment core 
showed an exponential dec2:«ase with depth and i d e n t i f i e d dramatic 
increases i n PAH f l u x during the l a s t 20 years. This suggests an 
association with motor vehicles probably v i a road runoff. No 
s i g n i f i c a n t trends of change i n PAH composition with depth were 
apparent, i n d i c a t i n g unifoinnlty of source and the unimpoirfcance of 
PAH degradation mechanisms i n the anoxic- sediment. Ibrylene displayed 
an anomalous d i s t r i b u t i o n that coiild be a t t r i b u t e d to i t s biogenic 
o r i g i n . 
A survey of PAH d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the estuarine water column 
i d e n t i f i e d two areas e x h i b i t i n g high concentratipns. The f i r s t was 
observed at the t u r b i d i t y maximum at the head of the estuaiy (by 
v i r t u e of particle-associated PAH) and the second as a r e s u l t of an 
emission i n the urban region duriiig the, sampling .period. A s i m i l a r 
d i s t r i b u t i o n was i d e n t i f i e d i n the estuarine surface sediments which 
are shown to .act as a sink f o r both riverine and urban .PAH. 
Suspended pa r t i c u l a t e s i n the water column,, i n fgeneral, contain 
s i m i l a r l e v e l s and compositionally .reflect the ; h i ^ e r molecular 
weight PAH (M>200) i n the sediments. I h i s .underlines -the 
importance of p a r t i c u l a t e taransport and indicates that degradation- of 
these PAH i n the water column, i s of minor signMicanee, w i t h sediment 
incorporation as t h e i r primary .fate. Lower MW PAH •0^h'<'2'OQy were 
enriched i n soluble forms i n the water coliunn. . "Mcrbbiaa 
;heterotroib.ic degradation and • v d l a t i i i s a t i O n are sccQpbsed amportant 
environmental f a t e s of these "low .M comjjounds,. 
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GHAITER I 
PAH IN THE ENVIROMENT 
1.1, . INTHJDUGTIdN 
I b l y c y c l i c Aroiha-bic Hydrocarbons (PAH) are an important class 
of environmental carcinogens. 'The f i r s t recorded observation 
l i n k i n g increased incidence .in human cancer with exposxire to 
environmental contaminants was that of R j t t i n 1775 He observed 
a higher incidence of s c r o t a l cancer i n chimney sweeps and li n k e d 
t h i s f i n i i i i g with exposure to coa l soot. Although not appreciated 
at that time,coal t a r and soot contain exceptionally high l e v e l s of 
PAH. Following h i s discovery, b i o l o g i c a l studies of the carcinogenic 
properties of coal t a r were performed without success. I t was not 
u n t i l 1930 that the carcinogenicity of an i n d i v i d u a l PAH 
2 3 (dibenz(ah)anthracene) was demonstrated by Kennaway . Cook et a l . 
i s o l a t e d benzo(a)pyrene from c o a l tar* i n 1933 and i t i s t h i s compound 
that has been adopted by many researcheirs as a representative PAH i n 
environmental material. Since t h i s early work many other PAH have 
been shown to be caxcinogenic to laboratory mammals and probably to 
man . Proven carcinogenic homologues i n the complex PAH assemblages 
associated with environmental samples represent only a minor 
proportion of the t o t a l PAH. The action of the remainder, whether 
syn e r g i s t i c or antagonistic to cancer induction i s generally 
unknown . Other caxcinogenic p o l y c y c l i c aromatic 'compotmds' axe 
frequently associated with the PAH, adding to the environmental 
hazard. 
Concern has been expressed over increased anthropogenic 
production of PAH owing to f o s s i l f u e l usage, p a r t i c u l a r l y v i a 
combustion processes (Section 1.2.2.). This f a c t together with 
•evidence that no l e v e l of carcinogen can be deemed 'safe' ( i e . no 
1 
threshold, ^ response .has been, demonstrated) has resulted i n extensive 
research "being directed towazds t h i s group of compounds i n both 
medical and environmental discipilxnes. The abundance of 
environmental research has been .summari.sed i n many review 
•articies ^"^^ which axe supplemented with published ;proceedings from 
annual symposia on PAH 
Although estuaries are. xegions of steep hydrodynamic, chemical 
and b i o l o g i c a l gradients and high b i o l o g i c a l productivity, there 
have been no systematic investigations of the effects of 
environmental variables i n estuaries on the d i s t r i b u t i o n , transport 
mechanisms and fates of PAH i n estuaries. I n addition, the proximity 
of large urban and i n d u s t r i a l conurbations render estuaries of 
p a r t i c u l a r i n t e r e s t . 
This introduction describes the chemistry and environmental data 
that are applicable to the assessment of d i s t r i b u t i o n , behaviour and 
fate of PAH i n estuarine systems, 
I.1.1. Structures of PAH 
PAH are composed of two or more fused aromatic (benzene) rings. 
The term 'fused' referis i;o the sharing of a p a i r of carbon atoms 
'between two adjoining rings. This r e s u l t s i n planar molecular 
structures. Naphthalene (G i q H s ) i s the lowest molecular weight 
1 
member, • and the xiltimate fused r i n g .aromatic system i s graphite 
(an a l l o t r o j d c form of elemental carbon). The compounds most 
frequently assessed i n environmental, studies of PAH are comprised 
of between '2 and 6 aromatic .rings often with a l f t y l groups i n various 
positions .on the .rings. ^Examples of unsubsti-tuted PAH frequently 
2 
\ 

i d e n t i f i e d i n enviroimentai samples are shoira I n .feLg,,,l..l... 
, Several systems of nomenclature have been used to describe PAH. 
•Bie ;most .recent, and the system .adopted i n t h i s study i s that of the 
International Union of Bire and Applied Chemistiy (lUPAC) as de t a i l e d 
21 9 
I n 'The Ring Index' . Neff has summarised the most important 
r u l e s : 
1. The s t r u c t u r a l diagram i s written to present the greatest 
number of rings i n a horizontal row. 
2. Horizontal and v e r t i c a l axes are drawn-through the centre of 
the h o i l z o n t a l row and the molecule i s orientated i n such a 
way as to place the maximal number of rings i n the upper r i g h t 
quadrant and the minimal number of ririgs i n the lower l e f t 
quadrant. 
3. Carbon atoms are numbered i n a clockwise d i r e c t i o n s t a r t i n g with 
the carbon atom that i s not part of another r i n g and i s i n the 
most counterclockwise p o s i t i o n of the uppermost r i n g f a r t h e s t 
to the l i g h t ; carbon atoms common to two or more rings are not 
numbered. 
4. Ring faces (except those common to two idngs) are l e t t e r e d i n 
alphabetical order with the side between carbon atoms 1 and 2 
designated 'a'. Alphabetical older i s continued clockwise 
around the molecule. 
5. In naming a compound formed by the addition of a component, 
numbeis and l e t t e r s are enclosed i n brackets and placed 
immediately a f t e r the name of the added component to describe 
where a substituent group i s a,ttached or where a r i n g i s fused 
to the face of a molecvile. iCf a r i n g i s fused to more than one 
face of the molecule simultaneously, t h i s i s indicated by using 
the appropriate l e t t e r s to denote the faces so involved. 
Examples of the ntimbering and l e t t e r i n g systems are shown below:-
naphthalene fluoranthene 
3 
PHENANTHRENE 
FLUORANTHENE , 
BENZ (a) 
ANTHRACENE 
BENZO (e) PYRENE 
BENZO (b) 
FLUORANTHENE 
BENZO (a)PYRENE 
BENZO (ghi) 
PERYLENE 
ANTHRACENE 
PYRENE 
CHRYSENE 
PERYLENE 
BENZO (k) 
FLUORANTHENE 
DIBENZ (ah) 
ANTHRACENE 
INDENO (123cd) 
PYRENE 
Figure 1.1. 
Structures .of unsubstituted PAH .frequently 
-identified i n extracts of environmental 
samples. 
4 
lUPAG exceptions to these general :rules do- occxn?:, most notably i n 
the niMiherixig of phenanthrene and anthracene:-
phenanthrene anthracene 
1.1.2. H i y s i c a l Properties 
PAH are s o l i d s at room temperature and are the l e a s t v o l a t i l e 
of the hydrocarbons. Their b o i l i n g points are markedly higher than 
those of equivalent molecular weight alkanes. Aqueous s o l u b i l i t i e s 
of PAH are very low (Table 1.1.) owing to t h e i r high molecular 
weights and absence of polar f u n c t i o n a l groups. S o l u b i l i t i e s 
decrease with increasing molecular weight and l i n e a r l y fiosed 
homologues are less soluble than t h e i r angular isomers. S o l u b i l i t i e s 
of PAH have been discussed most recently by May The author 
investigates effects of changes i n temperature and s a l i n i t y (the 
l a t t e r being of par*ticular s i g n i f i c a n c e i n the estuarine environment) 
and records calculated values f o r Setschenow constants Only 
l i m i t e d data i s a v a i l a b l e on s o l u b i l i t i e s of PAH measured i n sea 
water ^^'^^ (Table 1.1.).. Values are lower than those quoted f o r 
33 37 
d i s t i l l e d water owing to ' s a l t i n g out' -'->'>-'', ihe presence of 
detergents and soluble organic compounds can increase s o l u b i l i t i e s 
7 8 
of PAH '* ,, f o r example by .micelle formation. Goncentrations of 
detergents i n sewage and I n d u s t r i e effluents,, however., are normally 
8 
i n s u f f i c i e n t to produce micelle formation . The hydrophobic nature 
5 
Tahle 1.1. Solubilities of PAH 
Compound Number of Solubility ( ^.dm 
aromatic 
rings 
Distilled water Sea water 
(25-290C) 32 3 5 ^ (22°G) (25°C) 
Naphthalene 2 2200o'^ ,31200®,1250oS,31300^  20000^ ^ 22000>' 
1- Methylnaphthalene 2 25800'' 
1,5-Dimethylnaiiithalene 2 2740''-
2- Ethylnaphthalene 2 8000^  
Acenaphthalene (2) • 3^-70^ 
Fluorene (2) 1685^  _ _ 800^  
Hienanthrene 3 1002 ,^1180 ,^l600 ,^l600 ,^1070-' 600^  71Q-' 
1- iMethylphenanthrene 3 269^  300^  
Anthracene 3 l^-.S^,30^ ,7f ,75^ 
2- Methylanthracene 3 21.3^ 
Fluoranthene (3) 206^ ,236^ , 26/, 2iK)^  100^  
lyrene 4 132^ ,171^ ,175^ ,165'-
Triphenylene '^ 3^ ,38^  
Benz(a)anthracene 4 9.'f- ,^10 ,^ll^  
Chrysene 4 1.8 ,^6 ,^1,5^ 
Naphthacene 4 1.5 ,^1.0^ 
Fferylene 5 0.5^ 
Benzo(e)pyrene 5 ''•'^  
Benzo (a)pyrene 5 0.172°,0./,6.05'^,^.0^ 
Dibenz(ac)anthraoene 5 0.6 ,^0.5^ 
Hcene " 5 2.5^ 
(a) May e t ^ . , 1978 (Zli) 
Cb) Ife,y et a l . , 1978 (25) (c) Lu et aa., 1977 (26) (d) Sohwarz and Wasik, I976 (27) 
fe) Wauohope and Getzen, 1972 (28) (f) Eisenbrand, I97I (29) 
(g) Klevens, I950 (30) 
(h) Weil-Ifelherbe, 19^ (31) (i) Davis et aJL., 19^2 (32) 
(j) Efeanhouse and Calder, 1976 (33) 
(fc) Rossi and Neff, 1978 (3'!-) 
6 
of the. cpmpoin^as ieaSs t o isprption-of .iPM .onto, . p a r t i c i ^ -present 
i n aoueous. systems ;(see .Chapter .III.)..-
.33ie a v a a l a h i i i t y -of -high -energy H Thond-ing ^ orbitais ;an.d -of 
. r e l a t i v e l y - l o i i energy 7T * - a n t i h o M i j i g b r h i t a l s i n PAH leads to 
ahsorpfcion of v i s i h l e and u l t r a v i o l e t (pi) jradiation iby the 
t r a n s i t i o n of electrons from the TT to TT *- o r b i t a l s . Subsequent 
release of the energy gained by the' .electrons r e s u l t s i n fluorescent 
emissions. The electron t r a n s i t i o n s occurring during e x c i t a t i o n and 
emission i n r e l a t i o n to the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c UV and fluorescence 
spectra produced from PAH are summarised by Lee et a l . and are' 
22 23 
discussed i n f u r t h e r d e t a i l by Cl a r ' . Ihese authors also 
discuss factors involved i n production of c h a r a c t e r i s t i c MR and 
mass spectra. 
1.1.3. Chemical Properties 
Ihe conjugated TT-electron systems of PAH together i-dth the lack 
of reactive f u n c t i o n a l groups r e n i e r PAH r e l a t i v e l y uhreactive. This 
r e s u l t s i n t h e i r persistance i n the environment. PAH do, however, 
undergo e l e c t r o p h i l i c s u b s t i t u t i o n (retaining aromaticity) and 
addition reactions during which some aromatic character I s destroyed. 
22 
,lhe most recent review of PAH chemistry I s that by :eiar' 
Lee et a l . '^ ^ i d e n t i f y two series of addition reactions 
(involving anthracene and phenanthrene respectively) as being of 
pa r t i c u l a r i n t e r e s t i n the environmental chemistiy of PAH. 
Anthracene i n -the presence of l i g h t and oxygen -photo^oxidises to 
give an endoperoxide. When iraradiated -without .oxygen the .compound 
dimerizes. .in contrast, -phenahthrene i s xelati-ygly i n e r t to 
7 
.jhpio.r^oxiaaiiiori land' -.does not form a jhdtodliaer. These, .differences 
fbetweeii .'goigplax :ai^ l i n e a r arrangement .of r i n g s in^ PAH are maintained 
,with increasing mdleciilar -weight.. -There i s a greater tendancy f o r 
the l a r g e r l i n e a r molecules to undergo addition reactions, whereas-
•there i s .little.change i n .reac t i v i t y of angular 'homologues with 
increasing molecular weight. 
1.2. SOUH^ES OF PAH TO THE ENVIROMENT 
PAH can originate from "Both natural and anthropogenic sources ^. 
The majority of current iresearch supports the view that the inajor 
contributor to the environmental huiden i s l i n k e d to anthropogenic 
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sources . 
1.2.1. Natural Production of PAH^  
Mechanisms f o r natural production of PAH include biosynthesis, 
thermal diagenesis of sedimentary organic material (to form f o s s i l 
f u e l s ) and 'natural' combustion. 
:(a) Biosynthesis ..of .PAH 
The nearly ubiquitotis d i s t r i b u t i o n of PAH throughout the 
envi3x>nment led to the consideration, of biosynthesis as a possible 
explanation. During the past 20 years ciixjumstantial and d i r e c t 
evidence ihave appeared both f o r and against biosynthesis of PAH. 
Direct complete biosynthesis of PAH by ba c t e r i a ^""-5^, algae ^ 
.•and '.plants ^ -'-^ -^  ;have :been reported i n the l i t e r a t u r e and are 
8 
•Q 55 
reviewed Jry Heff ^. I n contrast to these ie.ports Hase and Kites 
found no evidence of .'biosynthesis :of PAH i n a liii-xed anaerobic . 
'bacterial Culture and c r i t i s i z e d ..previous data of expeiiJEental 
description, blank ineasurements and lack of consideration of 
bioaccumuliation f a c t o r s . Qciminer and Duvel have disputed d i r e c t 
biosynthesis of PAH i n plants following c a r e f u l experiments 
preventing external contamination. The d i s t r i b u t i o n of PAH observed 
i n sediment cores have also precluded biosynthesis of many 
homologues (see Chapter IV). 
i b l y c y c l i c aromatic non-hydrocarbon compounds are synthesised i n 
3Q ij-o ii-i 
nature -^ ^^  * . Many of these compounds contain oxygen, nitrogen or 
sulphur. Selected examples of these natural products are shown i n 
F i g , 1.2.. There i s good evidence that c e r t a i n PAH are produced i n 
Eecent sediments from compounds s i m i l a r i n structiure to those shown 
i n F i g . 1.2.. iferylene i n p a r t i c u l a r , i s thought to be derived 
from biogenic precursors under reducing conditions during early 
38 42-45 
diagenesis ' . Ebctended quinones have been proposed as the 
precursors, although i t i s thought u n l i k e l y that s u f f i c i e n t would 
be present to produce the concentrations of perylene often. 
4 l 
encountered . F i g . 1.3. shows structures of p o t e n t i a l precursors 
suggested by Laflamme .and Hites . The .structures and o r i g i n s of 
.the ;precursbris of perylene, however, remain unproven. In addition, 
44 
Wakeham et j i . i d e n t i f y f u r t h e r natural PAH including an extended 
series of phenanthrene homologues, retene and pimanthrene (derived 
from diterpenes), a s e r i e s of tetra-and penta-cyclic PAH (derived 
from pentacyciic triterpenes of. the amyrln-type) and tetra-and 
.penta-cyclic PAH formed from pentacyciic triterpenes with 
i"iVe-membered Barings. These authors suggest that the transformation 
9 
H O O O H 
Figure.1.2. 
Examples of natural products with a PAH-iike structure. 
(a.) .juncusol from .the marine marsh grass Juncus roemerianus,; 
(h) tylophorine, the ;major a l k a l o i d from lyiophora as'thamatica; 
(c) cherylthrine from roots of Ghelidonium,.ma'.ius; 
(d) •resistomvcin from Streptomyces resistomycificus.. 
[(&) hypercin from .St. John's wort Hypercium perforatum. 
.10 
O H O 
O H O 
H3C O H 0 
PERYLENE 
( C ) O H O C H 
H3C O O H 
H3C O H O 
F±gwce .1.3. 
.Structures of some extended quinone .pigments which 
;may he possihie precursors of .perylene i n sediments. 
Stereochemistry i s not given. 
(a) 4,9-=dihydroxyperylene-3,10-Q[uinone. 
\h) xanthoaphin - fb. 
•|c) erythroaphin -r-'fb. 
fd) rhodoaphin ~ be.' 
•From-: R.E. laflamme and R.A. Hites,, •(reference 38). 
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vreactioiis ;a±e- :microbially .mediated:. Tan ;arid -Heit . confirm 
ibipgenic conversion -of a b i o t i c a c i d to retene and .al1?yiated and 
p a r t i a l l y i^Tdrpge phenarithrenes., ,and aiso.-sxiggest the formation 
of ^hydrbchrysene .and -bydropicene f roia •jjentacyclic trtterpenes,. By 
incorporation of these na;tura£Lly ;prpd.uced iPAH i n t o t h i s section, 
which .also discusses d i r e c t hiosynthesis., would i n f e r b i o l o g i c a l 
a c t i v i t y i s involved. Wa^ keham o t a l . have suggested microbial 
mediation of the processes. Ab i o t i c p y r o l y t i c production, discussed 
i n the following section, demonstrates the presence of increasing 
quantities of some PAH. The r o l e ( i f any) of micro-organisms i n 
such processes i s unresolved. 
(b) Thermal diagenesis of organic- material i n sediments 
Goals ^^'^^ and crude o i l s *^^ "^ 3 contain complex mixtures of 
PAH r e s u l t i n g from the low temperature (lOO - 200°G) thermal 
a l t e r a t i o n of organic material over geological time . PAH 
compositions tend to be enriched i n lower molecular weight homologues 
(naphthalenes and phenanthrenes) -59»^2,63 scarce i n 
unsubstituted species ^ '^  (Table 1.2.). Formation of alkylated 
naphthalenes has been proposed v i a dehydrogenation of sesquiterpenoids 
and from breakdown of ft - carotene -Aromatic hydrocarbons 
:(including naphthalenes) have been produced by reaction of elemental 
sulphur id.th steroids and terpenoids i n experiments maihtained .at 
tempera^tiu?es comparable -to those associated with the genesis of 
petroleum . 
Geochemica-L .processes acting on -prganic material at higher 
temperatures thaii those associated with o i l .production but lower than 
±hat .-fpr •production -of a .liquid s i l i c a t e :phase:, followed by 
12 
Table 1.2. Concentrations of PAH i n two crude o i l s 
(American Pfetroleum I n s t i t u t e reference .oils).. 
Compound Concentration i n mg/kg 
South Louisiana Xuwait 
crude crude 
Naphthalene 400 400 
1- Methylnaphthalene 800 500 
2- Methylnaphthalene 900 700 
Dimethylnaphthalenes 3^ 00 2000 
Trimethylnaphthalenes 2^ 00 I9OO 
Fluorenes 200 • < 100 
Phenanthrene 70 26 
1- Methylphenanthrene 111 
2- Methylphenanthrene 1^ 89 
Fluoranthene 5-0 2.9 
Pyrene 3-5 4.5 
Benz(a)anthracene 1.7 2.3 
Ghrysene 17-5^  6.9 
Triphenylene 10 2.8 
Benzo (ghi)f luoranthene 1 . <1 
Benzo(b)f luoranthene < O.5 <1 
Benzo(j)fluoranthene < 0.9 <1 
Benzo (k)f luoranthene <1.3 <1 
Benzo(a)pyrene 0.75 2.8 
Benzo(e)pyrene 2.5 O.5 
Iterylene 34.8 < 0.1 
Benzo(ghi)perylene 1.6 < 1 
Naphthalene - Fluorenes from Anderson et a l . , "^^  
Ihenanthrene - Benzo(ghi)perylene from Iknicrov and Brown 
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•subseqiient ctystaa.lisation and r e c i y s t a l i i s a t l o n duririg hydjcoihermal 
•transipoirt ;are thdi:ight to -have produced soiiie rar^e- TM. iconta'nmlrig 
.rainerais-'^''^''''^,. ''Iteirlletonite''"^^''^^ characterised as 
nearly :pure corbnene, 'curtis'ite' '^ -^ ''^ ^ contains dihenzofluorene, 
epicene, chcysene -and' t h e i r .alkylated hoinblogues -and •'.idrialilte' '^'^  
i s coiiiprised predominantly of trlherizofluorenes and t h e i r homologues,. 
(c) Natural. Combustion 
l y r o l y t i c processes r e s u l t i n the production of PAH 
(Section 1.2.2. (a)). Youngblbod and. Blumer "^ ^ have suggested that 
f o r e s t and p r a i r i e f i r e s represent an important source of ,PAH to the 
atmosphere. The r e l a t i v e importance has heen fxnrbher discussed hy 
Farrington and Meyers and Suess I l ' n i t s k i i et a l . ''^ ''^ ^ 
pixjpose volcanic a c t i v i t y as a s i g n i f i c a n t somxe of PAH in t o the 
atmosphere. 
1.2.2. Anthcopogenic Sources 
Anthropogenic comhustion processes have "been c i t e d as the major 
soiarce of PAH to the environment 
(a,) J'.Orma.tion ;of .PAH .during.-combustion -of .organic material 
Combustion mechanisms involved i n the formation of PAH from 
.organic materia,is .(in both -anthropogenic and natural combtastioh) 
are liypotheses and are not completely understood^ Two stages of 
.reaction .axe believed to be involved.. Pyrolysis describes the 
p a r t i a l cracking .(at .high.'-temperature) of organic -molecules into 
^unstablB -fragments followed .by subsecLueht ^p^osynthesis .during which 
these fragments (mostly r a d i c a l s ) recombine to form aromatic 
hydrocarbons. Badger et a l . projosed the basis of current 
hypotheses. Their c l a s s i c a l stepwise synthesis of benzo(a).pyrene i s 
shown .in ;Fig. 1 . 4 .(a). The pyrosynthesis of PAH have been more 
77 
recently and f u r t h e r disciissed by Crittenden and .Long .and 
Schmeltz and Hoffmann ' (Fig. 1 .4 . (b)). Factors a f f e c t i n g the 
y i e l d s and composition of PAH pixxiuced by combustion include 
temperature, duration o f exposure to elevated temperature, 
a v a i l a b i l i t y of oxygen (atmosphere), the chemical composition of 
the precursor f u e l , and the presence i n the pyrolysis _ mixture of 
4o 
catalysts or C,H r a d i c a l scavengers. Blumer has suggested that 
the r e l a t i v e abundance and d i s t r i b u t i o n of al k y l - s u b s t i t u t e d PAH i s 
highly dependent on the temperature at which the PAH are f ojcmed 
as pyrolysis temperature decreases the r a t i o of 
alSyl-substituted PAH to unsubstituted PAH increases. For example, 
at very high temperatures, as i n the coking of co a l , the products 
consist of a r e l a t i v e l y simple mixture of" unsubstituted.hydrocarbons, 
presumably because of the rapid cleavage of l e s s stable alkyl-bonds. 
At intermediate temperatures, as i n the smouldering of wood, 
complex mixtures of alkylated rings survive. When the temperatirre 
of formation i s lower, as might be exemplified by the formation of 
crude o i l , alkylated .homologues f a r exceed the unsubstituted 
hydrocarbons (although the action of catalysts i n the production of 
PAH i n crude o i l s might influence composition). Further aspects of 
factors c o n t r o l l i n g the synthesis of PAH during combustion have 
9 11 
been reviewed ^' , Environmental PAH assemblages associated with 
anthropogenic combustion o r i g i n s show s i m i l a r i t y i n composition. 
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H H G = C H -
' H 2 G = C H ' ^ ' H C = C H , 
( C e " C 2 U n i t ) .( C e - C 4 U n i t ) 
Figure 1.4. 
l y p i c a l pathways of PAH pyrosynthesis. 
(a) Benzo (a)pyrene pyrosynthesis I ,........,.las proposed by 
Badger et a l . (reference 75)• 
(b) jyrosynthesis of naphthalene from benzene as postulated 
by Schmeltz and Hoffmann, .(reference 78), At high 
temperatures i n the presence of a i r , benzene i s 
•converted to phenol, Trhich upon loss of water would 
be converted to 'benzyne'. The l a t t e r , through a 
l , - 4 - addition across benzene-, gives r i s e to 
.benzobicyclo^(2,2,2)octa,triene, which spontaneously 
decomposes to acetylene and naphthalene. 
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(h). IndimduaJL ;Sources 
V i r t u a l l y any process i n which oxgarac carbon as subjected to• 
-high temperature w i l l restiiit :in the production Of some PAH. This 
re s u l t s i n tremendous d i v e r s i t y of sources of PAH to the 
environment. .Incineration of i n d u s t r i a l and domestic wastes, heat 
aM' power -generation from f o s s i l fuels,, and the combustion of f u e l s 
i n i n t e r n a l combustion engines, a l l produce emissions r i c h i n PAH, 
I r a i u s t r i a l a c t i v i t i e s r e s u l t i n g i n the ptroduction of PAH include : 
preparation of acetylene from natural gas; p y r o l y s i s of kerosene to 
form benzene, toluene and other organic solvents; pyxolysis 
of wood to form charcoal, wood tars and carbon blacks; manufacture of 
e l e c t r o l y t e aluminium using graphite electrodes; coke production; 
gas production from petroleum; coal g a s i f i c a t i o n ; production of 
synthetic alcohol; and o i l r e f i n e r y opera,tions. 
Contamination of the environment also occurs v i a s p i l l a g e and 
leeching of materials containing PAH, f o r example, o i l s p i l l a g e 
during shipment and from motor vehicle crank-case leakage, vehicle 
tyre wear and leaching of asphalt road surfaces and from wood 
treated with creosote preservative. 
Several reviews are a v a i l a b l e that describe sources i n d e t a i l 
9,10,7,6,79-82 
Souixjes of p a r t i c u l a r s i g n i f i c a n c e l o c a l i s e d to the ".Tamar 
region are discussed i n Chapteirs IV and V. 
(c) Recent increases, i n environmental PAH concentrations 
The PAH burden i n the enviiranment has increased dramatically 
during the past century. The evidence f o r t h i s increase has been 
derived from sediment core data, (discussed i n Chapter :IV) -and has 
17 
•been a t t r i b u t e d ^ d i r e c t l y to ;inans V =acti\Q:tles,, Tprimariiy .owing: to 
combustion of f p s s i i fuels.. 
.1.2.3:. -Route's./of. ;entiy. .into ;the,..aquatic..environment 
From the orig i n s discussed i n the previous .sections, PAH may 
reach the aquatic .environment froiii dry .or wet deposition from the 
atmosphere; surface runoff from land; i n d u s t r i a l and domestic 
efflue n t s ; s p i l l a g e of petroleum and associated products; leaching 
of n a t u r a l l y occurring deposits containing PAH (eg. ciirude o i l 
seepage, o i l - b e a r i n g shales, c o a l , PAH rich minerals and peat); and 
from i n s i t u synthesis. 
The majority of PAH from-combustion sources are emitted i n t o the 
atmosphere. I t i s generally assumed that most atmospheric PAH are 
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associated with aerosols and pa r t i c u l a t e matter . Low molecular 
weight homologues with s u f f i c i e n t l y high vapour pressures (eg. 
naphthalene) might, however, e x i s t i n s i g n i f i c a n t concentrations i n 
the vapour phase. PAH residence times,are dependent on size, and 
density of the particulates with which the PAH are associated, and 
14 
the p r e v a i l i n g c l i m a t i c conditions . Atmospheric conditioiK 
•resulting i n deposition onto land and water ihcltide :rain '(and snow).-, 
.dry f a l l o u t and vapour ;phase deposition onto surfaces.. 
.Land runoff incorpoirates contributions from u l l of the ori g i n s l i s t e d i n the , f i r s t .paragraph, of t h i s s e c t i o n . 'Of l o c a l i s e d 
Ls urb£ 
83-.85 
significance i an runoff "^-^  and p a r t i c i i i a r l y that associated m t h 
road- surfaces 
Many i n d u s t r i a l and .domestic waste waters .contain s i g n i f i c a n t 
quantities of PAH. I n d u s t r i a l PAH cbntributibr^- .are i i i g h l y 
18 
•depenfient- -on the i n d u s t r i e s involved, select.ed ^ examples o f .wMch 
6 8 
have been-reviewed " • Sewage, p i l m a r i l y from domestic, sources 
.-•generally .contains increased iquahtities :.of. I'^H'-as 'the i n d i i s t i i a i 
c o ntribution t o the sewage i s increased ^ (Table l.;3...^ .. Follovoing 
beayy r ^ i n , EAH i n sewage increases s u b s t a n t i a l l y -.owing 'to -increased 
s.torm sewer runoff .from :iirban. areas :and roadways ^^ ^^ 5 .^'j^-j^j.e 1.3.). 
.The amounts of PAH eriter-ing aquatic, environments by -this route, i s 
6-8,83-85 large ' 
IDirect s p i l l a g e of o i l s and petroleum produc-fcs increase PAH 
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concentrations i n the ^aqueous environment . This source would be 
of p a r t i c u l a r s i g n i f i c a n c e i n c e r t a i n areas, f o r example dockyards. 
Greosoted p i l i n g s of shoreline structures have been c i t e d as 
87 88 
important l o c a l i s e d sources of PAH (creosote contains up to 
93g PAJ^Kg ^ ^ ) . Natural seepage and leeching of o i l s , shales, coals 
peat and (to a much lower extent) PAH minerals w i l l also- contribute 
to the PAH; burden. 
PAH derived from natural synthesis, f o r example perylene and 
retene, appear to represent only a minor proportion of the t o t a l PAH 
i n pollu-ted en-virenments, and only contribute s i g n i f i c a n t l y i n areas 
remote from man's a c t i v i t y . 
1.3. . .-ENVrPONMENTAL...DISriaBUTION. AND ..THANSHJET Og. PAH 
•If -the PAH :associated .with -the =aquatic .environment .were evenly 
di s t r i b i ^ t e d throughout the -worldis -oceans -and .fresh ^ a t e r ibodies., 
r e s u l t i n g concentrations .would ;be n e g l i g i b l e and incdnsequehtial ^. 
This i s not 'the xiase ;and -anthropogemc .'PM remain r e l a t i ^ jiear 
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Table 1.3. 
PAH i n municipal.wastewater effluents i n . West. Germany 
Gompound 
PAH concentrations 
i n effluents to 
the- Rotach River • 
( pg.dm"^) 
Domestic I n d u s t r i a l 
PAH concentrations 
•in domestic sewage 
from Hegne 
( pg.dm"^) 
Diy weather During 
heavy zain 
Fluoranthene 0.273 2.198 0.352 16.350 
lyrene 
-
1.957 0.254 16.050 
Benz(a)anthracene 0.191 0.167 0.025 10.360 
Benzo ('b)f luoranthene 0.036 0.114 0.039 10.790 
Benzo(j)fluoranthene 0.037 0.045 0.057 9,910 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 0.031 0.032 0.022 1.840 
Benzo(a)pyrene 0.038 0.100 0.001 3.840 
Benzo(ghi)peiylene p.o4o 0.073 0.004 4.180 
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 0.022- 0.057 0.017 4.980 
Total i d e n t i f i e d PAH 0.668 4.743 0.771. 78.300 
Total u n i d e n t i f i e d PAH 0.130 0.390 0.075 9.200 
Total PAH 0.798 5.133 0.846 87.500 
From Bomeff and Kunte 85 
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their, respective rsbiirces- rand r.decrease -approximately •'ibgarithinica3^ 
m t h distance .from the .•source,, .PAH ente3:lng the aquatic environment 
:f rom ^he .-land ;are thus -concentrated i n xlxexs.., -estuaries land :coastp. 
;q 
marine .waters . 
;i ,3. .1. The.„u'biquity..-of PAH 
Although PAH are .mainly concentrated- i n areas influenced hy .man., 
low concentrations are nearly ubiquitous throughout the environment. 
This was i n i t i a l l y a t t r i b u t e d to d i r e c t biosynthesis of PAH, 
(Section 1 . 2 , 1 .(a).). With increased power i n analysis of PAH, 
i t now seems that t h e i r ubiquity i s a function of long range 
airborne transport of combustion particulates 3^»90^ Exceptions to 
t h i s general r u l e occur f o r selected homologues that can be 
ascribed products of natural syntheses (Section 1 ,2 .1 .(a),) eg. 
perylene, retene and aijkylated. phenanthrenes. 
Numerous studies over the l a s t 30 years have been performed to 
characterise PAH associated with airborne p a r t i c u l a t e matter with 
respect to geographical l o c a t i o n , point sources, seasonal v a r i a t i o n 
and meteorological conditions, These are l i s t e d by Lee et a l . 
who summarise .the findings as follows :-
1. The range of ben2;o:(a);H'Tene i n unpolluted non-uirbah .air varied 
between 0.1 and 0.5' ng.m , while the concentration i n 
pol l i i t e d a i r samples iias reached 74 ng.m 
2. There was considerable v a r i a t i o n ,in the .'concentrations of PAH 
i n a i r p a r t i c u l a t e matter collected at d i f f e r e n t sampling s i t e s 
which were representative of d i f f e r e n t .point sources. 
3- Inconsistent v a r i a t i o n s i n -the concentratiohs rof lAH i n 
airborne .particiilate matter sampled -for short peridds^at "the 
same sampling.site -were dependent on v a r i a t i o n s i n the 
21 
. meteorological conditions - ( r a i n f a l l , wind d i r e c t i o n change 
etc.)• 
4. A i r at commercial s i t e s was mqrejXDlluted d i n i n g the day than 
• at nigTit correspondirig "to automobile - t r a f f i c and ;ind u s t r i a l 
emissions as major soiirces. 
5. I b l l u t i o n was more pronounced i n the autiimn and winter than 
i n spring or .summer., .indicating, the higher .use of combustion 
sources i n the winter., presumably f o r heating purposes, or 
seasonal meteorological v a r i a t i o n s such as lower than average 
wind speed and more frequent thermal inversions during the 
winter months. 
The effects of atmospheric p i ^ s i c s , chemical degradation and 
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meteorological conditioiK on airborne PAH have been reviewed 
1.3.2. PAH i n natural waters 
Ho published data i s presently available on concentrations of 
i n d i v i d u a l PAH i n estuarine or coastal waters. Estimates of t o t a l 
aromatics by fluorescence spectroscopy (which i s subject to 
interference f2X)m non-PAH compounds ^) has, however, been applied to 
U.K. marine waters Results (expressed as Ekofisk crude o i l 
equivalents) demonstrate that highest l e v e l s are encoimtered i n 
estuaries and inshore areas and p a r t i c u l a r l y i n areas exposed to 
i n d u s t r i a l and shipping a c t i v i t y . Similar approaches have been 
•92 
applied to other coastal and oceanic wateirs. Barbier Bt a l . 
-3 
reported a concentration of 137 -pg.dm f o r total'hydrocarbons i n 
sTirface waters of f the .French Coast at Brest of which 2.^ 5^  were PAH 
(i e . 3 A -pg.dm •^). Concentrations of PAH i n A t l a n t i c Ocean surf ace 
93 
waters can be calculated from the data of Brown and Huffman as 
—3 —3 
approximately 0.4 pg.dm. with a range of O.I3 -to 1,3 }:tg.'dm • , 
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Marty sOl. ?wofIq:i^ i n 'the 'Eastern t r o p i c a l 'Atlantic -Gcean 
-3 
rejjorted i^ydrocar'bon concentrations i n sea, water of 10 ,pg.dia of 
which 3^ were .aromatics.. ;i*AH i n iihese ^ a t e r .sajnples .included 
.•phenanthrena, alRyl-phenanthrenes., ;pery^lene, fiuoranthene, pyrene 
and traces of henzof luoranthenes and henzopyrenes. 
.Ihe .majority o f research .into .JAH .in aqueous systems has "been 
directed towards fresh-waters ^3,84,95-106^ myst of t h i s data has 
teen reviewed •^ "'^ , Ta'ble 1.4. gives 'typical values of henzo'(a)iyrene 
and t o t a l PAH concentrations i n selected fresh-water systems. 
Although "benzo (a) pyrene i s c i t e d as an exemplary PAH, many of the 
authors also report values f o r other i n d i v i d u a l homologues. There 
i s a large range i n r i v e r i n e PAH concentrations owing to 
d i f f e r e n t i a l exposure to anthropogenic PAH sources. I n d u s t r i a l i s a t i o n 
and other human a c t i v i t i e s are r e f l e c t e d by increases i n PAH. Rivers 
remote from man's influence are r e l a t i v e l y uncontaminated. Qroimd 
and w e l l water contain considerably less PAH (usually by a f a c t o r 
of 10 or mo2re). Tap and re s e r v o i r water generally contains s l i g h t l y 
higher concentrations of PAH than ground water. Although subject to 
considerable temporal, v a r i a t i o n , r a i n water ^ i s shown to contain 
s i g n i f i c a n t amounts of PAH owing to airborne p a r t i c u l a t e 
contajnination. 
(a) .Ikrticulate associated. PAH 
PAH i n natural waters tend to be greatly enriched i n the 
suspended particiila,te .fraction i n cbmparison to PAH i n s o l u t i o n 
106,107^  Jlerrmann .has .recently reported the importance of 
particulates i n PAH transport through a, p a r t l y urbanised r i v e r basin. 
'IQie .relationship with :particuiates lias heen ;attributed to the 
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Table lA. Bengo(a)wrene-.and. -total iPAH. concentiations 
i n selected.?xesh.waters. 
Conbeiitraiion 
^(ng.dji"-^) 
Source 
Hiver Rhine at Main25, (S'H 
River Rhine at Koblenz, O'R 
River Aach at Stockach, GFR 
Other (S'R rivers 
Ifekov region, USSR, remote 
from human activity 
Sunzha River, USSR, below 
discharge of an o i l refinery 
Thames River, England 
Trent River, England 
Severn River, England 
Oyster River, 
Connecticut, USA 
Monongahela River at 
Rttsburgh, Itennsylvania, USA 
Ohio River at Hmtington, 
West Virginia, USA, 
Delaware River at Hiiladelphia, 
Ifennsylvania, USA 
Ground water (©"R) 
Ciround water (CFR) 
Ground water (USA) 
Well water (C F R ) 
Well water (England) 
Tap water (GS'R) 
Tap water (9 US cities) 
Reservoirs (Moscow) 
Reservoirs (England) 
Rain water (Koblenz, O ' R ) 
Lake Constance ((2'R) 
Lake Ecie at Buffalo, 
New York, USA 
BaP 
50,-110 
10-60 
4-43 
•0.6-10 
0.01-0.1 
50-3500 
170-280 
5.3-504 
1.5-48 
78-150 
42-77 
5.6 • 
41.1 
0.4-7.0 
2-4 
0.2 
2-15 
0.-2-0.6 
:0.5-9.0 
0.2-1.6 
4-13 
.0.7-3-8 
4-^ 80 
0.2-11.5 
0.3 
Total PAH 
730-1300 
500-3000 
1^0-3100 
200-1000 
800-2350 
25-3790 
20-266 
Reference 
Boriieff & Jflinte 
Hellmann 
Bomeff & Kunte 
Bomeff & Kunte 
95 
85 
85,95 
II'nitskii et a l . , 
Samoilovich & 
Red'kin 98 
84 
Ajcheson et a l . , 
99 
97 
Lewis 
Lewis 99 
Ksegan 100 
600-663 Basu & Saxena 
57.9 
351.8 
10.9-123.5 
100-200 
8.3 
100-750 
3.6.-5.S 
29.2^125,5 
0.9^14.9 
•9.1-43.2 
200-^00 
25-234 
4.7 
Basu & Saxena 
Basu & Saxena 
101 
101 
101 
Bomeff & Kunte 
96 
102 
101 
Hellmann 
Basu & Saxena 
Hellmann 
L-ewis 
Boxneff .& iKruite 
•Basu :& Saxena 101 
XL'niisMi & 
Rozhnova 1Q3 
Lewis 
Hellmann 
.Bbmeff •& JSante 55 
Basu '& -Saxena 101 
0 
Compiled from Neff ^ 
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hydrophobic }natin;e of the compounds re s x i l t i n g I n p a r t i t i o n i n g fxom 
the aqueous phase :onto suspended s o l i d s , i u h l i s h e d l i t e i a t u r e on 
•adsorption i s •sUmmari'sed i n Chapter X I I . Environmental fact o r s 
l i k e l y to he of primary importance i n c o n t r o l l i n g these jtrocesses 
aire suspended p a r t i c u l a t e concentrations,, cdmp6si±ibn and stinictures; 
s a l i i i i t y ; pH .and temperature. Estuaries t y p i c a l l y e x h i b i t gradients 
f o r a l l of these variables t h i ^ i d e n t i f y i n g them p o t e n t i a l l y as 
areas of exceptional importance i n discerning the environmental 
behaviour and f a t e of PAH. There i s no information presently 
available on the environmental chemistry of PAH i n estuaries. 
In coastal and marine environments, where sediment deposition 
i s b i o l o g i c a l l y c o n t r o l l e d , Pcahl and Carpenter have suggested 
the importance of zooplankton i n transport of PAH via, consumption 
of PAH contaminated materials from atmosjheric or riverbome ori g i n s 
and subsequent deposition to the bed i n f a e c a l p e l l e t s . 
1.3.3. PAH i n surface sediments 
PAH concentrations i n sediments are orders of magnitude higher 
than those of the overlying water. Concentrations vary widely 
(^able .1.5.). In remote p i i s t i n e areas., t y p i c a l concentrations 
.recorded f o r .benzo,(a).pyrene .(Table 1.5.) are below IQ :ng..(g dry 
sediment) "'" ^^9-112^ contrast, sediments i n close proximity to 
urban and i n d u s t r i a l conurbations contain s u b s t a n t i a l l y higher 
concentrations, with recorded benzo(a)pyrene l e v e l s up t o 
17000 ng. (g dry sediment)^"^ (Table 1.5.). ^rban .rivers would appear 
especially susceptible t o chronic PAH contamination. Factors 
•demonstrated ;of importance i n •controlling sedimentary anthropogenic 
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Table I . 5 , Concentrations of Benzo(a)pyrene 
i n selected surface sediments 
Location 
Fresh water 
, ^^^^^ .-1 
ng(g dry sediment) 
Reference 
Biver Seine mud 
River sediment below a coke 
byproduct plant, USSR . 
River Sunzha, USSR 
km below oil - r e f i n e r y 
discharge 
25 km below discharge 
Ifekov region, USSR remote 
from exogenous sources 
Grosser noner See, GFR 
100 m from north shore 
100 m from south shore 
Lake Constance, (3'R 
River Usk, UK 
Sagamore Lake,USA 
Woods Lake, USA 
15000 
8200-17000 
9.2-19.0 
trace - 3 . 1 
1-2 
1610 
260 
11000 
128 
690 
i n 
Depuis 
Fedorenko 
Saffloilovioh.& 
Red-kin 98 
Ecshova i l l 
Grimmer & Bohnke 115 
MUller et a l . 
116 
Efelinton et al. 
Heit et a l . ^ ^ 
117 
tfarine. 
Iblynesian a t o l l s O.3-6.5 
Godthaab, Greenland 5 
Ibrt of Dunkeniue 'WO 
Canal d'llle-Jeanty I76O 
Southern regions of 
the North Sea traces-122.5 
Rhone River delta O-906 
Villefranche Bay, France traces-1500 
Mouth of the Var River 0-3't 
ibrt-Vendres 23 
Banyuls 150 
Cerbere 200 
Bay of St. l-Ialo, France 
K s s o t 160 
Fours-a-Chaux 1320 
Bassin 170 
Bay of Naples, I t a l y • 1.4-3000 
English Channel coast, 
France I5OOO 
Severn estuaiy at 
Aust, UK '(•70 
Severn estuary at 
BDrtishead 300 
Severn beach 7OO 
Aust 2700 
Saudaf jozd, Norway increasing 
distance from a ferro a l l o y 
smelter 7700-16 
Boston Harbour, Mass. Bay,USA 300 
Somes Sound, Maine, USA 'K) 
Near oil - r e f i n e r y tanker 
jetty, USA 80 
Niaussat et a l . 
Mallet et al.-^° 
109 
Lalou 119 
120 
Mallet et al. 
Boucart & Mallet 
Mallet et al."'-'-" 
Biomjson & 
Efelinton 
121 
123 John et a l . 
Bj/Jrseth 
Gschwend & Hites 
Gump et a l . 
126 
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PAH concentrations^, ace the -pollutant f l u x , sedimentation rate , 
127 
and p a r t i c l e s i z e • . Sediments have a suhstahtial i n t e g r a t i n g 
e f f e c t on temporal patterns of PAH, .althotigh seasonal v a r i a t i o n s 
have heen reported 128,1-29^ mechanisms responsihle f o r these 
v a r i a t i o n s , -whether changes i n pollutant f l u x -or 'in rsitU"' i n i c r o h i a i 
degradation and hiosynthesis, were not resolved i n these studies. 
Goncentrations of PAH decrease approximately l o g a r i t h m i c a l l y 
with distance from pjoint source emissions. OMs i s demonstrated hy 
88 
the r e s u l t s of Dunn and S t i c h (Fig. 1.5')• 
Figure 1.5. Goncentrations of henzo:(a),pyrene 
i n sediments i n the v i c i n i t y of the Zona 
Island sewage treatment plant, Vancouver 
Canada. Values are ng.(g d i y sediment)~1. 
From: Dunn and S t i c h (reference 88). 
Benzo(a)pyrene d i s t r i h u t i o n i n surface sediments o r i g i n a t i n g from a 
sewage treatment plant varied from 121 .ng. .(g dry sediment)"'"^ near 
the o u t f a l l t o -approximately .1 Jig. (g .dry fsediment)'"^ at a distance 
27 
of 4 - 5 Hn downstream. Bj/rseth -also -reports rapid sedimentation 
of PAH from a ferror-alloy smelter with a reduction of 99^  i n 
sedimentary PAH a t a distance of "8.5 En from the source.. This author 
also notes a more ra,pid sedimentation of henzo (a) pyrene r e l a t i v e to 
that of phenanthrene and a t t r i b u t e s t h i s to the higher soluhili-fcy of 
the .latter. These findings endorse the impor-bance of pa r t i c u l a t e 
association i n the transport of PAH (as discussed i n Section 1.3.2. 
(a).) and demonstrate that good geographical r e s o l u t i o n of point 
source inpu-fcs can he obtained hy sediment analysis. 
The composition of i n d i v i d u a l PAH i n the sedimentary assemblage 
i s highly dependent on the o r i g i n s of the pollutants. The 
composition i n the sediment may exhibit differences from that of the 
PAH source owing to d i f f e r e n t i a l p a r t i t i o n i n g of PAH between the 
130 124 99 
sediment and aqueous phases ''^ ^ and degradation. Once 
deposited i n sediments, PAH are less subject to photo-chemical or 
b i o l o g i c a l oxidation, e s p e c i a l l y i f the sediment i s anoxic, r e s u l t i n g 
i n persistence of the compounds. Sedimentary assemblages are complex, 
often containing thousands of d i f f e r e n t homologues,' the majority of 
g 
which are alkylated d e r i v a t i v e s . Techniques u t i l i s e d to compare 
environmental and soTirce assemblages include subjective comparison•of 
chromatograms; assay of the r e l a t i v e content of PAH parent ( i e . non-
alkylated) molecules ^"^^i a l k y l a t i o n patterns of these homologues "^ "^ ^^  
and iratios between selected PAH 131,125^ Even though l o c a l l y 
s i g n i f i c a n t sources and combinations of o r i g i n s have been i d e n t i f i e d 
there appears to be a nearly ubiquitous assemblage -^32,38 .^-^^ 
dominates many of the environmental sediments analysed. An example 
of t h i s assemblage (obtained by Giger and Schaffner ) i s shotra i n 
F i g . 1.6.. i k r e n t hydrocarbons dominate the alkylated .homologues, 
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Figure 1 .6 . 
Gas chrematogram of a fiB-ction i s o l a t e d from a r i v e r sediment 
(Monchaltorfer Aa, Switzerland). Numbers r e f e r t o : 
1. acenaphthene; 2. fluorene.; 3. phenanthrene; 4. anthracene; 
.5. methylphenanthrenes; 6-. 4,5^methyleneiiiehanthrene,; 
7. fluoranthena; 8. pyrene; 9. benzo(a)fluorene; 
10. henzo (b)fluorene:; 11. benz (a)anthracene; 12, chrysene/ 
triphenylene;; I3,. benzofluorahthenes; l 4 . benzo (e)pyrene.; 
15. benzo (a)pyrene:; I6. .perylene,; 17. dibenzahthracenes; 
18. inieno . (1,2,3-cd)pyrene; I9. benzo (ghi)perylene; 
20. coronene; S. i n t e r n a l standard (l-chlorotetradecane), 
G.C. conditions: 20 m x 0.3 mm i . d . glass c a p i l l a r y column with 
barium carbonate interlayer. and coated with SE-52, 0.8 atm. 
hydrogen ^as c a r r i e r gas,, flame i o n i z a t i o n detector, c.61umn at 
ambient temperature during i n j e c t i o n and e l u t i o n of the solvent 
then :programmed from 60OC to 250^0 at a .rate of 2.50G.min~l. 
From Giger .and .Schaffner (reference I33.). 
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i n d i c a t i v e of a -coiiibustion; o r i g i n (tSectioh I:.:2V2,=(a)-);. iOpinioh i n 
the iiteratTore regards ;anthropogenic combustion of - f o s s i l f u e l s -as 
•being .primarily .responsilile f o r the ubiquity of t h i s '^pe o f 
•og. 
assemblage (see also Ghapters IV :and V'),. 
1.3.4. PAH d i s t r i b u t i o n in.:sediment..,cores 
Much work has been done on the di s t i r i b u t i o n and composition of 
PAH i n dated sediment cores i n order to evaluate sources and 
4ia«enssi3 of the oomiouMs '^.'•5.108,112,U5,ll6,n8,125,132.13*,135 
Aspects of the r e s u l t s obtained have been previously discussed 
(Sections 1 .2 .1 . , 1 .2 .2 .). Findings indicate that two groups of PAH 
ex i s t i n the sediments: 
1. Compounds of biogenic o r i g i n eg. perylene and retene, of which, 
s i g n i f i c a n t concentiations are recorded throiighout cores (Section 
1.2.1 . ) . 
2. Anthropogenic PAH usually a t t r i b u t e d to f o s s i l f u e l combustion. 
The d i s t r i b u t i o n of these homologues show n e g l i g i b l e concentrations 
up to the l a t e l800s when l e v e l s increase s u b s t a n t i a l l y towards the 
present. In many of the cores analysed a maximum i s reached i n the 
,l950/60s with a s l i g h t decrease occurring towards the surfac.e ;(this 
has been attributed to a xeduction i n coal ;corabustion i n favour of 
o i l and gas burning which emit less PAH .on combustion).. In a i l but 
the most remote p r i s t i n e environments,, anthropogenic homologues 
contribute the vast majority of the PAH to .modem sediments. 
Individual core data are reviewed i n context with r e s u l t s 
obtained from .a sediment core -sampled .from the Tamar Estuary 
(Chapter IV). 
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,I,3,.,5' PAH.;J:n;,aciuat3:c;. organisms , • _ 
•;Goneeiitra;tions .of 5AH :in -aauatrc organisms ;are. .generaiigiy 
intermediate iDetween those i n the .sedimeht and l e v e l s encountered 
i n the .water column. Studies O^f PAH .in aijuatic bidta./have heen 
reviewed •^''^ '^ , Subsequent to the most arecent .review by Feff 
.(1.979) ^  f u r t h e r .papers have been .jjublished ^36^i4l^ ^^^^ 
l i t e r a t u r e has concentrated on benzo'(a)pyrene as a representative 
PAH, and i n p a r t i c u l a r report l e v e l s i n commercially important 
bivalve molluscs i n coastal marine environments. Heff ^ has 
summarised and tabulated published benzo(a)pyrene concentrations i n 
aquatic organisms which range from 0.1 to 5000 ]ig. (ife dry 
organism)~"'". Ibere are few trends exhibited i n the data. Samples 
coll e c t e d i n close proximity to urban and i n d u s t r i a l regions 
generally contain higher concentrations than those i n remote areas. 
Few apparent correlations e x i s t between benzo(a)pyrene concentrations 
and the p h y l i t i c p o s i t i o n , trophic l e v e l or habitat preference of 
the respective organisms. 
Many i n t e r a c t i n g f a c t o r s p o t e n t i a l l y a f f e c t PAH i n organisms. 
Proximity to discharges, and hence the environmental PAH l e v e l s i n 
immediate contact with the b i o t a , i s of paramount imixbrtance. 
Goncentrations i n selected species 'have been'.shown -to .decrease m t h 
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increasing distance from point source emissions ' . The form of 
the pollutant PAH, whether in, s o l u t i o n , emulsified or s t r o n g l y 
l42 
particulate bound., : w i l l influence .uptaJce,. IDunn and Young ,-have 
suggested that particle-bound .benzo (a;)ipyrene :may not he b i o l o g i c a l l y 
available to f i l t e r - f e e d i n g h'ivalves. oaie rhabit :of the .organisms 
i n question, whether sedentary, ..free l i y i n g ;or -migratory, .-will .;affeet 
51 
•exposure. 'Tissue accumulation o f .'PAH i s .balanced by the .relative 
l'^6 
rates of uptake and dejpuration. laiutzen and Sortland • have 
recently •demonstrated tha,t d i f f e r e n t species sampled from the same 
l o c a l i t y -exhibited d i f f e r e n t TAH p r o f i l e s . 'Routes of uptake., 
whether "via the "waiter .or d i e t , -are l i k e l y t o a f f e c t PAH 
concentrations and assemblages, Uptake from water might r e s u l t i n 
enrichment of the more s6iu"ble lower molecular weight homologues. 
Differences also occur i n the a b i l i t y of organisms to metabolise 
PAH, For example, mussels lack, or have a poorly developed a r y l 
hydrocarbon hydroxylase enzyme system required f o r PAH , 
l43 
metabolism ^. Stresses, such as s a l i n i t y gradients encountered 
by estuarine species, w i l l also a f f e c t metabolic a c t i v i t y , as would 
temperature and seasonality. Age structures and r e l a t i v e degrees of 
development of the i n d i v i d u a l organisms sampled w i l l add to 
intra-species v a r i a b i l i t y . When assessing PAH concentrations i n 
organisms, influences owing to the above factors should be 
considered. 
lA. ENVIROMENTAL FATES OF .PAH 
Howard o t a l . ^^ -^  have defined .environmental f a t e -as 
-encompassing any transport or degradation ^processes which describes 
the behaviour of a chemical i n the environment. Several review 
a r t i c i e s discuss fates .of -PAH ^A^A^^ 
The p a r t i c u l a t e . a f f i n i t y of PAH i s of importance i n t h e i r 
'envirbhmehtal chemistry., .effectively c o n t r o l l i n g the • a v a i l a b i l i t y of 
'the compoiinds .'for ;bther p h y s i c a l ^ -chemical .and b i o l o g i c a l .processes. 
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OvtAjng to -the f a c t that jnbst natural degradation processes reqiiire 
-o??ygen :(Sections .I;4.1-...,- X.;4.2.'), sedimentation and subsecLuent 
huriafl. :of p a r t i c u l a t e associated -EAH i n t o :anoxic environments may 
r e s i i i t ,in ^preservation of the compounds ^. 
'Ihe r o i e of v o l a t i i i s a t i o n i n removing PAH from aquatic 
l46 
environments has been assessed most recently by Southworth 
Losses from aqueous systems by t h i s route are almost r e s t r i c t e d to 
soluble forms of the compoiuids and are controlled by the surface area 
l46 
r e l a t i v e to water volume and, current and wind v e l o c i t i e s . The 
r e l a t i v e l y high s o l u b i l i t i e s and vapour pressures of the lower 
molecular weight PAH (eg. naphthalene and anthracene) render these 
l46 
most susceptible to v o l a t i l i s a t i o n , and Southworth predicts 
that i n r i v e r i n e s i t u a t i o n s t h e i r h a l f l i v e s would be l e s s than 
100 hours. For the l a r g e r molecular weight carcinogenic homologues 
i t was calculated that v o l a t i l i s a t i o n i s of minor importance and 
does not s i g n i f i c a n t l y reduce aquatic concentrations. Additional 
factors not assessed by Southworth but l i k e l y to a f f e c t 
the 
148 
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v o l a t i l i s a t i o n are the presence of surface f i l m s , waves and 
aerosol formations 
PAH present i n the aquatic environment are subject to 
degradation.. Ihe most important rnatural processes are 
photo-oxidation and b i o l o g i c a l transformation by aquatic b a c t e r i a , 
.fungi and animals. Chemical .oxidation of PAH 'has .also been 
described i n the l i t e r a t u r e , mainly i n context with water 
6 8 Q 14Q 1 4 p u r i f i c a t i o n ' ''^  ;Using chlorine ^ -and ozone . PAH can also 
react m t h addiitional organic .and .inorganic oxidants i n c l i i d i n g 
various electrophiles., peroxides., -nitrogen oxides and sulphur 
oxides -. 'These reactions are l i k e l y to be of si g n i f i c a n c e i n 
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atmospheric oxidation of PAH M t are .generally mimpoirtaht i n 
aqueous envriromients.. 
1.4.1. .Hiotonoxidation 
Bioto-oxidation i s p o t e n t i a l l y important i n the 'breaMown of 
g 81 
PAH i n the atmosphere and aquatic environments . Hioto-ihduced 
oxidation reactions of PAH i n the aqueous phase hy s i n g l e t oxygen, 
0-1 
ozone and HO- r a d i c a l s have been reviewed . Most commonly 
endoperoxides are formed (Fig. 1..7.(a).). H i o t o l y s i s of these 
peroxides through r i n g cleavage and dealkylation, produces a v a r i e t y 
of products (Fig. 1.7.(a).). This process proceeds hy a free r a d i c a l 
mechanism (cleavage of the 0-0 bond) and i n i t i a t e s auto-oxidation. 
When, f o r s t e r i c reasons, no endoperoxide can be formed (eg. i n the 
case of benzo(a)pyrene), photo-oxidation y i e l d s a v a r i e t y of diones 
(Fig. 1.7.(b).). Hioto-oxidation involves an energy t r a n s f e r from 
the t r i p l e t state of PAH y i e l d i n g s i n g l e t oxygen C'O^) which 
reacts with excited PAH to y i e l d , the peroxide or dione. Singlet 
Oxygen from other sources can also react with PAH. H i o t o - r e a c t i v i t y 
of sorbed PAH has been suggested to be greater than that of PAH i n 
solution and does not appear to involve an endoperoxide intermediate ' 
Anthracene adsorbed onto s i l i c a g e l or alumina i s photb-oxidised to 
anthraquinone and by subsequent oxidation to 1,4 dihydroxy-9,10-
anthraquinone (Fig. 1.7.(c).). The presence of suspended 
paxticulates, however, are generally thought to decrease ra,tes of 
photo-oxidation :by increasing l i g h t -a,ttenua;tion •^ •^'^"'^52. .g^]_y -j^ork 
predicting the .influence ;of photor:oxia.ation i n aqueous ;media often 
involved -the -experimental •presence -of traces of known photo-
.34 

Figure.1.7. 
lypes of reactions proposed f o r the .photor^dxidait'ioh of 
p o l y c y c l i c aromatic hydrocarhons. 
(a) photo-oxidation of 9,lG-d-imethylanth2?acehe through a 
-9,10-endoperoxide intermediate to y i e l d several oxygenated 
P3?oducts. 
(b) photo-oxidation of benzo(a)pyrene to the 6>12-, 1 , 6 - , and 
3,6-diones. 
(c) photo-oxidation of anthracene adsorbed to s i l i c a g e l or 
alumina to l,4-dihydroxy-9jlG-anthraquinone. 
From ' I ^ r t i c u l a t e i b l y c y c l i c Organic .Matter' (reference Bi).. 
y5 
.-sens'itizers -(for ^ example •acetone) ajiS. have 'subseig.uenti.y been 
, clitxsiz'ed 'iMost recent calculations of the •effec':fcs ^ of 
• jphoto-oxidatlbn on ;aiuatic PAH •concentratiOiis r e s u l t I n the 
t h e o r e t i c a l -half-lives of selected ,PAH ( i n an i n l a n d water body 
:(5 m depth') integrated over a f u l l sumer •day :(latit:ude 4d° '^^ '^^  
l i s t e d below;: 
No 
p a r t i t i o n i n g 
Naphtha.lene 550 
ihenan-threhe 59 
Anthracene 4,5 
Fluoranthene 160 
lyrene 4.2 
Benz(a)anthracene 3.7 
Benzo(a)pyrene 3.2 
Kaphthacene 0.2 
m i f E i f e (p. 
With p a r t i t i o n i n g (20 ing.dm"'-^  
siispended p a r t i c u l a t e s ) 
550 
69 
5.2 
200 
5.9 
9.2 
13 
0.95 
These r e s u l t s show the greater s e i ^ i t i v i t y of l i n e a r homologues to 
photo-oxidation compared to t h e i r angular isomers, as discussed i n 
Section 1.1.3.. I t i s stressed that these are calculated values and 
t h e i r accuracy remains unproven although r e l a t i v e photo-reactivity 
is- l i k e l y to: he precise. 
1.4.2. B i o l o g i c a l Degradation of PAH 
Some microbes ha,ve been shown ca,pable of complete oxidation o f 
simple aromatic hydrocarbons to ;carbon-dioxide :and water . Others 
'co-oxidise' .arpmatics in-the presence of alteimative subst3?ates 
i n t o various oxygenated metabolites The mineiralisation of 
.naphthalene ;by JfeeUdomohas •putida i s shown i n IPig, l , ^8 i;(a):., 
"This involves bx$iatioh to .cis-l,2TaihYdroxy-l-.^^dihydrona-phthalene. 
•.The-dnliydrddibi i s ;hext -oxidised- t o l,2-Td;32iyflrox3aia|h^ .and 
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. C O i + H2O 
Eigure ,1.'8. 
Metabolism of p o l y c y c l i c aromatic hydrocarbons by bacteria. 
(a) metabolism -of naphthalene by .Ifeeudomonas putida to 
carbon di o x i d e and water (from Gibson, (reference 153))• 
(b) i n i t i a l reactions i n the metabolism of benzo.(a) pyrene 
'by :Bei;ierincKla -sp. -(fxom Gihson, {reference 154)).. 
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f p S o m i ^ ^ o r t h o ^ l e a v the dihydroxylated heiizene Jring, y i e l d s 
(via oMtermedi-ates) s a l x c y c l i c a c i d , which i s suhsequently degraded-
through, (catechdl t o (carbon dioxide and water/i Larger ;raolecular 
•weight homologues., if or ejcample benz (a) anthracene .arid 'henzo(a),Byrene,, 
are. i n ^ sole carbon ;soUrc'es 'j^appareritly heca,Use of the 
i n a b i l i t y of ;microhes to oxidise, them-completely to carhon dioxide 
and water •^•^•^). ;Some .species of hacteria oxidise these PAH to 
various phenolic arid a c i d i c metabolites. Cis-hydroxylation i s also 
the p r i n c i p a l mechanism f o r the degradation of these l a r g e r 
molecular weight compounds, as demonstrated by Gibson "^ -^ ^ (Fig. 1.8. 
(b)) usirig a mutant s t r a i n of a cioltured Bei,ie3?incM.a sp. i n i t i a l l y 
i s o l a t e d from a. polluted r i v e r . The dihydrodiols formed from 
benzo (a)pyrene were shown to be reduced non-enzymatically to 7- and 
9-hyd2X)xy benzo (a)pyrene (Fig. 1.8. (b)). Wild type Bei.jeiinckia sp. 
are capable of furth e r degradation of the dihydrodibls by r i n g 
cleavage 
Strains of b a c t e i i a i s o l a t e d f2X)m an o i l polluted estuary were 
shown by Dean-Raymond and Bartha -^-^ to degrade flubrene, 
phenanthrene and anthracene more r e a d i l y than l a r g e r molecular 
weight PAH. Some of the oxygenated products produced were 
i d e n t i f i e d ^ ^^^ 
Degai^ation studies of PAH .spiked into- eiiviroiimental waters 
•have been ;pubiished -Lee and Takahashi '^ "^^  assessed 
degradation rates i n a cbnt2X)Iled marine ecosystem enclosure before 
and a f t e r the addition :of 2 f u e l o i l to the system. They 
•demoi^trated that the .degradation .potential increased a f t e r s p i k i n g 
with ^the-bil. iiee ^estimated ;degradation of PAH by jaatural 
^populations b f Tnicrobes i n .marine .and estuaiirie .wateis,. -His r e s u l t s 
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showed thsit JAH =w:er.e degraded Most. ±aiffiiJLy i i n ?es1;uarine .wabeiis 
(turnover times f o r naphthalene =ahd hehz;o:(a)p7rene were approximately 
40 and ,3500 "d'ays -respectively) and .attrihuted t h i s f i n d i i i g to the ;high 
standing 'stoc"k of h a c t e r i a owing to ihigh l e v e l s -gf n.Utriehts -in 
•estuaries. -Estuarine .environmeh-fcs exposed -to o i l p o l l u t i o n -exhihited 
the highest deg3:^ation rates, .possihly owing to 'increased numheis ;of 
hydrocarbon degrading micrbhes i n the natural populations.. Even .in 
these sit-uatioris degradai-bion "was almost r e s t r i c t e d to. lower 
molecular weight PAH, Microbial populations i n coastal waters were 
less e f f i c i e n t at degrading PAH than those i n estuarine waters. 
Marine water samples from the Gulf Stream contained very l i t t l e 
microbial degradative a c t i v i t y . Degradation rates were higher during 
summer than -winter. Further f i l t r a t i o n experiments suggested that 
naphthalene and methyl-naphthalenes were degraded by f r e e - l i v i n g 
microbes. 
Sedimentary degradation of spiked PAH has also been demonstrated 
I62-I66 l64 
. Degradation rates decrease with increasing depth , the 
oxidation-reduction p o t e n t i a l being of primary importance, 
mineralisation decreasing dramatically with increasing sediment 
anaerobiosis pH controls a c t i v i t y to a lesser- extent . The 
physical structure of the sediment p a r t i c l e s i s another f a c t o r f o r 
l64 
consideration. Gardner ..et demonstrated higher degradation 
2^tes i n sands compared to marsh 'mud'.. Ihe presence ^of p6-lychaete 
l64 
worms also increase mineralisation rates .Surface sediments 
•previously subjected to o i l comtamination-exhibit a s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
elevated capacity-for degradation, of PAH ^ ^^^ .Thompson and 
E^lir i t o n • ' 'have shown -that sed-iment particxilates .incorporated -into 
surface diatom slimes -contain s i g i u f i c a n t l y l e s s JPAH than those i n 
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the underlying sediments. The authors suggest that components of the 
slimes may a c t i v e l y hiodegraae the' J M . 
Jligher organisms (inveirbehrates and 'vertehrates!) have heen shown 
to concentrate and degrade P M references therein^ ^ 
important feature of the h a c t e r i a i degradation pathway i s t h a t the 
cis-di h y d r o d i o l i s produced through a dioxetane intermediate. In 
higher animals a trans-dihydrodiol i s produced through an arene oxide 
intermediate v i a a mixed function oxygenase (MPO.) enzyme system ^. 
I t i s these arene oxides or t h e i r immediate oxidation products that 
appear to he the active carcinogenic and mutagenic agents 1^^»1^9^ 
1.4.3. Ihe r e l a t i v e contributions of i n d i v i d u a l processes to the 
environmental fate of PAH 
I t should be appreciated that the dynamic nature of aquatic 
systems (and p a r t i c u l a r l y estuaries) render judgement of i n d i v i d u a l 
processes envir^Dnmentally u n r e a l i s t i c . Selected recent papers have 
attempted to place i n context the r e l a t i v e - contributions of 
i n d i v i d u a l components contributing to the environmental f a t e of PAH. 
Herbes et a l . "^ "^^  have assessed fates of selected homologues i n f r e s h 
water environments.. Examples of t h e i r rresiilts are reproduced i n 
Figs.. 1.9. (a)., and ;(b.).... F i g . .1.9..:-(a),. /demonstrates the importance 
of v o l a t i l i s a t i o n of naphthaiene and photolysis of the l a r g e r molecular 
weight compounds i n a shallow r a p i d l y f Ibw'ing stream depleted i n 
suspended p a r t i c i i i a t e s . F i g . 1.9,.(b.),. shows how the r e l a t i v e 
importance of the parameters assessed chaxige i n 'other J r e s h -water 
systems using benz'(a) anthracene as an example.. 'For t h i s 'bigh 
molecular, .weight PAH, sediment sorption 'and photolysis appear dbmitiant 
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Figure 1.9. 
(a) Eredicted contrilDutions of inajor transport processes to the 
removal of PAH from water of a shallow, r a p i d l y flowing stream. 
N, A, BA, BP-indicate naphthalene,. anthracene, 
benz,(a)anthracene and benzo (a)pyrene respectively. 
(b) Predicted transport behaviour of benz (a)anthracene i n several 
representative aquatic systems. 
From Herbes et a l . , (reference l 6 l ) . 
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.in contrbliEmg the fate.. 
IlesiifLts. >puK,lishe(i .from exipefiments 'hy Lee -et '^^^ .on -the f a t e 
;of isei-ectea PAH :an a ;.cohtrb-l~Led scbsystem <encl6.s-ure;, ;ihda:cate that 
.aromatic hydrocarbons i n shaMow marine -waters .may have -residence 
times i n 'the order -pf a few days. F.or lower molecular weiight 
aromatics ;such as henzenes,, uaphthalenes and phenanthrenes., t h e i r 
.resul-fcs suggest that .micrphial .degradation and v o - l a t i l i s a t i o n are 
the', primary reitipvai -processes. .In contrast, the concentrations of 
higher molecular weight aromatics such as chrysenes, henz-anthracenes 
and henz-pyrenes were shown to he primar i l y affected hy 
sedimentation and photo-chemical oxidation ( i n agreement with Herhes 
et a i . ^ ^ ^ ) . Furthermore, Lee et a i . suggest that i n open 
oceans which are characterised hy low concentrations of suspended 
particulates and c l e a r waters, rates of sedimentation would he low 
and photo-oxidation rates should he high. I t follows that under 
turbid conditions, such as occur i n t i d a l estuaries, movement of 
suspended s o l i d s and sedimentation would be expected to be of 
primary im.portance i n the transport of these la r g e r moleculaa: 
weight PAH. 
,I.:-5. , :.'rHE •EHV.IBONMHraAL.'CT^  PAH 
72 
Suess • has summarised the environmental cycle of PAH 
(Fig. .i.iO..,;).. '.The .relative ©bntributipns indicated., however, are not 
necessarily applicable to l o c a l i s e d s i t u a t i o n s . Sources i d e n t i f i e d 
include, .primarily combustion ,pirocesses,j biosynthesis (a topic of 
some controversy ;(Sec-bion 1 .2 .1. (a).)) .and d i r e c t s p i l l a g e of PM r i c h 
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Figure I.10. The Environmental Cycle of PAH. From Suess (reference 72). 
mateiiais eg, o i l s , Geologicai jsroduetion of ;f;ossil. fuels and 
naitural leaching of these products are not shorn. Routes ,6f entry 
Into the aquatic lenvironment incliide atmosjheiic f a l l o u t , land runoff 
and waste effluent enSLssions:, 'The majority of PAH .entering the 
aquatic environment remain close to sites of deposition, so that 
lakes, rivers., estuaries and,coastal marine environments near centres 
of human population are primary repositories of aquatic PAH. .High 
particulate association of the compounis leads to deposition, 
concentration and sediment hurial of PAH, Degradation mechanisms 
reduce concentrations of PAH i n aerobic environments, but once buried 
9 
i n anoxic sediments the compounds are pereistent , Fiorther transport 
only occurs v i a disturbance and relocation of sediments. 
1,6. THE TAMAR ESTUARY 
A map of the River Tamar catchment and estuary i s shown i n 
Plate I. The River Tamax drains rel a t i v e l y pristine moorlands and 
i t s associated biota include salmon and trout. Sewage and runoff 
from villages and small towns (for example Laimceston and 
Gunnisiake) represent the major point source pollutant discharges, 
although these are supplemented by individual domestic .effluents.. 
During the 19th century there was extensive mining a c t i v i t y i n the 
catchment and at the head of the estuary. Ihis was associated with 
the Dartmoor granite metamorphic aureole which i s ,rieh i n copper, 
lead, arsenic, t i n , manganese and zinc minerals. No significant 
mining act i v i t y has, however, occurred since the tTom of the century.. 
Present day ac t i v i t y i n the Tamar Valley i s mainly confined to 
PLATE I 
I 
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Plate I 
Reduced oopy of pari of the Hymouth and Laimceston Oardnance 
Survey 1:50000 Map (Sheet 201). The grid represents 1 M sq^uai^s. 
Reproduced with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office, Grom Couyright reserved. 


agrxcul-ture:. .Although the Lyhher -ahd Tayy tiihutaries: enter--the 
estuaiy,, the .Tajnar rejresents the major fresh-^water-S 
• In •contrast, ^urhan 'Hymouth "is. ,situa,ted .-adjacent tp the lower 
estuary (HLaite II). Industry associated -with the- -city -is dominated 
hy H.M. Dockyards at Devonport. Other light, industries and a small 
o i l terminal at Wilcov.e aro the only other potentially important 
sources of i M u s t r d a l pollution into the Tamar. Shipping associated 
with the dockyards and -oil jetty, and recreational boating represent 
fiicther pollu-fcant sources. O i l contamination i n the lower estuary 
would appear inevitable. Domestic and industrial waste water from 
treatment works and by direct emission, together with urban runoff 
(particularly stdx^sn water overflows that often bypass sewage works) 
w i l l further pollute t h i s region of the estuary. Ihe Tamar road 
bridge i s a major route into Cornwall and carries an exceptionally 
high volume of t r a f f i c . This i s potentially an important source of 
motor vehicle associated emissions such as o i l , PAH and lead. 
Ihe close proximity of the Institute f o r Marine Environmental 
Research and the Marine Biological Association to the Tamar Efetuaxy 
has resulted i n a substantial amount of research being directed 
towards the chemistry, hydrodynamics and biology of the Tamar. 
Relevant data i s discussed i n context with the results- presented 
i n -this thesis. 
k6 
ILATE II 
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ELate II 
Aerial photograph of the lower urban region of the estuary taken 
from Qrld Reference SX 463527* viewing i n a north-westerly 
direction. 


I-.-y. AIMS .OF •'EHIS. .JRESEARGH 
Ihere .is . l i t t l e data i n the tUiteratiire concerning PAH .in 
estuaries and none discussing PAH distrihution i n context with 
c l a s s i c a l estuarine chemistry. Ihe ohjective of this research .was 
to elucidate sources,.distribution, transport mechanisms and fates 
of PAH i n the Tamar Efetuary. 
To perform this task i t i s necessary to evaluate many 
interacting factois, f o r example, to assess the environmental 
contributions of PAH from unresolved sources, both spatial and 
temporal v a r i a b i l i t y of the PAH flux must be assessed and fate 
mechanisms that act to d i f f e r e n t i a l l y change the individual compounds 
once they are released into the environment must be accounted for. 
Most frequently the substantial integrating capacity of sediments 
for these hydrophobic compounds has been exploited i n determining 
the aquatic distribution and sources of these pollutants. 
In this thesis, the approach chosen to discuss the estuarine 
chemistiy of PAH begins by characterisation and quantification of the 
association of PAH with suspended particulates i n the water column. 
Factors potentially important i n controlling sorption throughout 
the estuary are experimentally investigated and are discussed i n 
context with analyses of the aqueous and particulate phases Of 
fractionated environmental samples. 
As a preliminary investigation of sources, the h i s t o r i c a l 
record of inputs of PAH are evaluated.• Selected homologues were 
210 
quantified throughout a Pb dated sediment core removed from a 
'stable' region of the lower estuary i n order to determine 
compositional differences with depth and hence assess temporal 
48 
ichanges -in inputs and diagenesis. 
In order to further assess sources" aM investigate transport 
mechanisms and fates throughout the entire estuarine system, the 
approach was directed towards three areas of research. To gain ah 
imderstanding of the hehaviour of PAH i n the water column, 
individual 'homologues (spanning a range of molecular weights.) .were 
analysed i n water samples removed, during an axial traverse of the 
estuary. Concentrations encountered were then compared with changes 
identified i n environmental variables including s a l i n i t y , suspended 
particulate load (total, mineral and organic constituents), pH, 
dissolved oxygen, temperature and ammonia. Secondly, surface 
sediments throughout the Tamax catchment and estuary were 
characterised and analysed f o r PAH. Fi n a l l y , selected experiments 
were designed to further assess potentially important processes 
identified hy the previous surveys. 
•Qie environmental and experimental data obtained are summaxised 
and correlated i n Chapter VI of this thesis. 
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GHAITBR I I 
I 
EXBBRIMMm 
II.a-wa. Water .Qheiiiistiy 
•(a) Salinity^,.:Tempemture,,-?H,.-.T^ Dissolved Oxygen, .Ammdnia, 
R 
These variables were monitored aboard a Rqtork Seatruck 
sampling vessel. Water was pumped from a depth of 0,5 m using a 
.submersible (Flygt B 204o) c e n t r i f u g a l pump. S a l i n i t y , temperature, 
pH, t u r b i d i t y ' and dissolved oxygen were measured as described by 
Mo2:ris et a l . The pumped water was' passed through a constant -
l e v e l l e d r e s e r v o i r ( f l i i s h i n g time ,20 sees.) containing the detecting 
senso2:?s. S a l i n i t y and temperature .were recorded d i s c r e t e l y using an 
Electronic Instruments Ltd., S a l i n i t y Temperature Bridge Type MG 5. 
The instrument s a l i n i t y response was cal i b r a t e d r o u t i n e l y i h the 
f i e l d by comparison with working standard sea waters (previously 
checked against I.A. P.S.O. Standard Sea Water xising an Autolab 
indubtively-coupled salinometer). At veoy low s a l t concentrations, 
chloride i o n a c t i v i t y was measured using a H i i l i p s IS 550 - G l ~ 
chloride selective electrode i n conjunction with a I b i l i p s RH 44/2 -
S D/1 double junction refeii^nce electrode. The Output was recoried 
v i a a Gdrning E e l Model 113 pH/mV -meter. I h i s system was 
•-calibrated d i r e c t l y ' .mth d i l u t i o n s of Standard Sea Water. pH was 
determined continuously with a lye combination glass electrode 
.(401E7) i n conjunction with a compensating thermistor (625) 
a c t i v a t i n g a lye Model 292 Mk2 pH/mV meter. G a l i b r a t i o n was 
achieved with :N . B . : S. buffers., dis.odium hydrogen phospiiate (pH 6.87 
.at ;25^ G:) and borax .:(pH .9.18 at 25°G:). A Ikrtech Electronics Ltd. 
;Suspena;ed :Sdlids Monitor, •Model LP - 740 - 3R, .supplied a d i r e c t 
6:0 

recording of t u r b i d i t y . Dissolved oxygen concentrations were 
obtained with a Yellow Springs Instrument Go. .Inc. Model 57 Oxygen 
Meter. Galibr a t i o n was checked with a range of saline arid :fresh 
waters which had been equilibrated with the atmosphere. Itercentage 
saturation values were calculated with the a i d .of tables prepared by 
U.NiE.S.G.O.. . Ammonia was measured by an automated version of the 
indophenol blue method ^  employing a modified buffered c h l o r i n e -
donor system '. 
(b) Ikrbiculate characterisation 
Estimates of suspended particulates v i a t u r b i d i t y as described 
i n Section II. 1 . 1 .(a), were inadequate f o r some aspects of t h i s 
research. Gravimetric determinations were therefore obtained. 
Total suspended s o l i d s were determined by f i l t e r i n g knovm volumes of 
estuarine water through ashed (450°G, 12 h) preweighed Whatman Q F / G 
f i l t e r s (47 mm), washed with d i s t i l l e d water to remove r e s i d u a l 
s a l t s , dried (110°G, 12 h) and reweighed. Mineral suspended s o l i d s 
were apiroximated by heating the f i l t e i s (450°G, 12 h). Organic 
suspended s o l i d s were then calculated by difference. The 
inadequacies of t h i s l a t t e r technique are discussed i n Section 
I I . 1 . 2 . ( a ) . I k r t i c u l a t e carbon and nitrogen contents were 
detea^niined as described f o r sediments (Section I I . 1.2. (a).). 
Suspended pa r t i c u l a t e s i z e d i s t r i b u t i o n s were obtained d i r e c t l y 
from w e l l mixed estuarine water sub-samples using a Malvern 
nristruments Ltd. 2200/3300 computerised Laser I k r t i c l e Sizer VI3 ^ 
according to the Methods Manual. 
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I I . 1.2.. Elemental .-Analyses 
';(a) Caarbpn ;and •Nitrogen 
Freeze dried sediment samples -were 'gronnd -(5 min) i n an agate 
b a l l m i l l (SLen .Creston .Ltd..). Aliquots (aj[p2X)ximately 6 .mg) were 
weighed i n t o precleaned (soaked i n ohlorofqrm (.1 h ) , rinsed i n 
acetone, then d i s t i l l e d water and .dried) a,luminium f o i l 'boats'. 
Weighings were: recorded to i 1 .]ig..., (Cahn. electro-balance,).. 
Acetanilide standards (approximately 1 mg) of known carbon and 
nitrogen content were also prepared together vdth f o i l container 
blanks. Samples were analysed using a Carlo Erba Elemental 
Analyser (Model 1106). Iteak areas were recorded by integt?ation and 
corrected f o r blaiiks. Ibrcentages of carbon and nitrogen were then 
calculated r e l a t i v e to the instrument response f o r analyses of the 
standard acetanilide. 
'Organic' carbon deteinninations are subjective and r e f l e c t the 
ashing or digestion process used p r i o r to elemental analysis ^. 
Low temperature ashing (international Hasma, Corporation Low 
Temperature Asher - Model 1101) was, selected ^ to 2:emove organic 
constituents from sediments. Organic carbon was then calculated by 
difference from the carbon content of the ashed residue, and carbon 
i n an untreated sediment sub-sample. 
(b) X-ray Fluorescence 
S i l i c o n , aluminium, zinc and copper were .determined i n 
sediments using a .Hii l i p s 1220 Xr-ray fluorescence sj)ectrometer.. 
Dried, ground sediment samples were pressed i n t o t a b l e t s ;(2 -dm i n 
diameter). S i l i c o n and aluminium were .an^ysed using a Gr target 
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x-ray tube and a .IE anaLjrs'ing c r y s t a l . A LxF (200) analysing 
c r y s t a l ^with' a gold target X-ray tube were'used f o r sine-.and a, 
tungsten taxget Xr-ray tube f o r copper. 
(c) Atomio Absorpfcion Spect2X)scopy ' 
Lead was analysed by flame atomic absorption ispectroscopy 
7 
following a digestion and leeching procedure of Van Loon et a l . 
Dried, ground sediment (2 g) was heated ( l h) with concentrated 
hydzx»chloric (9 cm-^ ) and n i t r i c (3 cra^) acids. A f t e r allowing to 
cool, d i s t i l l e d water (3 cm"^ ) was added and the samples g r a v i t y 
f i l t e r e d (I'Jhatman No. 42) with a c i d washings i n t o volumetric f l a s k s 
(25 cm ). Volumes were made up with d i l u t e hydrochloric acid. 
Quantification was obtained .using an Instrumentation Laboratory 
Incorporated Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer i n accordance with 
the d i r e c t i o n s i n the company's Methods Manual. 
11.1 .3 . Analyses of I b l y c y c l i c Aromatic Hydrocarbons 
The proven carcinogenic properties of some PAH render analyses 
involving staMards and extracts HAZAEDOUS and every precaution 
must be implemented to ensure that contact, e i t h e r d i r e c t or 
i n d i r e c t (eg. v i a the atmosphere), i s avoided. 
(a) A Review of Current Methods 
Analyses of PAH are widely documented. A recent review a r t i c l e 
'Modem A n a l y t i c a l Methods f o r Environmental I b l y c y c l i c Aromatic 
Compounds' c i t e s over 400 references including ' I b i y c y c l i c 
Aromatic Hydrocarbons: Occurrence and Analysis - A I k r t i a l 
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BibliograpKy' which - i t s e l f -indudes a h l h l i o g r a i h y of more than 
.1000 .references. Other texfts f u r t h e r emphasise the -interest 
roji ;ariSLysis .of t h i s class -of compounds. 
. -EnYirorimerital EAH are -present as complex mixtures including 
numerous isomeric compounds with im-ulti-suhstituted alfsylated 
homdlogues. Relative concentrations of i n d i v i d u a l components vary 
greatly, primarily as a function of source. A n a l y t i c a l methods must 
i d e a l l y he s e l e c t i v e , s e n s i t i v e and overcome effects of the sample 
matrix. In the analysis of environmental PAH i t i s necessary to 
investigate and optimise the extraction, clean-up, chromatographic 
and q u a n t i f i c a t i o n stages. 
Extraction 
12 
WATER: Ihe analysis of PAH i n water has- heen recently reviewed . 
PAH may he extracted from water hy l i q u i d - l i q u i d p a r t i t i o n using' a 
suitable solveh-fc, chosen to combine high s o l u b i l i t y f o r PAH, low 
m i s c i b i l i t y with water and high v o l a t i l i t y . Examples of solvents 
used include dichloromethane •^ »^-'-^ , chloroform benzene and 
17-20 
cyclohexane . Extraction can be f a c i l i t a t e d by use of a 
l 8 
separating funnel , vigorous s t i r r i n g as with a mixer -
homogeniser ^^'-^ or by counter - current extraction . Acheson 
13 -
ot-.al. investigated .factors a f f e c t i n g the e f f i c i e n c y of sdlvent 
extraction from environmental water samples. Reductions i n 
ejctraction e f f i c i e n c i e s of spiked PAH were observed f o r experimental 
•wa;ters dosed with F u l l e r ' s earth. An a l t e r n a t i v e to solvent 
extraction .is .preTConcentration from water onto activated carbon , 
.Ambeflite .XAD :macroreticuiar .crossirlinked polystyrene r e s i n s ^^"^7^ 
Tenax-G.'G;. i o n exchange resins ^ " ^ j polyuretharie foam ^^"^^ and 
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HHiG precoliimns - . TixrtijJd samples also present proljiems with 'these 
pa:arTConc,ehtration techhiq-aesj f i l t r a t i o n beirig a. peer-requisite. 
'E i l ^ r a ^ i o n gives ±ise to the ;poiential f or contaiiiiia;tion, and PAH 
losses hy v d l a t i l i z a t i o h 'arid 'photo^egradation. Msorption tof PAH 
onto the f i l t e r and trapped .particulates and 'desorpyfcion of the 
more soluble .homologues during f i l t r a t i o n of sample water might also 
perturb the environmental p a r t i t i o n equilibrium of PAH. Other 
concentration techniques available including head-space analysis, 
freeze drying, steam d i s t i l l a t i o n and reverse osmosis have been 
12 
discussed and evaluated by Futoma et a l . 
SEDIMENT: Sonication and b a l l - m i l l i n g has been applied to sediment 
34 35 
extraction . Ihomps,on and Eglintori have used u l t r a - s o n i c a t i o n 
of wet sediment i n a dichloromethane-methanol azeotrope. 
Aizenshtat applied a method using homogenization of wet sample 
with 0.1 M HGl i n benzene : methanol (70 ; 30) . Soxhlet extraction 
i s most widely used. \Iet sediments can be e f f i c i e n t l y extracted with 
37 
benzene-methanol . or with .primarily methanol alone, and then with 
the addition of benzene , or a l t e r n a t i v e l y using methanol : 
dichloromethane Soxhlet extraction of dried samples (freeze or 
air, dried and dried with excess anhydrous sodium s^alphate 
.with •dichlo3X)methane i s also e f f i c i e n t . Digestion, of wet sediments 
•42 
•fay 'saponification with .ethandlic ,KDH has been favoured by those 
s c i e n t i s t s working a d d i t i o n a l l y on l i p i d - r i c h b i o l o g i c a l material 
(saponification of which i s necessary f o r e f f i c i e n t extraction). 
43 
A -study t y -Wong and :Williams compared selected extraction methods 
•for hydrocarbons i n sediments and indicated that a n a l y t i c a l p recision 
.is -enhanced ;by .extraction of d r i e d sediments although drying may 
•result i n losses .of the more v o l a t i l e components. 
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Extracts .of :ehYlroimental -samples- iriyariabiy. .contain s u b s t a n t i a l 
amounts' of otKer 'nbn-rPAH Tiiaterials/which can i n t e r f e r e - w i t h 
-suhsec[uent analyses. 'Ihe ^ctuantities and ^nature of .contamiimhts are 
dependent on the material extiacted and the s e l e c t i v i t y of the 
.chosen solvent. Clean-up "procedures must therefore he t a i l o r e d to 
s u i t the p a r t i c u l a r extia-ct i n addition to the suhsequent 
chromatograpjiic procedure and s e l e c t i v i t y / s e n s i t i v i t y of -the 
detection system. For example, th i n - l a y e r chromatographic 
separations of water extracts with fluorescence detection, as applied 
hy Bomeff and KUnte require l i t t l e or no clean-up. Extracts 
analysed hy high-performance l i q u i d chromatography with r e l a t i v e l y 
s p e c i f i c W or fluorescence detection require l e s s clean-up than i f 
they were to he analysed hy c a p i l l a r y gas chromatography (G.C.) with 
flame-iohiza;tioh detection ( F I D ) , because of the l i m i t e d G.C. column 
capacity and i t s s u s c e p t i b i l i t y to contamination together with the 
non - s p e c i f i c i t y of the ' F I D detection system. 
I n i t i a l clean-up frequently involves s e l e c t i v e p a r t i t i o n i n g of 
PAH between solvents. A study of the extraction ch.aracteristics of 
PAH based on the v a r i a t i o n of p a r t i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s f o r a v a r i e t y 
44 
of solvents :has .recently been published ' .. Additional l i t e r a t u r e 
on t h i s t o p i c has been .reviewed 
Co^extracted elemental sulphur can be removed by percblatibn 
of the extract through precipitated copper 
PAH ^extracts generally -contain traces -bf a l i p h a t i c compounds 
and coiisiderable amounts .:of polar aromatics. which .are ..conveiii.ently 
46 47 
removed -by column -chroma,tqgraphy ;on s i l i c a . - g e l '* -or -alumina 
' ,. ^Combimtiohs-.of-^hese Ihave'heen ;emS^  -Other 
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adsorbarits :such.;as i E l o r i s i l :aM reelliaose acetate -^^ -have been 
/ 
recommended-, I h i n - l a y e r chrOmatograjhic clean-ups- have 'also been 
• " 35 • • • • 
employed . 
More 'recently l i p o p h i l i c .gels have been -used ;in .prepara.tory' 
stages, ¥ith. benzene -.as eluent, -Blp-rBeads ;SXrl2 (cpOrous ;styrene 
divlnylbenzene co-pblymeri), .yield f r a c t i o n s contaihing .compounds of 
•52 
increasing r i n g number ^ " w h i l s t also separating multi-ralkylated 
53 
EAH frem parent plus mono-allqylated EAH •^•'^, PAH are also eiuted i n 
sequence of increasing r i n g number from Sephadex tH-20 using 
54 55 47 56 isopropanol Lee et a l , ' have reviewed the use of these 
gels. 
Quantification 
Methods range from simple spectrophotometric estimation of P A H 
•^ '^•^ '^  to computerised high r e s o l u t i o n c a p i l l a r y gas chromatography/ 
mass spectrometry ( G G / M S ) . A wide range of intermediary techniques 
have been published i n the l i t e r a t u r e . 
Golumn chromatography, as described i n the .previotis section, has 
been used i n conjunction with s e l e c t i v e UV ahd fluorescence f o r the 
20 
analysis of eiuted f r a c t i o n s . TLG ahd reverse phase high-, 
performance ,TLG with fluorescence detection also .enable i s o l a t i o n 
and .jquantification of selected . P A H . 
Mgh^performanCe l i q u i d chromatOgra,phy (HHJG) has become' 
popular i n recent 'years a^nd offers- d i s t i n c t advantages i n the 
analysis of P A H , including .unique separations of isomers ,and 
alkylated .homologues and 'highly -sensitive =and s e l e c t i v e -bhrline 
UV and fluorescence detection, I n i j ^ i a l .SiffiG in--the early .1970-'s 
.utilised' -adaptations -.of isimple .cdlumn- iChromatbgraphy ibased cpn 
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;ajiisorbarits rsuch as - s i i i c a .^ aifl.' apaunina^ 'The introaubtion^ :6f hoijiied 
.phases .has .xev.oiLutionised .EBU -as. :a. .reprbducihle ..and Ihigh r e s o l u t i o n 
teoTiffiLaue:. i b l a r , chemicaliy bonded :ista,tionaiy ;phases used --in the 
normal vphase, rachiev.e .PAH :s;eparations .sipi-Lar t o those of s i l i c a 
and -aluftina w h i l s t -ei^imina^ing the problem of deiactivation by traces 
•of water, itoino-bonded phases r e s u l t xn aHqylated homoiogues 
coeluting. with the parent compounds i n order of increasing 
aromaticity This f a c t o r li n k e d with .a v o l a t i l e non-polar >eluent 
renders t h i s technique suitable f o r pce-fractionation. Ghmielowiec 
and George have recently evaluated polar bonded phases (amine, 
n i t r i l e , d i d , ether, diamine and quaternary ammonium) f o r normal 
phase separations of PAH. 
Octadecylsilane (Gig) (ODS) used with gradient e l u t i o n affords 
s e l e c t i v e separation of parent molecule isomers and alk y l - s u b s t i t u t e d 
species. Recent studies have described differences i n the e f f i c i e n c y , 
s e l e c t i v i t y and retention c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s on G]_8 colianns supplied by 
various manufacturers 59,6l,62,.63 ^ between production batches 
61 64 
from the same company * . Fundamental chromatographic theory of 
separation, of PAH on Cj^q columns has been investigated ^-5-68. 
including the s e l e c t i o n of mobile phase composition and tempeirature 
effects .Systems affording the highest r e s o l u t i o n to date ^are 
.the .Iterkin Elmer GDS :(PAH specif ic), '^ ^ and the Vydac, :20l ^ TP-'^ '^'^ ^ 
(now .marketed by ;iterkin Elmer- i n the IJ.JS;.) columns, with a c e t o n i t r i l e 
gradient e l u t i o n . 
To increase r e s o l u t i o n an extension, i n t o c a p i l l a r y .cbliuiins lias 
71 72 "73 been advocated > -Separations, of pAH-.with ;.packed •''•'''•-^  .arid -wall 
72 
coated c a p i l l a r y HHX •.columns have -appeared i n the OMerature,, 
although,to date,suffer from excessively long ipetehtion -ti^nes. 
-68 
Techhologicaa. developnerits i n v o l v i n g the re.^esigning of current 
•HHiC instrumentation :are required to f a c i l i t a t e micropore work. . 
!H&G has .heen employed f o r the determination of PAH i n swater 
18,29,33,.75.,76, sed^iments "^ '^77'>7Q,, marine h i o t a ^9., a i r particulates 
automohile exhaust and ^letroieum .and related f u e l s * . 
.The s e l e c t i v i t y and . s e n s i t i v i t y of OT and fluorescence 
spectroscopic detectors i n HILG have heen a inajor advantage of the. 
technique. Variahle, wavelength W has heen used to achieve 
s e n s i t i v i t y and s e l e c t i v i t y , Ratios of ahsorhance at 
selected wavelengths has heen applied to a i d i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 
QL 18 83 
e l u t i n g peaks ' and Readman et a l . haye discussed the 
a t t r i b u t e s of stop-flow OT scanning f o r i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of PAH i n 
HPLG separations. Fluorescence detection has proven both s e n s i t i v e 
and s e l e c t i v e i n detection of the compounds. The performance of 
86 
f i l t e r and monochromator instruments have been compared , together 
87 
with OT detectors ' . Multi-channel rapid scanning spectrometers. 
eliminating the stopping of flow f o r peak i d e n t i f i c a t i o n , have most 
89 
88 
recently been applied . LG-MS techniques and current applications 
have been reviewed by McFadden 
Other spectroscopic techniques employed i n PAH analysis include 
phosphorlmetry, low-temperature .luminescence using Shpol'sKii 
spectra, l a s e r e x c i t a t i o n luminescence;, synchronous e x c i t a t i o n .and 
emission luminescence and infrar-red analysis. 'These are discussed 
ahd reviewed by Lee et a l . 
Ga,s chromatography (G.G.) has been used extensively f o r the 
on 
separation of PAH •. Ikcked-column GG, although i n i t i a l l y 
employed, has been replaced Tsy .analysis .using g l a s s ;ahd fused 
92 
s i l i c a ^ c a p i l l a r y .columns .which .afford f a r superior .resolution. 
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A -variety of stat i p r i a r y .tphases have -heen used with 'SE^Z' and SE54 
/gaining jserhajs :.mdst -wide acceirbance. Foremost PAH ianaiytioaiL 
iwprk,, -ca-plllary -;coi.uinns -of 10-2.5 dieters .'length ;ahd •:Q.2-'0:..3- ^mm 
diameter -with f i l m "thicknesses o f 0,3, ipia. have 'heen •s-uggested as 
93 "94 
:mps-t suitable .. '"^ Hie -develppaent :of -'on-column"' i n f e c t i o n has 
es s e n t i a l l y eliminated d i s c r i m i n a t i o n i n GG -ajmlysis caused hy 
differences i n v p l a t i l i t y and concentration of the individual. 
components .injected. With t h i s mpde of. sample introduction, 
however, clean-up procediires must provide samples r e l a t i v e l y free 
of non-volatile material which would otherwise reduce column l i f e . 
Flame-ionization detection .(FID) i s most frequently used f o r 
q u a n t i f i c a t i o n of PAH. The advantages of FID include i t s l i n e a r 
iresponse, s e r i s i t i v i t y and r e l i a h i l i t y , although, i t s l a c k o f 
s e l e c t i v i t y does present problems i n peak i d e n t i f i c a t i o n . 
Bj/rseth and Eklund have used electron capture ( E G ) / F I D response 
r a t i o s to successfully d i f f e r e n t i a t e between some isomers. The 
photo-ionization detector ( P E D) can also be used s e l e c t i v e l y f o r 
g 
PAH . A powerful approach f o r i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of PAH constituents 
separated by c a p i l l a r y GG i s computerised c a p i l l a r y GG/mass 
spectrometry (G G / M S ) Numerous applications of t h i s can be found 
i n the literattore 
(b) Techniques - applied .and developed f o r -the analysis .Of PAH .in 
estuarine samples 
'•(i) .E?rtractioh ..and .cleaxir^v 
-All. solvents were ^of Fisons -HILG rgrade, Ejctractions were 
,l>erf.ormed -under -subdued l i g h t to ;mihimise Ipo.sslble photo-roxidation. 
• A l l ;glasswarei Twas ;acidT?cleahed and. •pire.-rinsed with solvent .prior to 
-•use.. 
7.0 
Estuaxine.¥ater.; jHiiquots ;(2.,..G;0 diir) .at the time .of Samjliilg'were" 
transferred to pre-oieaned ;Winches.ter '.hotties coritaiiiing. oyplohexahe 
(3D cisr^:. .The sample "hotties -were 'then .sealed 'with :solv.eht -iSnsed 
aluminium f o i l 02? t e f l o n l i n e d caps and thoroughly -shaken. On :retxirn 
to the laboratory .each sample .in turn was shaken and .transferred to a 
separating fimnel. Vigorous a g i t a t i o n (5 Hiin) was., resumed -to 
enhance extraction. A f t e r phase separation (10 min) the aqueous 
layer was transferred back to the sampling bottle:. Isppropanol 
(2 cm-^ ) was added to the funnel to reduce emulsificatioh at the 
interface and the cyclohexane collected. This procedure was 
repeated twice, adding fir r t h e r aliquots of cyclohexane (15 cm^) to 
the extraction vessel. The combined extract was dried by passage 
through a column of ashed (450°G, 6 h) AnalaR anhyd2X)us sodiizm 
sulphate (10 g). The extract, including column washings (10 cm"^  
cyclohexane) was then reduced i n volmne by rotary evaporation 
(ambient temperature) to approximately 1 cur and q u a n t i t a t i v e l y 
tiransf erred with hexane washings to a v i a l (2 cm^). The volume was 
ftorther reduced to 0.5 cm-^  by gently passing a stream of nitrogen 
over the surface. To assess e f f i c i e n c i e s , selected water samples 
were re-extracted f o r analysis and then known quantities of PAH 
standards added. Following thorough shaking -and a period of 
e q u i l i b r a t i o n (3 h) the samples- were re-extracted to "estimate 
recoveries of compounds. Overall r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y was assessed .from 
analysis of t r i p l i c a t e water samples. 
Estuarine Sediments; Sediment samples (of previoiasly .determined 
water content) were thoroughly hOmogeriised -and exfczacted by 'a 
4o 
method s i m i l a r to that of -Giger .and Sdhaffher -. Accurately 
weighed portions -.(ca. 7 g wet weight-) were .ground''^^jith a^ ^ 
71 
aiihyaroi^s .'sod'ium sulphate ;(7 -gi) 'to form -a dry :pow(ier. • Ihe r e s u l t i n g 
mixtures were loaded i n t o irer-exfcra,cted (8 h> dichioromethane.) 
•cellulose :soxKl,e-b iiMiiibles ;(Whatman .mm. id . i / 8 o 'mm).. ;Soxh!et 
e x t i a c t i o n was then -perfoi^ed i n t o dichloromethane (lOO cm^ ,) f o r 
8 hours i n darfcuess. ,A weighed -iprtion- bf 'the r e s u l t i n g extract was 
rembved and reduced i n volume hy either .rbtary evaporation or. using 
a gentle stream of .nitrogen (dependent on the volume selected f o r 
an a l y s i s ) . Following quantitative transfer with washings to a v i a l 
(2 cm-^ ) the volume was reduced furt h e r to 0.5 cm-^ . Ihe 
dichloromethane was then displaced with hexane and the volume 
reduced to 0.5 cm-"^. Recoveries of spikes and re-extracts were also 
performed. 
Glean-up; A micro-column alumina clean-up procedure was developed 
to produce an extract compatahle with f i n a l .HILG analysis w h i l s t 
minimising sample treatment and hence p o t e n t i a l contamination and 
losses. Alumina (BDH, neutral, Brockman grade l ) columns were 
prepared using Iksteur pipettes plugged with solvent rinsed glass 
wool. Bie pipettes were loaded immediately p r i o r to use with a 
column (5 mm i . d . x 50 mm) of 7fo deactivated (optimised f o r the 
technique) ashed (450°G, 6 h) alumina. P r i o r to sample treatment, 
columns were washed with hexane (2 cm ). The volume of hexane 
required to completely recover a l l the PAH from the alumina was 
determined before each group of analyses by monitoring the e l u t i o n 
of indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene from repre,senta,tive Columns. The 
procedure selected to monitor the e l u t i o n of t h i s standard was hy 
c o l l e c t i o n of the eluent on TLG plates -followed by v i s u a l i s a t i o n -of 
the dried plates under UV l i g h t , 'Samples (both water and :sed."iment 
extracts) were loaded onto the alumina columns :ahd -eluted Into v i a l s 
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•,wi-fch-.hexane -(3,,5 cm .apirbx.).. 'Vbliimes iwere then ireduced to. 
g 
0.5-cm using, a-stream of nitrogen, the hexahedisplaced with 
-ac.Btonitriie -(O...^  ciii^.) ;and the v.oiunie .further :reduc.ed,-to (0,1 -cm^.;. 
'Prior to ;ahalysis,the, .samples were -stored i n darkness -at 'd°G.. 
( i i ) High-pertormahce :Eiquid. iChrbmatdgraihy (HILG:) 
I t i s , oziiy .recently that s i g n i f i c a n t advances i n the •analysis of 
PAH hy HPLG have heeh puhlished. In the i n i t i a l period of t h i s 
research (I978/9) comparatively few papers were availa b l e 
concerning high r e s o l u t i o n HILG separations of environmental PAH 
extracts. I t was necessary to develop a n a l y t i c a l technig.ues capable 
of resolving, i d e n t i f y i n g and quantifying selected i n d i v i d u a l PAH 
u t i l i s i n g the equipment av a i l a b l e . The approach adopted was 
i n i t i a l l y directed towards evaluation of suitable phases. 
A s i l i c a ( H ypeisil 5-7 J^) HILG column (100 mn x 3 wm i.d.) 
with hexane e l u t i o n .was found to s u f f e r from low retention capacity 
f o r PAH (even a f t e r substantial conditioning) and poor re s o l u t i o n . 
In order to reduce the influence of deactivation, polar bonded 
phases were investigated. P i c r i c acid polymer was bonded onto 
micro-particulate s i l i c a (Hypersil 5-7 V^) and then s l u r r y packed 
into an HILG colximn (25O mm -x 5 iPi -i-d.).. With hexane e l u t i o h only 
.slight improvement i n separation was bbtained, .although 
r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y .was enhanced. S i t h d i i i d d o p r q i y l t i r i e h l o r o s i l a n e (PPS) 
bonded onto micro-particulate s i l i c a -was demonstrated by 
Hunt.et, a l . ^^ '* to separate the 6 representative PAH recommended 
:f or-analysis by the World-Health \Organisatidn ;(W-.H.Q.-,) ^(fluoranthene, 
benz6(b)f luoianthene., - ben25o^(:k)f luorahthehe,, hen25o;,(a)iEyrene,, 
benzo:(ghi)pe2yiene :arai .indeno.(l,2,3--:c.d)3yrene:);. .This .phase \was 
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'prejared as airected ':'by Mwit eifa .alL. rand -juiced arito-ari'-HSX] 
coltuim ,(250 -iPi X 5 -Mil i.d,..).:. .ELution •.with iO^ toluene ;ih .hexane 
piroyided- .sepa2?ation of the s i x -¥,H.O. PAH, although o v e r a l l 
r e s o l u t i o n was unsatisfactory -since- other PAH eoeluted. 
Octadecylsilane (ODS) columns used i n the reverse phase 
produced superior separations of standards when compared to the 
ahove mentioned phases. Columns i n i t i a l l y a vailable were pre-packed 
Spherisorh ODS (10 ]m) and Whatman ODS 2 phases. The l a t t e r with 
propan-2-oi : d i s t i l l e d water step gradient e l u t i o n yielded most-
promising r e s u l t s , although e l u t i o n times required to maintain 
reso l u t i o n were extensive (approximately 2 h). Resolution was 
improved and analysis time was reduced hy using a Hypersil ODS 
(5-7 p i ) phase which was s l u r r y packed into columns using a 
ShandOn Southern HILC. column packer according to dir e c t i o n s i n the 
Methods Manual. Various eluents were tested including methanol : 
i. 
d i s t i l l e d wat&, propan -2-ol ; d i s t i l l e d water and a c e t o n i t r i l e : 
d i s t i l l e d water, each .in conjunction .with . i s o c r a t i c , step .and i i h e a x 
•gradient .programmes. '.The system favoured, a^nd that applied Tbo ±he 
analyses of environmental samples,, u t i l i s e d a Hypersil .5-^ 7 'pui -ODS 
column {250 mm -x 5 ini'i i.'3-.,). with a c e t o n i t r i l e : d i s t i l l e d water 
gradient e i u t i o n at ,a flow .rate of .3 cm^.mih"'^ ;(delivered hy Pterkin 
Elmer Series ' 2 ;high--perforiiance l i q u d d bhromatograth-with ^nodified 
Checkr^valyes).. -The solvent .programme icons'isted -.of ;an isoc2?atic 
stage .(5<^ racetohitrile :;: ,5C^ . d i s t i l l e d -water), f o r $3- ^minutes p r i o r 
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to I n j e c t i o n ;arwi' '9 Jimiutes a f t e r i n j e c t i o n , fbliDwed by a gradient 
of l.^^.min""^ increase i n aceto n i t r i l e - up to 99^. . Samples 
{2.0-30 mm^ .) vrexe introduced onto the coiumn- using a Hieodyne 7 i ? 5 
i n j e c t o r . Examples of separations are shown i n F i g . 2 .1. , . GdlxMn 
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•parameters as defined by J&iox Were routineily assessed to ensure 
maintenance of column performance. Although separations of 
environmental extracts exhibited peaks with corresponding retention 
times to those of the standards (confirmed by c o - r i n j e c t i o n s ) a s 
with a l l chromatographic systems a technique capable of i d e n t i f y i n g 
and assessing peak purity was. required. The HHiG detector 
available at the time (a Iterkin Elmer LG 55 variable wavelength UV 
spectrophotometer) was adapted, using a suitable motor and gearing, 
to perform stop-flow UV scanning. This system was successfully 
used to i d e n t i f y some PAH i n environmental samples. Following the 
introduction of the Iterkin Elmer LG 75 scanning UV spectrophotometer 
(for HHiG), data obtained resulted i n the publication of 
'Use of Stop-flow U l t r a v i o l e t Scanning and Variable-wavelength 
Detection f o r Enhanced Iteak I d e n t i f i c a t i o n and S e r e i t i v i t y i n 
High-performance Liquid Ghromatography', Analyst, 106, p.122 (I981) 
go 
. Using t h i s information a variable wavelength programme f o r 
detection of compounds at pre-selected wavelengths was designed f o r 
use with the Itypersil ODS separations (Fig. 2 . 1 .) i n .order to 
maximise s e n s i t i v i t y and/or s e l e c t i v i t y . 
Superior r e s o l u t i o n of PAH was subsequently obtained using a 
Iterkin Elmer HG-ODS (PAH s p e c i f i c ) column which was donated by 
Dr.. K. Ogan of the Iterkin Elmer Gorporation (Norwalfc, U.S.A.) p r i o r 
to i t s commeroial release. ELution conditions selected were 
75 
s i m i l a r to those suggested by Ogan et a l . with an elueht floW 
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Figure 2.1. 
lypical HILG chromatpgrams showing standard and environmental PAH 
separations using a % p e r s i l 5-7 pm ODS colunm (250 mm x 5 mm i.d.) 
Kith acetonitrile : d i s t i l l e d water gradient elution at a flow 
rate- of 3 cm3,inin ELution' and detection conditions are 
indicated at the hottom of the figure. Iteak numbers correspond, to 
1. naphthalene; 2. ihenanthrene; 3., anthracene; fluoranthene; 
5. pyrene; 6. chrysene;. 7. benz(a)anthracene;. 
8. benzo(b)fluoranthene; 9; benzp(k)fluoranthene;, 
10. benzo (a) pyrene i, 'X,' is an unresolved mixture (discussed, iii-
Section II.I.3.(b).(ii).). Iftiidentified peaks in the standard 
seraxatipn correspond to: co^eiuting compounds'. Additional^ peaks 
in the extract separations include- vtnidentif ied parent PAH and 
alkylated homologues. 
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ra.te of 0,5 citr.^^mjf -aM "a rsolVent-prpgarainme cbi ^ i s t ' i n g of i s o c r a t i c 
•cOniitioning (4G^ acetonitriiLe f: Sc^- d i s t i l l e d -water) -for '15 ^ minutes . 
;j)fior to i n j e c t i o n , -and :on- in-jection -a ;gradient 'increase of ^ 
a c e t o n i t r i l e , min"''" was introduced. Once the solvent compos'itioh .of 
9,9^ a c e t o n i t r i l e .: 1% d i s t i l l e d -water'was .reached, this' concentration 
was .maintained u n t i l completion of the chromatogram. .Examples of 
separations are shown i n F i g , 2 . 2 . , With increased r e s o l u t i o n 
Ohtained using the JEterMn Elmer column, the stop^flo-w W scanning 
technique -was fu r t h e r refined and improved (Fig, 2 . 3 , ) . . Ihe 
separation was, however, incompatahle with detection using wavelength 
programming (as previously described f o r the Ifypei^sil ODS column) 
owing to increased r e s o l u t i o n of isomers reducing the spaces 
between PAH. groupings with d i f f e r i n g numbers of conjugated benzene 
rings (Fig. 2 . 2 . ) . M d i t i o n a l detectors (Jfye LG UV vari a b l e 
wavelength detectors and a Kratos Fluoromat Fluorometer FS 950) were 
employed i n series with the LG 75 UV" detector to provide constant 
information on peak pu r i t y v i a r a t i o s of absorbance at d i f f e r e n t 
wavelengths (254 and 28o nm) and fluorescence (Table 2 . 1 . ) . 
Goincident perylene (Fig. 2 .2 . Iteak 9) was s e l e c t i v e l y q u a n t i f i e d 
at- 408 nm, 
Ihe large peak associated -with the separations Of environmental 
-extracts .;(retention "times 57 minutes on the .i^ypersil 'ODS column 
(Fig. 2 .1 . ) and 25 minutes oh the Iterkih KLmer ODS column i(Fig,. ;2,:2.");) 
exhibited a UV spectrum a t y p i c a l of PAH (Pig, 2 , 4 , ) . G G / M S analysis 
(courtesy of Professor G . Efelihton and 'Mrs. A. Gower, iBris'tol 
University) i d e n t i f i e d thp peak -as a -.mixture :of phthalates .-and j)henyl 
esters/etherh (Figs. 2.-5, -&.2,6.,.), 
.Gal'ibra,tion of the 'HILG system .was' perf ojcme'l vusingliigh :pufity 
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Figure, 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. 
Typical HPLG chromatograms shovring PAH separations of standards and 
a sediment extract using a Iterkin Elmer 10 um HG ODS column 
(250 mm X 2,6 mm i . d , ) / a c e t o n i t r i r e : d i s t x l l e d water gradient elution 
at a flow rate of 0.5 cm3.min~-^. ^ l u t i o n conditions are shown at the 
bottom of the fig u r e . Detection was hy UV absorbance at 25^ nm, 
Iteak numbers correspond to 1. naphthalene; 2. phenanthrenej 
3. anthracene; ^, fluoranthene; 5. pyirene; 6, benz(a)anthracene; 
7. chrysene; 8. benzo(e)iyrene; 9* coincident perylene and 
benzo(b)fluoranthene; 10. benzo(k)fluoranthene; 11. benzo(a)pyrene; 
12. dibenz (ah)anthracene; I3. benzo (ghi)perylene; 1^. indeno (l,2,3-cd)-
pyrene. *X' i s an unresolved mixture (discussed i n Section II.1.3--
( b ) . ( i i ) . ) 
The peaks numbered i n the sediment extract were i d e n t i f i e d by t h e i r 
respective retention times, cb-injections with authentic standard PAH, 
stop-flow UV scanning (to assess peak purity by comparison with UV 
spectra of authentic standards (Fig. "2,3-; Section 11,1,3.(bl.(ii).) and 
routinely txy UV and fluorescence response r a t i o s (Table 2,1,). 
Additional peaks i n the sediment extract separation include 
unidentified parent PAH and alkylated homologues. Although the parent 
compounds are shown i n the analysis to dominate the chromatogram.the 
unresolved small peaks and area under the chromatogram undoubtedly 
contain a complex mixture including alkylated PAH often resolved by 
c a p i l l a i y gas-chromatog3:uphy (Section I.3.3" F i g . 1,6.), Alkylated 
homologues are, however, s e l e c t i v e l y separated from t h e i r parent 
hydrocarbons on ODS phases °. 
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Figure 2.3. 
Analyses of a PAH standard mixture and a sediment esctract u t i l i s i n g 
stop-flow UV scanning between 200 and ^00 nm. Separations were 
obtained using a Iterkin Elmer 10 pn HG ODS column (250 mm x 
2,6 mm i.d.) with a c e t o n i t r i l e : d i s t i l l e d water gradient e l u t i o n 
at a flow rate of 0.5 cm^.min"-^ (as d e t a i l e d i n Section 
1 1 . 1 , 3 -(b). ( i i ) , ) . The chromatograms shown c e n t r a l l y represent 
UV absorbance at 25^ nm. UV scans were performed by i n i t i a l l y 
c a l i b r a t i n g the electronic memory of the Iterkin Elmer LG 75 
detector (+ autocontrol) at the base of each peak i n turn, 
resuming flow and stopping on the peak i n order to perform the soaa, 
Absorbance ranges we3?e selected to obtain on-scale d e f l e c t i o n . 
Standaard PAH scans are i d e n t i f i e d by figures and correspond t o , 
1. phenanthrene; 2, anthracene; 3- fluoranthene; ^. pyrene; 
5. benz (a) anthracene; 6. benzo (e) pyrene; 7. benzo (k)f luoranthene; 
8. benzo(a)pyrene; 9- dibenz(ah)an^h3:acene; 10. benzo(ghi)-
perylene; 11. indeno(l , 2 , 3-cd)pyrene. Jtealis with retention times 
corresponding to the above standards are i d e n t i f i e d consecutively 
by l e t t e r s and t h e i r respective scans are arranged opposite the 
corresponding standard spectra. Gompajison affords a high degree 
of i d e n t i f i c a t i o n and, i n the case of dibenz(ah)anthracene 
(peak 9 ) , demonstrates a co-eluting inteiference i n the eq_uivalent 
peak ( i ) of the sediment extract. 
Wavelength (-:nrh;J --Wayelength.(mm.) 
>'400;200 .400 . ;200 .;400::200 400 
Wavelength (nm.) Wavelength (nm:) 
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Table 2.1. 
UV absorbance and fluorescence r a t i o s used r o u t i n e l y f o r ver±fication 
of peak pur i t y i n HELG separations of environmental extracts. The 
responses recorded were obtained from i n d i v i d u a l detectors arranged 
i n s e r i e s . The table i s divided into two sections. The upper 
portion reports peak heights (for UV absorbance at 25^ and 280 nm, 
and fluorescence (Section II.1 . 3 * (t>). ( i i ) . ) and selected r a t i o s , 
f o r three i n d i v i d u a l HILG separations of PAH standards. The 
average values and standard deviations of the r a t i o s calculated from 
these Injections are shown i n the boxed section. For comparison, 
the coarresponding r e s u l t s from the analyses of three independent 
estuarine sediment extracts are shown i n the lower section. 
*n' indicates that the component was not q_uantified. 
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Figure 2 A. 
(a) Stop-flow UV" spectrum of the large .peak denoted hj the l e t t e r 
'X' (retention time 57 minutes) i n the sediment extract 
chromatogram shown i n F i g . 2 . 1 . . Similar spectra were obtained 
f o r the peak with a retention time of -25 m[inutes i n Iferkin 
Elmer ODS HILG separations of environmental extracts :(denoted 
by 'X' i n F i g . 2 . 2 . ) . 
(b) Stop-flow UV scans of peak 'X' i n some environmental extract 
separations obtained using the Iterkin Elmer column., .showed a 
chrysene spectrum superimposed onto that t y p i c a l of ;peak 'X' 
(as shown i n part (a) Of t h i s f i g u r e ) . 
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Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2 . 5 * 
GG-MS analysis of peak 'X* - trapped from the HPLG separation of 
an estuarine sediment sample (Fig. 2 . 1 . ) and extracted into 
dichloromethane, 
GG-MS analysis was performed by Mrs, A.P. Gowar, B r i s t o l University. 
S^ystem: Flnnigan 4000 c a p i l l a r y GC-MS; IHGOS data system, 
Golumn: F l e x s i l Hewlett Jfeckard 2 5 m methyl s i l i c o n e f l u i d 0 , 2 mm i . 
Temperature Programme: 50 - 260OG @ 50G.min~l, isothermal at 26o°G. 
In j e c t o r temperature 280^0; Interface temperature 280OG. 
M.S. Mode: Centroid positive i o n , Scans 1 to 265i f , 
Electron m u l t i p l i e r 1980Vj Emission current 3 5 0 pA< 
Electron voltage 40 eV. 
Reconstituted ion traces (R I G^ are shown f o r the majority of the 
GC separation (scans 3 0 0 - 2 3 0 0 ) and f o r an expanded portion 
(scans 1 2 0 0 - 2 3 0 0 ) . Base peak m/e 1^9 i s highly s i g n i f i c a n t f o r 
phthalates and i n the top diagram s e l e c t i o n f o r m/e 1^9 i s o l a t e s 
three peaks. Most peaks e l u t i n g a f t e r 20 minutes (lower diagram) 
give base peak m/e ^ 9 (suggested by the INGOS l i b r a r y to be 
i n d i c a t i v e of phenyl esters). The poorly resolved peak (retention 
time approximately I7 minutes) i s i d e n t i f i e d by i t s mass spectra to 
be sulphur (Fig. 2 , 6 , ) , Letters (a), (b) and (c) r e f e r to scans 
1 1 5 2 , 1 7 8 5 .and 1052 respectively, the mass spectra of which are 
shown i n F i g - 2 . 6 , , 
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Figure 2 .6 . 
Selected mass spectra, from the GG-MS analysis (Fig, 2.5*) of 
peak *X' (Fig. 2.1.), The mass spectra (a), (h) and (c) correspond 
to scans II52, I785 and I052 respectively of the GG-MS analysis. 
The peak m/e 1^9 i n (a) i s highly i n d i c a t i v e of a phthalate. 
Mass spectrum (h), with base peak m/e ^ 9 was i d e n t i f i e d by the INGOS 
l i b r a r y to be a phenyl ester although could possibly have resulted 
from a phenyl ether, (c) i s representative of the poorly resolved 
peak i n F i g , 2.5. and i d e n t i f i e s the peak as sulphur. 
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s'tandards (donated by'various i i i s t i t u t e s ) , ,.trepaired ,at Imotm • 
conoentrations -in a c e t o n i t r i i e . The- iise of Vpeaic- .area .integration • . 
•.was aiiteiiipted .but ;instiability. b f ifche base J^inesj, ^lartic.ularly ;with 
wavelength. iJrogrammes (Fig. 2 i , i . p r e s e n t e d d i f f i c u l t i e s . . .Linear 
-calibration graphs were,, however,, bbtaihed using -peak be'ight 
measurements.. GaiLibirations were performed r o u t i n e l y at the s t a r t .of 
each a n a l y t i c a l session and dispensed between analyses of 
environmental samples. The concentrations of PAH i n the 
environmental extracts (calculated from the chromatograms) were 
corrected f o r blanks and extraction e f f i c i e n c i e s (Section I I . 1 . 3 . ( b ) . 
( i i i ) . ) p r i o r to f i n a l c a l c u l a t i o n of concentrations of PAH i n the 
envi2X)nmental samples. 
( i i i ) Work-up e f f i c i e n c i e s 
To estimate the a n a l y t i c a l e f f i c i e n c i e s f o r the procedures 
summarised above, r e p r o d u c i b i l i t i e s , re-extractibn blanks and 
recovein.es of.spiked PAH were determined using water and sediment 
samples from the Tamar Estuary. Water samples were not f i l t e r e d i n 
these experiments f o r the reasons discussed i n Section I I . 1 . 3 . ( a ) . . 
E f f i c i e n c i e s of the combined operations of extraction, clean-up and 
H H J G analysis' (using a Hypersil ODS column - Section II.1.3..(b);. (ii)').. 
f o r analyses .of water and sediment .samples are ^summarised .in 
Tables 2.2. and 2.3..» respectively. 
Recoveries of t r i p l i c a t e spikes of the i n d i v i d u a l compounds 
(exclxiding naphthalene) from pre-extracted estuarine waterrs varied 
between 78 to H C ^ with average standard deviations of ^ -Qfo 
("Ikble .2.2. ). Comparable extraction e f f i c i e n c i e s , .were bbtained by 
l8 
S o r r e l l and .Reding using a. s i m i l a r technique. .Ser-extiacts iwere 
Table- 2.2, 
Analytical efficiencies for the extraction aM analysis of PAH in waters of the Taaar Estuaxy 
Compound Reproducihili-ty Re-extraction blank Recoveiy of spikes 
(ng.dm"^ ) of in i t i a l extract) 
mean + s.d. % + s.d. 
Najiithalene 15.3 + 20.0 b ho + 20 
Hienanthrene 5.1 + 0.5 b 105 + 15 
Anthracene k.5 + O.if ^ • 10 110 + 15 
Fluoranthene 9,6 + 0.5 b •106 + 10 
Pyrene 15.0 + 2.2 7 • 8if + 8 
Chrysene 2.7 + 0.1 b 9 5 + 7 
Benz(a)anthraoene 5.5 + 0.1 b 96 i 8 
Benzo(b)flupranthene 6A + 1.1 b 100 + 10 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 3.1 + O.if b 97+10 
Benzo (a)iBa:ene 7.5 + l.if b 78 + if 
1. Overall reproducibility of triplicate samples including the contributions from 
sampling, extraction, clean-up and HH£! analysis. 
2. Re-extraction of an estuarine water sample providing an assessment of the i n i t i a l 
extraction efficiency and includes contributions from con-tamination vi^ the 
analytical procedures. 
b indicates -that any compound present was below the limi-ts of detection. 
3. Triplicate spike experimen-ts into pre-extracted estuarine water. 
Table 2.3. 
Analytical efficiencies for the extraction and analysis of PAH in sediments of the Tamar Etetuary 
Compound Eeproducibili-ty Re-extraction blank Recoveiy of spikes 
(ng.g(dry sed.)"^) of i n i t i a l extract) 
mean + s.d. • % + s.d. 
Najhthalene 290 + 185 5 72 + 29 
Hienanthrene 580 + 35 2 100 + 5 
Anthracene 190 + 7 b 103 + 3 
Pluoranthene lif20 + 83 2 9 8 + 5 
I^ arene liflO + 93 2.5 9if+ if 
Chiysene loifo +106 1 7 ^ + 5 
Benz(a)anthiacene 6ifO + 18 1 85 + 6 
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 820 + 99 b 82 + if 
Benzo(k)fluoianthene 570 + 9 b 8 6 + 8 
Benzo(a)Eyrene 1210 + 30 b • 86 + 10 
1. Overall reproducibility of triplicate sub-samples of a homogenised sediment including 
contributions from the analytical techniques. 
2. Re-extraction of a sediment sample, providing an assessment of the i n i t i a l extraction 
efficiency and includes contributions from con-tamination via the analytical procedures, 
b iraiicates that any compound present was below the limits of detection. 
3. Triplicate spike experiments into pre-extracted sediment. 
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low (Ta'ble 2.2.) and f o r most compoxmds were beloW the detection 
l i m i t s f o r the technique, which were t y p i c a l l y 0.1-0._6 hg/dm • f o r 
i n d i v i d u a l .compounds. Dwing to the .bigh v o l a t i l i t y .of naphthalene^, 
extraction eiff-iciencies and j?epr o d u c i b i l i t i e s f o r t h i s compound were 
low (Table 2i2.) but were conside2?ed adequate to obtain an i n d i c a t i o n 
of the behaviour of the compound .in the estuary.. 
Recoveries of t r i p l i c a t e spikes of PAH from pre-extracted 
sediment varied between 72 to 103?^  with average standard deviations 
of - 5% (- 2$^ f o r naphthalene). Attempts to improve the pre c i s i o n 
of the naphthalene analysis by adopting the a n a l y t i c a l method of 
Gschwend and Hites •^•^  were inconclusive. The generally improved 
a n a l y t i c a l precision compared to water sample analyses, r e s u l t s from 
the higher concentrations of PAH extracted from sediments. 
Re-ext2racts of sediments amounted to less than 1% of PAH i n the 
o r i g i n a l extract. Detection l i m i t s (taken as 2 x baseline noise) 
f o r the HPLG system, with detection using a vari a b l e wavelength UV 
programme (Section I I . 1 . 3 . ( b ) . ( i i ) . ) , were below 1 ng injected f o r 
a l l compoimds analysed. Recoveries from sediments spiked with 
compounds not separated by the Ifypersil ODS column (and hence not 
shown i n Table 2.3.) but determined using the Pbrkin ELmer ODS 
column (Section 11.1.3. (b). ( i i ) . ) (including benzo;(e),pyrene, 
perylene, dibenz (ah)anthracene,, benzo (ghi),perylene .and indeno:(i . ,2,3-
cd)py-2:ene) were t y p i c a l l y i n excess of 9.0^ . 
I I . l . ^ . •^'•"Po a c t i v i t y 
•^^ °Ib geochronology was used i n the dating ¥>f a 
sediment core sampled from the .Tamar :Estuary ;(Ghapter IV).. '^ '^^ .Pb 
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activilfcy :was measurea by icoimtong -ihe pic^ac'iiYity. ;of i~bs daughter 
210 
product' ••.lb.,- 'lEhe riaethod•Used was e s s e n t i a l l y that -of ^ Glof ton .•and 
102 
jHamilton .-. 'Ereeze-dried, l i g h t l y ;grbiind .sajn 
spiked with ^^^Ib ;as -an i n t e r n a l standard. The isediments .were then 
•dried, treated w i t h ,5 cm.^  -concentrated '^HNO^., -warmed,, conentrated 
•HGl .added t o .expel the MQ^ and then leached w i t h -6 M-HGl ( l -h. ^ O^ G;). 
3 
The volume was then adjusted to 20 cm and the extract centrifuged. 
210 
The separated l b was pla,ted onto s i l v e r planchets according to 
103 210 
the procedures of Flynn' . The lb a c t i v i t y was determined by 
R 2 
alpha spectrometry using an Ori:ec 200 mm s i l i c o n surface b a r r i e r 
detector coupled to a Canberra (Series 8o) Multi-Channel Analyser. 
• • 3 
Samples were counted f o r IQ-^  minutes and resTilts corrected f o r 
210 
background a c t i v i t y . lb a c t i v i t y was then calculated based on " 
208 
i t s counts r e l a t i v e to the recovery of l b i n t e r n a l standard 
coiuits. 
II.1.5. S t a t i s t i c a l treatment of r e s u l t s 
The large number of possible paired correlations between 
i n d i v i d u a l PAH and associated environmental variables (Ghapters IV 
and V) require non-paraanetric procedures f o r t h e i r . s t a t i s t i c a l 
iQh. 
-appraisal • . I n i t i a L i y , .ibarson -^oduct-mbment c o r r e l a t i o n 
c o e f f i c i e n t s (r) were .calculated f o r a l l pairs of variables to assess 
the c o v a r i a b i l i t y of i n d i v i d u a l constituents. ;lhe resultant 
c o r r e l a t i o n matrix- can be foirfcher analysed by ^corxelation.^iprofile 
analysis \(G.'P.A..") c l u s t e r i n g ''^ ^ -and imiil^i-dimensional rscaling 
(M.D.S/i) '.G..P.A. "^ -^^  .-allows ;assimple (grajM 
-correlation matrix .derived .ifrom -the; .data ;set with nnatrice.s b f 
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i d e h t x c a i .size but containing randomly ;generated ;nimibers. :in e f f e c t , 
Ifchis-"technique 'is a -:glohal te'st Of ifhether there ;are -any .'.sig3ii|f"icant 
.correlations :in the ;data ;and, a f .so, show maiiy D^Section V^.;3 .'i.'l^e)..:'). 
1G6 
•.Cluster analysis ' - .giaiplu-'caaiy summarises the corroiations ^between 
i n d i v i d u a l v a r i a b l e s I n s i m i l a r i t y dendrograms ^(Section K.2,,1.4(e').')-. 
1Q7 
M.p.S. summarises "the c6rreia,tions :in the d a t a by representing 
the variables (2AH and environmental data) as points i n the two 
dimensional M.D;S.. space.; the closer the points,, the stronger the 
co r r e l a t i o n between those variables (Sections IV.^.6. and V.3.1.(e).). 
The o r i g i n , o r i e n t a t i o n and the scale of the M.D.S. plo t are a r b i t r a r y 
]_0i|, n QZJ, 
. Mantoura et a l . have c r i t i c a l l y evaluated the use and 
,merits. of. M.D.S. i n environmental organic chemistry. 
Dr. K.R. Clarke (l.M.E.R.) performed the complex computing 
es s e n t i a l i n the app l i c a t i o n of the techniques. 
II.2. EXIERIMENTAL ANALYSES 
II.2.1. Radiochemical Experiments 
:(a) -Microbial ;-Heterbtrophic .-Degcadation Studies 
'Microbial degradation Of soluble organic comj)bunds -^ "^"^ ^^  and 
l l S - l l A -
hydrocarbons i i i n a t u r a l waters .bas been -assessed -by 
•incubatiiig the r a d i o l a b e l l e d material i n environmental samples. 
.Heterotrophic -degradation, -of ' ^G-labelled rnaphthaiene ;and 
benzo;(a);pyrene was -determined .ih -selected.-water .samples :f roiii -the 
•.Tamar ;Estuary Tising a radiocbemicai -technique -simalaxto that '^6f 
Lee 
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iCpmpounas used were. 'G. naphthalene (5'mGiyi^ m mole. 
.Amersham) rand ,3yA--t)enz.> .Z,i'Q- . •& '^syrene i(l8:,-6 mGiyk imoie. -Amersham)." • 
D i s s o i u t i o h of the c r y s t a l l i n e -naphthalene supgLled was .performed hy: 
sh^Iqng the amp6.ule. '(delabelled and jpreT-cleaned with acetone and 
^suitably -scored.) i n a -robust, sealed, pre-cieaned .glass vessel 
cCh-fcaining d i s t i l l e d water .;(30 Cm^ ,). lEhe c r y s t a l l i n e benzo(a)5yxene 
supplied was prepared by d i s s o l u t i o n i n acetone through the broken 
neck of the ampoule and transferred with washiiigs into'-a secure v i a l . 
The p u r i t i e s of radiochemical stocks were assessed by t h i n - l a y e r 
chromatogiaphy (on s i l i c a gel-G plates developed i n hexane) with 
subsequent analysis using a Berthold Automatic Scanning 2 TT-
detector f o r TLG. ft-activities and hence concentrations of aliquots 
of stock s o l u t i o n were assessed by l i q u i d , s c i n t i l l a t i o n , counting 
(l^ckard Model 3255) using a suitable s c i i i t i l l a n t . .and appropriate 
quench correction. D i l u t i o n s were performed to produce s u i t a b l y 
concentrated stock solutions allowing minimal spike volumes 
3 3 (50 mm-^, naphthalene; 10 mm-^, benzo (a) pyrene). 
Naphthalene and benzo (a)pyrene were spiked at 3 pg.dm and 
20 ]ag.dm respectively i n t o t r i p l i c a t e environmental wa-ter samples 
(100 cm-^ ) i n sealed glass f l a s k s (lOO cm-^ ) and incubated at. 10°G i n 
.darkness :for ,20 hours .(naphthalene) and I65 hours (benzo(a)pyrene). 
Duplicate 'controls., .consisting b f sub-samples poisoned with -merciuric 
'—3 
.ebiprlde .(l mg.dm ••^ )^., were treated :in the .same -way as experimental 
samples. 
;Fbliowing the incubation period, samples were .poisoned with 
•mercuric Chloride {lOO mm^  of 1 g.dm."-^  HgCi^.). An aliqud-fc of the 
•sample water. i(2.QJQ -cm^ ) was-tiansf erred .into .a ^ separating ;funnel 
i(50 :cm^ ^ :and «xbracted 2^ m ) w i t h cyclohexane (10 cm^). Aft e r 
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-phase •separation. (10 min) the hexane lay e r .was transferred i n t o a 
s c i n t i l l a ; t i o n v i a l i n 02der to-assess the/.-undegraded P M remaining 
Xk 
i n s olution. The i n the remaining .sample was then c o l l e c t e d 
following a c i d i f i c a t i o n ( l cm.-^  M HGl) using the apparatus shown i n 
1^ 
F i g . 2 . 7 . . Experiments with Na^ GO^  -solutions demonstrated that 
>9^ "^^^^2 ^^'^i^i'^^y (liberated by a c i d i f i c a t i o n ) was trapped 
following the passage of nitrogen (flow rate ^ 0 cm-^ .min f o r 
jj^ 1^ 
7 minutes. QO^ was trapped i n G-absorber P s c i n t i l l a t i o n 
c o c k t a i l . The trapping apparatus was rinsed thoroughly (three " 
successive washings with methanol) between samples. .An ali q u o t . 
(5.0 cm-^ ) of the remaining a c i d i f i e d s o l u t i o n was then transferred 
to a s c i n t i l l a t i o n v i a l to determine the amount of hydrocarbon 
metabolites by difference. S c i n t i l l a n t s were added to the 
cyclohexane (Fisons F i s o f l u o r 3» 10 cm^) and aqueous (Triton 
Gocktail N, I5 cm-^ ) samples, and following thorough mixing, 
a c t i v i t y i n a l l v i a l s was measured using a l i q u i d s c i n t i l l a t i o n 
counter (Ikckard Model 3^55)• Gorrections f o r quenching by method of 
external standards were applied. P r i o r to i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
data, a c t i v i t i e s were balanced to account f o r r e l a t i v e volumes of 
sample assayed. 
(b) Adsorption of PAH onto estuarine partici^Lates 
Radiolabelled naphthalene and benz;o(a)iyrehe were also used i n 
experiments to assess adsorption of spiked PAH onto suspended 
particulates i n estuarine water samples. The standard G-labelled 
compounds (of proven high p u r i t y , as prepared i n Section I I . 2 . 1 .(a).) 
.were -spiked i n minimal volumes i n t o t r i p l i c a t e aliquots of estuarine 
water (lOO cm"^), to produce concentrations of 7 and 0.8 }Jig.dm~-^  "for 
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Figure .2.7. 
• ' Ik 
.Apparatus used to tr a p the ' G-!G02 produced by microbial 
•beterotrophic degradation of •'^spiked-' ^ l a b e l l e d ,-PAH an ^estuacine 
•water "Samples';. Ibe GOg i s l i b e r a t e d by a c i d i f i c a t i o n of the sample 
and- i s then c a r r i e d 'into "the ^spiral GO2 tra,p •'(conta.ining Absorber .P 
s c i n t i l l a t i o n c o c k t a i l ) by f l u s h i n g m t h nitrogen (Section 11,2.1. (a).), 
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jaaphth^ene ana. benzo(a^pyxene respectively. Duplicate control 
experiments were conducted u s i i ^ - f i l t e r e d sub-samples. Following 
constant a g i t a t i o n (.Gallenkamp. o r b i t a l shaker) (20°G i n darkness) 
f o r pre-determ'ined eg_m.libratidh times .(Section III . 3 . )> the PAH 
remaining i n s o l u t i o n was assayed: Aliquots (2 cm^) of the 
incubated water 'samples were removed and centrifuged (2000 rpm., 
5 min) i n pre-cleaned, sealed centrifuge tubes. Measured volumes 
of the supernatant were then transfer2?ed i n t o s c i n t i l l a t i o n v i a l s , 
s c i n t i l l a n t (10 cm , F i s o f l u o r 2) added, and the contents mixed 
thoroughly. Following 13-activity comiting (ikckard Model 3255 
S c i n t i l l a t i o n Counter) resxd.ts were corrected f o r quenching 
(Section II. 2 . 1 .(a).). 
II.2.2 . Direct analysis of PAH i n experimental waters by 
High-Iterformance Liquid Ghromatography (HPLC). 
In order to monitor the f a t e of PAH i n model aqueous systems, 
a rapid HILG technique was dieveloped, capable of separating and 
quantifying mixtures of dissolved compounds. PAH were selected to 
span a range of molecular weights and hence physical and chemical 
properties. Those chosen were, naphthalene, anthracene, 
fluoianthene, benz(a)anthracene and benzo(a)Eyr'ene. 
(a) A i a l y t i c a l Design 
Vfith the exception of naphthalene, fluorescence detection 
provides the most se n s i t i v e and se l e c t i v e form of q u a n t i f i c a t i o n . 
E l u t i o n conditions were designed to minimise analysis time w h i l s t 
retaining baseline r e s o l u t i o n of the i n d i v i d u a l components. 
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Acfetonltrile : d-istilied water eiution was chosen (Section II.-1.3. 
(•b).(ii).). isociatic elution was-selected TDecai;Ke, with the 
.fluorescence detector adjusted for -inaxiiauiii sensitivity;, ;step and 
linear gradients were .found to •j)roduce unacceiri;ahle baseline shifts. 
A suitable sejsaration was obtained in 8 iiinutes 'using a Hypeisil 
5-7 jam ODS oolumn (100 jrnn x 5 jnm ,i.d..) -with 7<Jfo .acetonitrile .: 
30^ distilled water elution at a flow rate of 2 cmr^.min'""'' 
(Fig. 2.8. (a).). A Eratos FS950 Fluoromat Fluorometer was found to 
provide higher sensitivity than either the Iterkin Elmer MB" 3 
spectrofluorometer fitted with an HHiG micro-flow cell or the 
Dupont 836 UV/fluorescence HPLG detector. Excitation at 25^ nm with 
an interference f i l t e r , and emission detection > 320 nm proved most 
suitable. Excitation at 3^ 0 nm with detection at > ^18 nm resulted 
in slightly increased sensitivity for the larger molecular weight 
PAH, but considerably reduced sensitivity for the lower molecular 
weight homologues. Standard solutions were prepared by dissolving 
known amounts of individual high purity PAH in ethaiiol. A standard 
mixture (balanced for the detection system) for spiking into 
the environmental waters was prepared (Table 2.^.), For 
calibration purposes an aliquot (50 mm-^) of this mixture was spiked 
into 50^ acetonitrile : 5C^ distilled water (100 cm^ ) •(lOC^ 
acetonitrile injections were found to deieteriously podify the 
chromatography). A lange of injection volmes was introduced into 
the chromatographic system (Fig. 2.8.(b).) using a Waters U6K 
injector, ^ i n g e washings (50 mm^, 50^ acetonitrile -.: 50^ distilled 
water) were co-chromatographed with .sample injections.. 
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Figure 2 .8 . 
(a) HHiG chromatogram of the PAH selected f o r experimental study. 
She .chromatographic .system used .employs a .Hype3:?sil. 5-7 
;column '(100 mm ,x 5 mm i.d.) with e l u t i o n "by 70^  a c e t o n i t r i l e : 
30^  d i s t i l l e d watter at a ;flow :rate of 2 .cm^.mih^l. Detection 
was by a -JQ:a,tos Fluoromat .fluorometer with e x c i t a t i o n at 25^ nm, 
.emission >"320 nm and .adjusted f o r maximum s e n s i t i v i t y . 
-The peaks correspond to 20d0, 3, 600, 210 and I30 pg injected 
respectively f o r naphthalene, anthracene, fluoranthene, 
.henz (a) anthracene and benzo{a).pyrene. 
(i>) Gali'bra;tion .^caphs .for the i n d i v i d u a l PAH using the 
chromatographic .system described above. 
9k 
.Experiments Design 
Although p b t e n t i a l l y useful f o r a number of experimental 
ajppHcations the -'direct .Injection-' system described above was 
primarily lised t o assess adsorption of PAH onto .estuarine 
..particulates suspended I n the water column. Gas-tight bbrosil-icate 
glass incubation vessels (lOG Cm-^ ) were .shown to adsorb l e s s PAH 
( p a r t i c u l a r l y the higher molecular weight homologues) than other 
glassware tested and PEFE-coated centrifuge tubes. Bottles were 
acid washed and rinsed with sample water immediately p r i o r to 
incubation. T r i p l i c a t e sub-samples (lOO cm-^ ) of selected estuarine 
waters were spiked with a standard mixture of PAH (50 mm-^) 
( l ^ b l e 2A.). Duplicate controls of f i l t e r e d (Whatman G F / G ) 
sub-samples were treated i n the same way as the experimental 
samples. PDisoning of waters to prevent microbial degradation was-
not performed owing to the po t e n t i a l f o r the poisoning agent to 
i n t e r f e r e with the natural sorption chemistry. The vessels were 
agitated (Gallenkamp o r b i t a l shaker) ( i n darkness at 20°G) f o r a 
predetermined period of time (selection of the incubation period 
i s discussed i n Section III . 3 . ) « Each sample was then vigorously 
shaken and an aliquot (5.00 cm-^ ) transferred i n t o a precleaned 
centrifuge tube which was immediately sealed with an aluminium f o i l 
l i n e d bung to prevent v o l a t i l i z a t i o n of naphthalene, i k r t i c u l a t e s 
were separated by centrifugation (2000 rpm., 5 min) and a sub-sample 
(500 mm^ ) of the aqueous phase transf eCTed into a v i a l (2 cm-^ ) 
•containing a c e t b n i t r i l e (500 i p r ) , added to prevent degradation and 
.Eor .selected .samples, PAH adsorbed onto the cehtrifuged 
j a r t i c u i a t e s were analysed by decanting the remaining aqueous phase 
sorptibh of PAH onto "the vessel walls during subsequent storage. 
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i n the centrifuge tube and extracting the particulates with 
a c e t o n i t r i l e (l.OO cm-^ )'. Extraction was f a c i l i t a t e d by thorough-
vortex mixing (2 min). Ihe tube walls werie then rinsed with 
d i s t i l l e d water (l.OO cm-^). I b r t i c u l a t e s were centrifuged down 
and an al i q u o t ( i cm-^ ) of the supernatant t r a i ^ f erred i n t o a v i a l 
(2 cm-^ ) ready f o r H2LG. A l l v i a l s awaiting analysis were sealed 
with aluminium f o i l l i n e d caps and retained i n darkness. Aliqubts 
(200 mm-^  of the aqueous sample, 0^ mm-^  of the sediment extract) 
were analysed by HHiC according to Section II. 2 . 2 .(a). 
Table ZA. 
PAH concentrations r e l a t i n g to 'direct HHLC i n j e c t i o n ' of 
•experimental waters 
CompouBd (1) 
Naphthalene 
Anthraoene 
Fluoranthene 
Benz (a)an.thracene 
Benzo (a)EyTene 
•PAH 
concentrations 
in standard 
stock Diixture 
(ng.ca"-^ ) 
40000 
67 
12000 
4270 
2670 
(2) PAH 
condentiations 
in experimental 
waters 
( jzs.dm" )^ 
20 
0.03 
6 
2.1 
1.3 
Solubility 
31300^ )^ 
206^°) 
(3) 
0.172 
Detection 
limit 
( K injected) 
,400 
0,3 
75 
35 
25 
(4) 
1. Standard mixture prepared i n ethanol (balanced f o r detection). 
2. Goncentrations i n estuarine waters and c a l i b r a t i o n standard a f t e r 
dosing of 50 mm3 of stock PAH mixture. 
3. L i t e r a t u r e values f o r s o l u b i l i t y i n d i s t i l l e d water (25-30 G). 
(a) Efeanhouse and Gaider (reference I I5 ), (b) May et a l . 
(reference I I 6 ) , (c) May et a l . (reference. 117)» 
(d) Lu et a l . (reference l l S j r 
k. Detection l i m i t = 2 x baseline noise. 
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GHAPIER I I I 
THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN PAH AKD ESTUABINE PARTICULATES 
'111.1. ;:O[TB0DIJG!riQN 
She transiport arid ;fate of .-hy:drgpho"pic j)ollutants I n .natural 
water .systems ;'are .highiy dependent o"n the .sorpfcive "hehaviour of the 
•GOmpOunds 'Orito ;jQrrbiiculate- -materiali .Borrisff demonstrated -.that-
suspended solidis i n natural -waters .acctnaulated PAH to coricentra$iore 
seve'ial thousarjdrif did ^greater than those .ohserved i n the .water. 
Adsorption of PAH has been shown to occur i n the presence of 
2 2 3 4 
substrates such as activated carbon , minerals , clays , humic 
k 5 6 
acids and microbes Herbes has demonstiated the importance -of 
suspended organic material i n sorption of PAH. 
The chemical v a r i a b i l i t y and complexity of natura,! sediments, 
together with the potential f o r a large ritmber of sorptive 
interactions, f o i l e d attempts to produce predictive adsorption 
models u n t i l comparatively recently. I n i t i a l work on systemization 
and estimation of sorption i n natural systems was performed by s o i l 
7 8 
chemists working on pesticides. Lambert et a l . demonstrated 
that sorption of hydrophobic pesticides could be correlated to 
organic carbon content of s o i l s . They postulated that hydrophobic 
sorption may be analogous with partitioning of organic compounds 
-9 
between 'aqueous ;and -organic -solvent -phases,. Briggs ^ .developed a 
regression .•equation .relating the ^sorption .of herbicides on so i l s to 
itheir octandlr-Water-;iariJition .coeff i c i Jferickhpff et a l . 
.'apiplied these f iiidings to PAH and sediments, and demonstrated a high 
correlation between ^organic !carboh ' C o n t e n t of the. sediments and PAH 
-sorption. Means -et .aj. "^ ^ ^ confirmed -this relationship arid .also 
;siiggested that EadsOritioh of "PAH on ;sedimehts. -and s o i l s i s -.only 
imarginally'-affected tl^'the £pH.-of ;spiutipn, -cation .exchange capacity. 
,1G3 
t e r t u r e ((.pajrbiicie :size :disi23:buiiion;)' "and clay l i i i n e r a i p ^ . A recent 
•paper by JCa^bKhbff showed that ^partition -cbeffib rents ibf 
hydrophobic ipolilutahts.j jtiormailised to 'their, ^ organic barbbn ^content,, 
were highly invariant o'Ver :a "wide ±aEge of sediments 'arid s o i l s . 
.Ejuations f o r ^ estimating adsorption -bf -iPAH from data on water 
s o l u b i l i t y and ioctandi-water j a r t i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s were developed 
and successfially tested against .sorption data i n the l i t e r a t u r e . 
13 1 4 -
Schwarzenbach and Westall and Chiou e t a l . have derived 
s i m i l a r equations and disciiss the use of models i n estima,ting 
sorption of hydrophobic compounds. Southworth and Herbes et a l , 
have investigated sorption of PAH i n context with other environmental 
fates (Section 1.4.3.,). 
Most of the above studies investigated adsorption of PAH i n 
r e l a t i o n to par t i c u l a t e chemistiy and were performed i n d i s t i l l e d or 
fresh water systems rather than saline waters. EaricHioff a t a l . 
suggested an approximately l i n e a r increase between the adsorption of 
pyrene and aqueous s a l t (NaCl) concentration. In studies on the 
environmental f a t e of selected PAH i n estuarihe waters, Lee and 
co-workers '^'''^ ^ i d e n t i f i e d the importance of adsorption i n the 
turb i d conditions often associated with estuaries. 
Ihere =ha,ve been no isystema-fcic irivestiga;tiohs discussing 
:part;icula,te sorption ;of PAH with respect to the .ihysico-cheuical 
and hydrodynanic .gradients 'encountered i n , estuaries.. -The 
m u l t i p l i c i t y bf pa r t i c u l a t e -sources .and c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s rrepresehts 
tano'ther important -.estimine feature :for corisideratipri i n assessing 
sorption. P i i s chapter ;discusses t h e •aforemehtiohed -factors i n 
r e l a t i o n t b the -particulate -^sorptibn of PAH -in the 'Tamar "Es-fcuaiy. 
Itesiiilts from -sorption, -experiments, -which Apredict *the equiliTjrium 
104 
-partitipri ioS PAH,, 'are. Ifchen •discussed- lH' -cpntext ^with- -results 
'Obtained -from analyses bf i i i .situ •ehvironmental ,PAH associated m t h 
the ;ag.ueoTas and .-parbiculate jphases- bf f r a c t i o n a t e d -estuarine water 
samples. 
I l l .2 .SAMPLE. GQLLEGTION 
The positions of the sample s i t e s are shown i n F i g . 3.1.. 
Sampling was perfoirmed on the ebb t i d e on the l4th. January I982. 
High t i d e on t h i s day was 9.01 am. Sampling commenced at 10.30 am. 
Surface water samples were col l e c t e d during an a x i a l traverse of the 
estuary (fresh water to marine) aboard a Rotork Seatruck . Samples 
were taken using a s t a i n l e s s s t e e l bucket pre-rinsed "with sample 
water. Aliquots (2 dm-^ ) f o r adsorption studies and paxticulate 
characterisation were transferred to Winchester b o t t l e s (pre-rinsed 
with concentrated hydrochloric acid and then d i s t i l l e d water and, 
immediately p r i o r to sampling, with sample water). Sub-samples 
(2 X 2.5 dm^) of water from stations 3 and 7 were also removed i n t o 
pre-cleaned Winchester b o t t l e s f o r PAH analysis of the dissolved and 
particulate phases. .Ibssible contamination from the 'vessel".s s t e m 
•engines was avoided by sampling -at the extreme bow o f -the -Seaitruck:. 
Sample f l a s k s were -sealed wiiih solvent r i n s e d aluminium f o i l l i n e d 
caps and retained i n darkness throughout transport back to the 
laboratory, During the transect of the es.tuary.> s a l i n i t y * t u r b i d i t y 
and temperat-ure were bontinuoiisly recorded:; 
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Figure ^ . l . 
Description of the Tamar Estuary and sampling stations. Water sample 
numbers (1-9) are i d e n t i f i e d by the large f i g u r e s with t h e i r 
respective locations indicated by crosses. Distances upstream from 
the narrows (point O) are shown i n 5 ^ i n t e r v a l s . ELymouth i s 
indicated by the hatched area with the docSyards located along the 
-estuarine foreshore demarked by s t i p p l e s . 
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I I I . 3. iHimiRMENTAL 
;Saiinity;, temperature ajid t u r b i d i t y were monitored according to 
Section i l . l . i . (a).. T o t a l suspended .particulates -were determined 
grav i m e t r i c a l l y (Section I I . l . l . ( ' b ) . ) and p a r t i c u l a t e organic carbon 
and nitrogen (IDG; ION) were measured on sub-samples of "the i s o l a t e d 
p a r t i c i i i a t e s using a Garlo Erba Elemental Analyser (Section l l . l . 
2. (a).). JEkrticle s i z e analyses were performed using a Malyem 
Laser I b r t i c l e S i z e r (Section 11.1.1.(1)).). 
The a n a l y t i c a l and experimental designs f o r assessment of 
PAH-partitioning between the aqueous and parrfciculate jhases of 
estuarine water samples are described i n Sections II.2.2.(a)., and 
11.2,2.(b).. EaricHioff et a l . have demonstrated that, providing 
the adsorption capacity i s not exceeded, PAH i n a mixture sorb 
independently of one another. This enables the adsorption 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of several PAH to be determined simultaneously. 
In order to take f u l l advantage of the speed of d i r e c t 
i n j e c t i o n analyses, the adsorption of PAH onto particulates was 
assessed by monitoring the losses of PAH from solution. The v a l i d i t y 
of t h i s approach was coiafirmed i n selected samples a f t e r recovering 
PAH from si;ispended pa r t i c u l a t e s (Section II.2.2.(b).) and 
.constsnicting a mass balance. Galculation of .recoveries by both 
methods agreed w i t h i n IG^ - 6%. 
P r i o r to the environmental survey i t was necessary to 
( i ) determine the times required to achieve adsorption equilibrium, & 
( i i ) to demonstrate . l i n e a r i t y of the sorption isotherms. 
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((i) Detexminat'ion of e q u i l i b r a t i o n time; 
Times iequixed to achieve aasorpfcidh equilibrium, were evaluated 
by •moni'toring the removal rates .of .spiked PAH from the aqueous phase 
of an estuarine water sample r e l a t i v e to a f i l t e r e d c o ntrol. .It can 
be shown that the f r a c t i o n adsorbed (F)- i s equal to.: 
M 
w 
where M and M° are the masses of dissolved PAH i n the experimental 
W W 
and control incubations, respectively. 
Fract ion 
adsorbed 
Benzo (a) 
pyrene 
•Fluoranthene 
4 — i - • _ I — N a p h t h a l e n e 
100 200 300 
T i m e ( mins.J 
Figure 3.2. 
Ciraph showing the.approach to p a r t i t i o n equilibrium f o r 
benzo(a)pyrene, fluoranthene and naphthalene. The 
f r a c t i o n of spiked PAH associated with the p a r t i c u l a t e 
phase of an estuarine water sample i s plotted against 
the incubation time from spiking of the sample 
(taken as t = O). The v e r t i c a l bars indicate precision 
of the a n a l y t i c a l technique. The r e s u l t s of t r i p l i c a t e 
radio-chemical adsorption experiments (for l^G na.phthalene 
arid-benzo(a)jyrene, incubated i n d i v i d u a l l y ) performed on 
sub-samples of the same estuarine water are shown by the 
dashed l i n e s . 
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;F±g:i 3-2. shows .that ;ad.sOrptioh was rapia l i i "the i n i t i a l .mihutes. of 
incuha-tion and then decreased to approach e i j u i i i h i i i i n i iri.=thin 6 hours. 
•Extending the incubaitioh .periods to iG'hojirs :resTlL:fced i n inarginai 
differences i n :sorTDed iPM, which were wit h i n the experimental 
precision. -An e q u i l i b r a t i o n period of ,7 hours was .adopted since 
extended periods may lead to microbial degradation of PAH .(Section 
V..3.5*)'-' Fig-. 3,2.. also shows r e s u l t s from radiochemicai 
expemments performed on sub-samples of the same estuarine water 
according to the method described i n Section II . 2 . 1 .(b)., 
Msorption r e s u l t s from the two techniques compared favourably and 
fur t h e r confirmed the v a l i d i t y of the HPLG technique,. Precision of 
the HHiG method was notably reduced f o r benzO(a)pyrene determinations 
owing to the measurement of small peaks associated with reduced 
aqueous concentrations when adsorption was high. Precision of the 
naphthalene radiochemical assay was lower than that attained by the 
HPLG technique, 
(ii.) M sorption Isotherms: 
I t i s necessary to confirm that the adsorption experiments are 
conducted wi t h i n the l i n e a r region of the adsorption isotherm. 
F i g . 3'3' shows that over the concentration range of PAH used i n the 
experiments, the isotherms are l i n e a r and agree with r e s u l t s reported 
by .'KaricKhoff et -al. . .This implies that c l a s s i c a l non-linear 
adsorption isotherms (eg. Langmuir and Freundlich) '^ ^ reduce to the 
form: 
°s = ^-^w 
where G^  and G^  are the equilibrium concentrations of .PAH' .sdrbed 
;onto particulates ;(ng,g'' ) and i n s o l u t i o n (ng.cm"-^) respectively, 
and K i s the l i n e a r adsorption (p a r t i t i o n ) c o e f f i c i e n t . 
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Concentrat ion in water (ng.cm"^) 
Figure 3.3. 
EquililDrium adsorjrtion isotherms of PAH i n a Tamar Estuary water 
sample (sxxspended p a r t i c u l a t e load l6'0 mg.dm~3). I b i n t s are 
plotted as c i r c l e s to approximate a n a l y t i c a l precision. Resiiltant 
Kp values derived from the graphs are 1740, 3000, 8330 arid •28750 
respectively f o r anthracene, fluoranthene, -benz(a)anthracene and 
benzo(a)pyrene. Naihthalene demonstrated n e g l i g i b l e particula,te 
association and hence the r e l a t i o n s h i p i s not shorn. 
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iETi.4.1. :Erivirbiimental :^ -a2'ia,T3i:es 
'The • d i s t r i b u t i o n of •snyironmental variables .and the •physical 
and bhemicai properties of 'the st;ispended p a r t i c u l a t e s are shown i n 
•Fig.. 3A,, (and are l i s t e d i n the Appendix - Table I ) . In agreement 
with -previous studies of the .Tamax Efetuary, there i s a t i d a l l y 
20 
generated t u r b i d i t y maximum . Compared to other s t a t i o n s , • 
suspended s o l i d s i n t h i s aregion contain a higher proportion of large 
particulates (50-200 pm). Organic carbon composition decreases 
from the f r e s h water to marine stations. The particulates o r i g i n a t i n g 
from the marine environment appear enriched i n nitrogen r e l a t i v e to 
carbon as indicated by the decrease i n C : N r a t i o . Factors 
c o n t r o l l i n g the physical and chemical c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of suspended 
particulates throughout the Tamaj?, have been discussed by 
21 22 
Bale et a l . and Morris et a l . . 
III.4 . 2 . Sorption.of spiked PAH onto.estuarine -particulates 
Pesxilts from the s o r p t i o n experiments are l i s t e d i n .Table 3.1— 
The f r a c t i o n -of sjpiked PAH ^ adsorbed onto .particulates was calculated, 
as ;pire-viously -described i n Section I I I . ' 3 . . 
(a) 'Ihe relationshj-p between adsorption ;0f .spiked ..PAH,and the 
. -sus:pended ^particulate: loading 
3H.bts 'bf •perxjehtage 'adsbrpfcipn ;agains.t suspended jparticuLate 
.loadings *are'rshown i n F i g . .:3:.5. •(a),... 'The; r e l a t i v e l y l i i g h - s o l u b i l i t y 
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Salinity 
Total suspended solids 
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35 
Particulate organic carbon 
mg.dm"^ 
Fraction organic carbon 
Particulate organic nitrogen 
mg.dm"^ 
ratio 
N 
k p X 10 Anthracene 
k p x 10 ^ Fluoranthene 
k p * 10 ^ Benziaianthracene 
kp=t 10 ^ Benzoiai pyrene 
I — i — — T .1 • . I , — ^ 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 
Sample station 
Figure .3.. 4. 
A x i a l •profiles of environmental variables and Xp values f o r 
i n d i v i d u a l PAH. Sample stations are indicated at the top and "bottom 
of the f i g u r e and rep)resent the t r a n s i t i o n from fresh-water to the 
marine environment proceeding from l e f t to r i g h t across the f i g u r e . 
|Locations :of the sample s i t e s arre shown i n F i g . 3.1.). Ranges of 
the experimentally derived Zp values (from t r i p l i c a t e incubations) 
•are shown as v e r t i c a l bars wnich are joined by a continuous l i n e 
•through the mean values. Ovring to the low l e v e l s of suspended 
particulates .in water sample 1, selected parameters could not be 
evaluated. 
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T^ble 3 .1 . 
Summaiy of r e s u l t s fixtm the adsorption experiments. The p a r t i t i o n 
c o e f f i c i e n t s Kp, Koc and Kbc (sal.) and t h e i r respective derivations 
are discussed i n the text. (Section III.4.2.). 
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•of na^hthaiLene ^T&Tsle '3'3-^ r e s u l t s .in the vast .iaajoiity of the 
compound remaining i n .'solution. 3Iigher percehtage^ of PAH .are. 
iadsbrbed m t h iricreasing molecular .•weight of "the ^ cbmpouixLs.. 
Eiguce 3:5'.(^^'- shows that the Tpeixjentage of ME adsorbed i s highly 
4epenient ;on the suspended p a r t i c u l a t e loading of the water sample. 
-Ihis -v-ariahle i s l i k e l y to exert the p r i n c i p a l cbntrbl on sorption .of 
the i n d i v i d u a l PAH throughout the estuary. Since there i s a wide 
range of suspended s o l i d concentrations i n the estuarine samples, i t 
i s usefid. to derive an expression r e l a t i n g the adsorption of PAH to 
suspended par t i c u l a t e s . This can he derived from the l i n e a r 
adsorption isotherm ^ (Section I I I . 3 . ) ! 
where and C^ are the equilibrium concentrations of the compound 
i n the p a r t i c u l a t e and aqueous phases respectively and i s the 
l i n e a r p a r t i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t . 
I f and M^ are the masses of the compoiuid adsorbed and i n 
s o l u t i o n respectively, G i s the concentration of particulates and 
V the volume of s o l u t i o n then: 
M M 
Q = -1, and G„ = — 
^ G.V ^ V 
Substituting into equation 1 r e s u l t s i n : 
f -
The f r a c t i o n fof an i n d i v i d u a l PAH adsorbed ,(F) can be expressed as: 
,M^  * -K 
=s • w 
Combining ecL.uations 3 and 4: 
Zp.C 
'F ••= ~~—' ........... ...... ''5 
K^.G^.i ................. 3 
A l i n e a r expression i s :oTjtained tiy inversion of equation 3'' 
,1 .1 1 
I f the adsorptive pix)perties f o r any one PAH were i d e n t i c a l f o r 
a l l the partculate iuaterials encountered throughout the estuary, then 
a plot of ^  against ^  should be l i n e a r with a slope of and an 
1 1 1 P intercept of 1 on the ^ axi s . H o t s of ^  against ^ f o r the 
experimental r e s u l t s are shown i n F i g . 3 .5 .(b).. A degree of 
l i n e a r i t y i s demonstrated. Some of the deviation arises from samples 
containing low concentrations of suspended p a r t i c u l a t e s , which 
r e s u l t s i n reduced experimental precision. Linear regressions of 
the mean values are shown as dashed l i n e s i n F i g . 3 .5 .(b).. Overall 
Kp values calculated from the gradients of the regression l i n e s are: 
anthracene, 5100; fluoranthene, 7900; benz(a)anthracene, 22200; 
benzo (a)pyrene, 39000. I n d i v i d u a l Kp values (Table 3.1.) are shown 
i n F i g . 3.4. together with environmental data associated with the 
in d i v i d u a l sample stations.. General trends indicated, are a 
reduction i n p a r t i c u l a t e a f f i n i t y f o r PAH from the r i v e r i n e t o 
.mid-estuarine samples, with increasing Kp values i n more s a l i n e and 
marine samples. Organic carbon content of sediments has been 
demonstrated to be of p a r t i c u l a r significance i n PAH sorption 1^,11»12^ 
Organic carbon values decrease from the r i v e r i n e input towards -the 
sea, and could p o t e n t i a l l y be responsible f o r the reduction i n Kp 
values towards the mid-estuarine region. Increase i n s a l t 
concentration lowers the s o l u b i l i t y of PAH, and Would therefore 
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Figure 3.5. 
(a) Graphs showing the percentage of spiked PAH associated with the 
part i c u l a t e phase of the estuarine water samples, plotted 
against t h e i r respective suspended pa r t i c u l a t e concentrations. 
Station numheiis associated with the i n d i v i d u a l samples are 
i d e n t i f i e d at the top of the diagram. V e r t i c a l bars indicate 
the range of adsorption recorded i n t r i p l i c a t e samples, with 
the mean values i d e n t i f i e d by 
(b) Graphs showing plots of the r e c i p r o c a l of the f r a c t i o n of spiked 
PAH associated with the par t i c u l a t e phase of the estuarine water 
samples, plotted against the r e c i p r o c a l of t h e i r respective 
suspended p a r t i c u l a t e concentrations. Individual sampling 
locations are indicated by the numbers in s e t on the i n d i v i d u a l 
PAH graphs. The v e r t i c a l bars plotted indicate ranges of 
ta c t i o n adsorbed f o r t r i p l i c a t e samples, with the mean values 
i d e n t i f i e d by Linear regressions of the mean values are 
shown as broken l i n e s . Kp values calculalted from the gradients 
of the regressed l i n e s are anthracene, 5100; fluoranthene, 7900; 
benz(a)anthracene, 22200; and benzo(a)pyrene, 39000. 
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increase- pa r t i t i o x i i h g onto particulates ;and .may he resixjns'i'ble f o r 
the increase i n K towards the marine end. These two .uroperties 
"throughout the :estuaiy w i l l tend to counteract -each other. Ikpti'c.le 
s i z e differences could also he of -significance 
(h) The influence of organic cajhon .on adsor.pfcion 
To assess the a f f e c t of organic carhon on the adsorption of 
PAH, and i t s contribution to explaining the deviations shown i n 
Figs. 3.4. and 3.5. (b)., K.^  values were plotted against t h e i r 
respective f r a c t i o n organic carbon (f ) values (Fig. 3'60' Ihese 
00 
graphs do not show any consistant r e l a t i o n s h i p with f , suggesting 
oc 
that organic matter cannot, on i t s own, account f o r a l l differences 
i n Kp However, with the exception of benzo(a)pp:ene, the PAH i n 
samples 2-6 show the expected increase i n adsorption with increasing 
f 10'11,12^ j^^gj^ s a l i n i t y samples (7,8,9), although 
OC 
demonstrating high K^ v a r i a b i l i t y , show s i g n i f i c a n t increases i n 
particulate a f f i n i t y f o r PAH. 
Ihe contribution of organic carbon i n c o n t r o l l i n g adsorption of 
PAH onto estuarine particulates was removed by converting the Kp 
data (Table 3.1.) i n t o K values l ^ ' H ' l ^ using the expression: 
OC 
K 
•OC f 
OC 
The r e s u l t s are l i s t e d i n Table 3.I. • F i g . 3.8. shows v a r i a t i o n s ,in 
K throughout the estuary-. Compared to the uncorrected K,.pdata. 
OC ^ 
(Table F i g . 3«4.), v a r i a b i l i t y i n the low s a l i n i t y samples 
(1-6) i s reduced. Anomalies With Samples 7,8 .and 9 are increased by 
the organic carbon correction, owing to -their low organic carbon 
content. The f a c t that these three, .samples -(7^9) are s a l i n e ( >.20;%o), 
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•Figure,. 3..-6. 
ELots 'dS Kp values -against -.fraction. .:organic carbon 'in pa r t i c u l a t e s of 
the corresponding estuarine water samples. Respective sample stations 
are i d e n t i f i e d at the top of the diagiam. Ranges of Kp values 
(derived .from t r i p l i c a t e incuhations) are. shown as v e r t i c a l hars,, 
with -each bar .joined t o adjacent plots through the ^mean value. 
i d e r i t i f i e s ssailnrby as -a p o t e n t i a l l y important -variable i n 
c o n t r o l l i n g sorption. 
(c) ISie a f f e c t of s a l i n i t y . o n adsorption 
The fundamental r e l a t i o n s h i p descrildng the s o l T i b i l i t y ;(S) of a 
non-polar compound i n an e l e c t r o l y t e medium i s described .by the 
23 
Setschenow equation 
So 
log ( — ) = K .a 
where S and S are the s o l u b i l i t i e s of the solute i n d i s t i l l e d and 
o s 
saline wate2:s respectively, K i s the Setschenow constant, and G i s 
s s 
the molar s a l t concentration. Obis equation predicts that the 
greatest reduction i n the s o l u b i l i t y (and hence most s a l t i n g out ' 
would occur at low s a l i n i t i e s . Earickhoff et a l . suggested an 
approximately l i n e a r increase i n f o r adsorption of pyrene onto 
suspended sediments with the addition of s a l t (NaGl) to the aqueous 
phase (G-20 mg.cm"-^  i n 2 mg.cm"-^  increments). A 1^ increase i n 
was observed f o r pyrene from f r e s h to 20 mg.cm ^  s a l i n e water. 
The 2:esults obtained from the Tamar are not compatable with the 
above. Most s i g n i f i c a n t increases i n K are shown to occur i n the 
OC 
high s a l i n i t y samples (Fig.- 3«70' 
To quantify the a f f e c t of s a l i n i t y on part i c u l a t e sorption of 
PAH, a model f o r predicting changes i n K With s a l i n i t y was produced. 
oc 
I n i t i a l l y , t h e o r e t i c a l PAH s o l u b i l i t i e s at the s a l i n i t i e s of the 
sample waters weire calculated using the Setschenow equation (reported 
earlier" i n t h i s Section). (ihe published values f o r Setschenow 
constants and d i s t i l l e d water s o l u b i l i t i e s are given i n Table 3.'3.). 
Results are l i s t e d i n Table 3.3•• Regression equations r e l a t i j j g 
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Figure 3.7. 
Graphs showing Jfoc p a r t i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s (Kp values normalised 
to organic carbon content) plotted against s a l i n i t y . Respective 
sample stations are i d e n t i f i e d at the top of the diagram. Ranges 
of Koc values (calculated from the r e s u l t s of t r i p l i c a t e 
incubations) are shown as v e r t i c a l bars, with each bar joined to 
adjacent plots throiigh the mean value. 
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s d l u b i l i ^ .with K have heen derived from measured .Z . values .iahd 
00 00 
s d l u h i l i t i e s of a range of hydrophobic compounds ;(inciuding PAH): 
.Erom Karicldioff Bt.al. log-iK - 0.5^ l o g S + •0:.'lA 
'(where S i s the water s o l u b i l i t y expressed as a mole f i a c t i o n ) 
•From Means et a l . ^ l o g X = 0.82 l o g S ^  .^-0.70 
(where S i s the water s o l u h i l i t y i n ]jg.cm~^) 
M d i t i o n a l l y Means e t , a l . c i t e : l o g K. = - 0.6B6 l o g S + if-,.273 
' " ' • - - ' OC 
(where S i s the water s o l u h i l i t y i n ]is.cm~'-^) 
By s u b s t i t u t i n g the previously calculated s o l u b i l i t y data i n t o these 
equations, K values of the i n d i v i d u a l PAH were estimated f o r each 
OC 
sampling s t a t i o n (Table 3.2.). Increases i n K owing to s a l i n i t y 
OC 
were then calculated by subtracting the f r e s h water K^^ values 
(samples 1 and 2) from those calcxilated f o r the saline samples. 
Ihese differences, averaged from the three equations, are l i s t e d i n 
Table 3'.2.. Althot:igh t h i s a p plication of the regression equations 
i s novel, the values predicted by the model approximate r e s u l t s 
obtained by sorption experiments 
The experimentally derived K values f o r the Tamar samples 
OC 
were compensated f o r s a l i n i t y by subtracting the estimated 
differences i n K (reported i n Table 3•2.) from the observed K 
OC ^ ^ OC 
figures (Table 3.1.). Ihe resultant values (K^^^ggj^ p are l i s t e d 
i n Table 3.1. and are plotted against t h e i r -respective :positions of 
.sampling i n F i g . 3.8.. F i g . 3.8. shows that compensation f o r 
s a l i n i t y only marginally l i n e a r i s e s the anomaly observed f o r samples 
7, 8 and 9, and therefore, i s not the major f a c t o r responsible f o r 
the increased p a r t i t i o n of PAH onto particulates ;in these samples. 
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Sample Station 1 2 3 4 . 5 6 7 8 9 
Salinity- 0.04 0.04 1.25 5.71 13.3 I8.3 22.3 27.2 31 
Anthracene 
Solubility ( jig.dm"-') 44.98 44.98 44.475 42.656 39.729 37.911 36.52 34.879 33.66 
log Koo (= - 0.5k log S^ + OM) 4.76 4.76 4.76 4.77 4.79 4.80 4.81 4.82 4.83 
log Kbc (= - 0.82 log s\ if. 070) 5-17 5.17 5.18 5.19 5.22 5.23 5.25 5.26 5.27 
log Koc (= - 0.686 log s\ ^ -.273) 5.19 5.19 5.20 5.21 5.23 5.25 5.26 5.27 5.28 
Mean difference in log Kbc 
from fresh water value 
. 0 0 .01 .02 .04 .05 .07 .08 .09 
Fluoranthene 
Solubility ( pg.dm"-^ ) 205.89 205.89 202.59 190.89 172.51 161.37 152.98 143.31 136.22 
log Koc (= - 0.54 log 0.44) 4.39' 4.39' 4.40 4.42 4.44 4.46' 4.48 4.49 4.51 
log Koc (= - 0.82 log s\ '^ .070) 4.63 4.63 4.64 4.66 4.70 4.72 4.74 4.76 4.78 
log Koc (= - 0.686 log 4-.273) 4.74 4.74 4.75 4.77 4.80 4.82 4.83 4.85 4.87 
Mean difference in log Ifcc 
fiom fresh water value 
0 0 .01 .03 .06 .08 .09 .11 .13 
Benz(a)anthracene 
Solubility ( jig.dra"^ ) 9.394 . 9.394 9.237 8.681 7.810 7.284 6.889 6.435 6.103 
log Koc (= - 0.54 log OM) •5.23 5.23 5.23 5.25 5.27 5.29 5.31 5.32 5.34 
log Koc (= r 0.82 log sK 4.070) 5.-73 5.73 5.74 5.76 5.80 5.82 5.84 5.87 5.88 
log Koo (= - 0.686 log s\ 4.273) 5.66 5.66 5.67 5.69 5.72 5.74 5.76 5.78 5.79 
Mean difference in log Kbo 
from fresh -water value 
0 0 .01 .03 .06 .08 • .10 .12 .13 
Benzo (a)T3yrene 
Solubility ( jig.dm"-^ ) 0.172 0.172 0.169 0.158 o.l4o 0.130 0.122 0.113 0.107 
log ifeo (= - 0.54 log S^ -^  0.44) 6.28 6.28 6.29 6.31 6.34 6.36 6.37 6.39 6.41 
log Koo (= - 0.82 log S^ -i- 4.070) 7.16 7.16 7.16 7.19 7.23 7.26 7.28 7.31 7.33 
log Koc (= - 0.686 log s \ 4.273) 6.85 6.85 6.86 6.88 6.92 6.94 6.96 6.9a 7.00 
Mean difference in log Kbc 
from fresh water value 
0 0 .01 .03 .07 .09 .11 .13 .15 
a. S is solubility expressed as a mole fraction. 
b. S is solubility expressed as pg.cm -3 
Table 3.3. 
CALCULATED changes i n Koc owing to increases i n s a l i n i t y incurred 
during the a x i a l traverse from fresh-water to the marine environment. 
B^uations used i n the cal c u l a t i o n of Koo values are: 
log Koc = - 0.5k l o g S + 0 . ^ 
log Koc = - 0.82 log S + A-.07 
log Koc = - 0.686 log S + ^.273 
ffrom Karickhoff et a l . reference 10). 
ffrom Means et a l . reference 11). 
(cited by Means et a l . reference 11). 
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Sample station 
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Figure 3.8. 
Ax i a l p r o f i l e s of Koc and Koc. (sal.) values f o r i n d i v i d u a l PAH. 
Sample stations are indicated at the top and hottom of the f i g u r e 
and represent the t r a n s i t i o n from fresh-water to the marine 
environment proceeding from l e f t to r i g h t across the f i g u r e . ' 
(Locations of the samples s i t e s are shown i n F i g . 3.1.)• Ranges of 
the p a r t i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s calculated from t r i p l i c a t e incubation 
experiments are shown as v e r t i c a l bars that are joined t o adjacent 
plots through the mean value. 
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(d) Other f a c t o r s p o t e n t i a l l y , important i n c o n t r o l l i n g s orption 
Gompensatioh f o r the e f f e c t s of organic carbon and s a l i n i t y on 
^adsorption of PAH onto :estuarine :particulates has been shown to 
:enhance ;unity of sorption throughout the Tamar. Discrepancies 
remain, most notably f o r the marine influenced samples (7 ,8,9) 
(Fig. 3'8.,). Although experimenta,l precision f o r these samples i s . 
low, the differences are nevertheless s i g n i f i c a n t . Mar-ine 
particulates demonstrate higher a f f i n i t y f o r PAH than do the 
r i v e r i n e or estuarine p a r t i c u l a t e s . This could be explained a 
difference i n the character of the organic carbon (as suggested by 
the decrease i n '^/•^  r a t i o , F i g . 3.k.) or perhaps the organic carbon 
i n low s a l i n i t y samples i s less r e a d i l y available f o r sorption owing 
30 
to coatings with i r o n bydiroxides . Sample 7 demonstrates elevated 
pa r t i c u l a t e a f f i n i t y e s p e c i a l l y f o r higher molecular weight 
homologues. This region i s susceptible to urban discharges, 
although sewage contamination i s u n l i k e l y to be responsible owing to 
the f a c t that no s i g n i f i c a n t changes i n carbon content were 
i d e n t i f i e d . The increase i n K i n the marine samples i s also 
OC 
consistent with an observed increased proportion of small (< 50 pm) 
pa r t i c u l a t e s , thereby increasing the surface area f o r sorptive 
interactions (Fig. Differences i n combinations of organic 
and minerai components of' sorbing mixtures have been shown to r e s u l t 
;in non-linear changes i n p a r t i t i o n . In estuarine environments, 
where there i s a m u l t i p l i c i t y of sources of p a r t i c u l a t e s , t h i s i s of 
l i k e l y s i g n i f i c a n c e . 
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(e) Comparison of the adsorption experiment r e s u l t s with data 
reported i n the l i t e r a t u r e 
The only comparable published K value ha,s been reported f o r 
OC 
anthracene (log K = k.k). This i s w i t h i n the range of values 
O C 
obtained f o r Tamar Estuary particulates (4.3 to 5.4). To enable a 
more complete comparison with the l i t e r a t u r e i t i s necessary, to use 
published regression equations c o r r e l a t i n g K with s o l u b i l i t y and 
OC 
octanol-water paarfcitioniiig. K values calculated from s o l u b i l i t y 
OC 
regressions (Section I I I . 4 . 2 . ( c ) . ) , and octanol-water p a r t i t i o n 
12 
c o e f f i c i e n t (Table 3.3•) regressions (using Earickhoff's equations : 
log K ^ ^ = 0.989 l o g K ^ ^ - 0.346 ; K^^ =0.411 ZQ^) are plotted with 
the comparable Tamar Estuary K values (compensated f o r s a l i n i t y , 
OC 
i e . K ^ ^ ^) i n F i g . 3 .9*. experimentally derived K^^ values 
f o r the estuarine particulates are generally w i t h i n the ranges of 
t h e o r e t i c a l l y calculated Z values. The span of values predicted by 
OC 
theory a r i s e from the imprecision of the regressions, which are 
derived from many hydrophobic compounds. S o l u b i l i t y regressed Z 
OC 
values, (which are generally higher than -those calculated from the 
12 
more precise octanol-water data. F i g . 3 .9.) might be ireduced f o r 
fluoranthene owing to the r e l a t i v e l y high s o l u b i l i t y of the compound 
with respect to i t s molecular weight (Table 3 . 3 . ) . 
Table 3 .3 . Selected physical properties of the PAH 
Jlaiiithalene Anthracene Pluoranthene Benz (a)- Benzo (a) 
anthracene pyrane 
Molecular weight 
Aiiueous Solubility 
© 250c ( |ig.dm-3) 
SetsohenoK Cons-fcants 
@ 25°C (t/Mol.) 
Log K ootanol/water 
@ 250c. 
128.2 178.2 202.3 228.3 252 
31690^^) 44.6 206 9.4(-) 0.172^^) 
+ 230 + 0.2 t 2 + o a 
0.213 0.238 0.339 0.354 0.39^°) 
•i- 0.001 + 0.004 + 0.01 •r 0.002 
3".36(^) 4.54^^) 5 .61(f) 6.04(f) 
(a) !^ay (I978) (b) Lu et ^ . (1977) (c) SstLiated by exfcrapslation 
(d) ."ferickhoff et a l . (1979) (e) E.P.A. (1979) (f) Hsdding et a l . (1976) 
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Figure 3.9. 
Comparison of Koc values determined f o r the Tamax Estuary 
particulates and those predicted from l i t e r a t u r e . 'An', ' F l ' , 
'B(a)a' and 'B(a)p' r e f e r tb anthracene, fluoranthene, 
henz(a)anthracene and benzo(a)pyrene respectively. '2-9' indicate 
the s a l i n i t y compensated Koc values (Koc ( s a l . ) ) , experimentally 
determined .for particulates i n Tamar Estuaiy water samples of the 
corresponding numbers, 'x', 'y' and 'z' are comparable, 
•theoretica;lly derived, Koc values calculated f o r the i n d i v i d u a l PAH 
.from the s o i u b i l i t y regression eq.uatibns (Section I I I . 4 . 2 . ( c ) . ) : 
(x) l o g Koc = - 0.54 l o g S + oAk (reference 10) 
(y) log Koc = - 0.82 l o g ,S + 4.070 (reference 11). 
(z) l o g Koc = - 0.686 l o g S + 4.273 (reference 11) 
•9' and 'o' are the t h e o r e t i c a l l y derived Koc values calculated f o r 
the i n d i v i d u a l PAH from the octanol-water p a r t i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t 
.regressions ^(reference 12).: 
•(•3 l o g Koc"= •0.-.989 l o g Kow - 0..3^^; (o) Kbc = 0.411 Kow 
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III. 4 . 3 . Fractionation of Enviroimiental Samples 
The equilihrium adsorption experiments (Ta'ble 3.1.) show that a" 
s i g n i f i c a n t and measurable proportion of FAR should be found i n 
solution. The extent to which t h i s occurs with i n s i t u PAH 
encountered i n the estuary, was tested by the determination of PAH i n 
the p a r t i c u l a t e and dissolved phases of two samples of estuarine water 
removed during the survey. 
Sub-samples of water from Sbations 3 and 7 (Fig. 3.1.) were 
f i l t e r e d (O F / G ) under gentle pressure. The f i l t r a t e was extracted 
according to Section 1 1 . 1 . 3 .(b).(i). and the particiLLates soxhlet 
extracted (Section I I . 1 . 3 . ( b ) . ( i ) . ) . Following alumina clean-up 
(Section I I . 1 . 3 . ( b ) . ( i ) . ) analysis of PAH was by HPLG (Section II.1 . 3 . 
(b). ( i i ) . ) . Eesxilts are shown i n Table 3.4. 
- Sanple 3 Saaple 7 
.Aaueous • I^ i c u l a t e K Sorbtion Aqueous fertioulate K Sorbtion 
PAH PAH P Sxperinent PAH PAH •P 2xierir.snt 
ns.cm"-^  ng.on"^ 
^ h • 
(=s) 
Kaphthalene b b .0043 b 
Hienanthrer.e 690 litosoo - .0026 238 91500 -
Anthracene .0005 184 368000 3570 .C005 32.7 65!K30 1380 
Fluoranthene .0023 776 337400 if830 .0014 292 208600 • 5^0 
Ilrrene .0035 1052 300600 - .0030 616 205300 -
Benz(a)anthracene b 112 - 20240 .0011 179 162700 272C0 
Chrysene .0006 165 275000 - .0001 104 1040000 - • 
3enzo(e)j!/rene b 1309 - -- b 268 -
-
Senzo(k)fluoranthene b 99 - - .0003 86 286700 -
Benzo(a)5yTane .0002 331 1905000 49300 b 265 - S!;6co 
Benzo(jhi)perylene b 029 
- -
b 670 
-
-
Table 3.4. 
Gomparison between Kp values derived from f r a c t i o n a t i o n and subsequent 
analyses of environmental PAH i n aqueous and p a r t i c u l a t e phases, and 
those derived from PAH'spiked sorption experiments. Both analyses and ' 
experiments were performed on sub-samples of the same estuarine 
waters (Samples 3 and 7, F i g . 3 .1.). 'b' indicates that these 
compounds were below the l i m i t s of detection. 
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EJp values derived from -fche f r a c t i o n a t i o n analyses are Orders of 
jmagnitude higher than those obtained by soriJtion experiments 
(Table •3'4«;). 'Even accounting f o r possible a n a l y t i c a l rprdblems 
.associated with f i l t r a t i o n (Section II.1.3.(a).) and extended periods 
28 
of ^sorption e q u i l i b r a t i o n , as discussed by liarickfaoff ., t h i s r e s u l t 
i s highly i n d i c a t i v e that PAH i n the Tamar Estuary water column are 
not i n equilibriuni between the aqueous and p a r t i c u l a t e phases. 
The difference i n values indicates that PAH i n the Tam^ ar are 
considerably enriched i n the particulate f r a c t i o n , and are i n a form 
that renders them unavailable f o r dynamic exchange with the water. 
Such forms might include incorporation of PAH into p a r t i c l e s , f o r 
example as might be expected with particulates r e s u l t i n g from 
combustion processes or erosion of asphalt surfaces. 
The r e s u l t s from the f r a c t i o n a t i o n experiment are i n agreement 
32 
with Kp values that can be calculated from some of Lewis' data 
on PAH d i s t r i b u t i o n i n various aquatic systems i n the U.K. 
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GHAHER IV 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PAH IN A DATED SEDIMENT GORE 
SAMPLED FROM THE TAMAR ESTUAHT 
• , INTBODUGTIQN 
The c h a r a c t e i i s t i c a l l y 'high jsarticulate ^association ;of TAH 
••(aiscussecL i n Ghaiiter i l t l ) led to extensive research heing directed 
towards :sediments ;(;Section )• 'Most recently, dated cores have 
heen analysed to assess d i s t r i b u t i o n and compositional changes of 
PAH i n order to deteonnine s o i m 3 e s and the e f f e c t of man's, a c t i v i t i e s 
Gombustion, p a r t i c u l a r l y of f o s s i l f u e l s , has been i d e n t i f i e d 
as a major contributor to the environmental burden and ubiquity of 
PAH . Primary sources of more l o c a l i s e d significance include 
combustion s p e c i f i c a l l y of coal and road Tunoff / street 
g 22 
dust . These, and other p o t e n t i a l sources including o i l 
s p i l l a g e , domestic and i n d u s t r i a l waste water e f f l u e n t s , 'natural' 
f i r e s and biosynthesis, have been previously discussed (Section 1 .2.) . 
XO 3 
Wakeham et a l . and Tan and Heit f u r t h e r expand on biogenesis as 
a source of PAH i n the environment. 
This study involves a d e t a i l e d i n v e s t i g a t i o n of the d i s t r i b u t i o n 
210 
of PAH and selected elements, including heavy metals, i n a Pb 
dated sediment core from the Tamar Estxmry. The objectives were to 
elucidate the h i s t o r i c record of PAH inputs to the Tamar Efetuay, and 
the origiiK., diagenesis and compositional changes of the compounds. 
iV.2. SAMILE GOLLEGTION 
Bie geographical l o c a t i o n of the sample s i t e i s shown i n F i g . 4 . 1 . . 
ELate I I I i s an a e r i a l j)hotograph of the l o c a l i t y . Selection of 
the St. John's l a k e mud-rflats as the sampling area was -supported by 
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Eigure h.l. 
Description of the lower Tamar Estuary and sampling s i t e . Urban 
regions i n the area are indicated by open s t i p p l e s t Dockyards 
located along the estuarine foreshoa:^ are demarked by hatched l i n e s . 
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• PLATE- I I I 
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ELate I I I 
A e r i a l photograph showing the mouth and St. John's Lake region of 
the estuaty, taken at high t i d e from Grid fleference SX ^ 8 0 5 ^ 
(Hate I ) , viewing i n a westerly d i r e c t i o n . 
*X* indicates the sample s i t e . 


TesTilfcs from .previous stuiiies >on seaimeritation canfl. .core d a t i n g . 
Gompored to other regions of the estuary, t h i s area -is ptrohably 
.least ;susceptihle to sediment .disturbance. 
An i n t e r t i d a l core was obtained -(October .1980) using a hand-held 
j ) l a s t i c i i n e r (6i6 cm i . d . x 60 cm)^, ';(Decon '90 :sba3ced/, rinsed i n 
. d i s t i l l e d water),. Once inserted, the l i n e r was sealed and the 
s u i T o u n d i n g mud .physically removed to allow withdrawal with ninimum 
disturbance. The core (stored v e r t i c a l l y ) was immediately returned 
to the laboratory. 
IV. 3. EXIERIMENTAL 
An X-2:ay morphological study of the core was performed upon 
return to the laboiatory. I t was then transf e3:red into a nitrogen 
glove-box, and the l i n e r cut l o n g i t u d i n a l l y .on two opposing sides 
allowing removal of one h a l f of the l i n e r f o r v i s u a l inspection of 
the sediment. The column was calibrated f o r depth, and Eh 
determined throughout (Pfc/Ag/AgGl electrode). Samples from the 
central portions (out of contact with the vessel surfaces) of 
i n i i v i d u a l sections were transfei^ed i n t o glass j a r s [(solvent 
rinsed, with solvent rinsed aluminium f o i l l i n e d rscrew-oaps). E ^ h 
sample was then homogenised and sutHsamples removed to ;pre-labelled 
beakers. Ihe glass jars, were then sealed and frozen awaiting PAH 
analysis (Section ll.l>.3.;(b-)..).. .Weighed portions .of the ,sub-^samples 
.were .removed f o r freeze drying and deteimina.tion of water content. 
Aliguots of the ;dried samples i^ere "then l i g h t l y crushed ;in ,a ..plastic 
b a l l ;mill before -X-ray fluorescence =(Seciioh 1I,1,'2. (h)...)., .atomic 
134 
absorption ;(Secti-on il.i .2-..(c'). , '3 and ' " l b analysis (Section 11.1.4.). 
•Further dried sub-samples T^^ere analysed f o r carbon and nitrogen 
•content, and additionally,, organic ;carbon.;and :niirogen l o s t on low 
temperatiire ashing (Section II . 1 . 2 . (a).). 
IV..4.. BESULTS Am DISGUSSIOIT 
X-ray analysis of the core (Hate IV) i d e n t i f i e d sparsely 
d i s t r i b u t e d gastropod and bivalve mollusc s h e l l s , and concentrated 
s h e l l debris at a depth of between 51-52 cm. V i s u a l inspection 
revealed a dark-grey anoxic core with a pale brown surface l a y e r 
(0-0.5 cm). Ihe s h e l l s observed by X-ray were i d e n t i f i e d as 
L i t t o r i n a sp. and shallow burrowing Gardium sp. An apparent change 
i n texture from 45 cm downwards was also noted.. 
IV.4.1. V a r i a b i l i t y of the parameters monitoared with depth 
Figure 4.2. shows the monitored variables plotted against depth. 
Only minor flu c t u a t i o n s occurred i n water content of the sediment. 
Eb decre.ased exponentially with depth. The r a t i o s i l i c o n : aluminium 
was .iiniform throughout the .majority of the core, although below 
45 cm i t increased, corresponding to the change i n texture ohseirved 
during v i s u a l inspection* Decreases i n carbon, nitrogen, organic 
•carbon and'nitrogen l o s t on low temperature ashing' probably r e s u l t 
from diagenic :.processes. Anomalies to these generalised trends were 
A 
.rioted i n the -siirf ace 5 cm -of the core,, and i n a section approximately 
•8-15 om .depth.' ;.Garbon and •nitrogen contents i n these -regions were 
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ELate IV 
X-my of the sediment core. 
Core X - R a y 
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Figure 4.2. D i s t r i b u t i o n of selected parameters with depth. 
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lower than jexpected -and i n "the "surface .layers an 3;ncrease i n the 
r a t i o s i l i c o n : aluminium w^as observ:ed. 
Analysis of s e l e c t e i hea"vy metais showed them 'to he :considerably 
enriched ;in the .surface sediments -(O-IQ cm):. Hn the .region of the 
core ahove 20 cm., these metals covary. 'Goncehtratipns ^encountered 
were 100-200, .20-90 and 30-70 pg. (g dry sediment)""^ f o r t o t a l ziho, 
copper and lead respectively. An apparent depletion i n the metals 
was noted at approximately 13 cm depth, corresponding to the 
anomalous region described above. I t i s of i n t e r e s t that l e v e l s of 
lead were enriched i n the section of core below 30 cm. 
Goncentrations of t o t a l PAH were n e g l i g i b l e i n the lower core 
(below 30 cm) and increased exponentially from a depth of 15 cm 
upwards. Goncentrations i n the surface sediment's (4000 ng. (g dry 
sediment)"*"^) are more than two orders of magnitude higher than those 
recorded below 30 cm depth (20 ng. (g dry sediment)""^). In common 
with the trace metals, PAH were depleted i n the region of the core 
be-feween 10-15 om depth. S i g n i f i c a n t correlations (quantified using 
' r ' - Section II.1.5. ) were i d e n t i f i e d between PAH and zinc (r = 6,9^), 
copper (r = 0.97), lead (r = 0.92), "^''^ Ib (r = 0.94) and nitrogen l o s t 
on low temperature ashing ( L . T . A . ) (r = O.87). Unlike carbon, the 
chemical composition and geochemical significance of the proportidn 
of nitrogen l o s t .on L.T.A. i s -uncertain. 
The i n d i v i d u a l values f o r the monitored variables are l i s t e d 
i n Table I I of the Appendix. 
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:iV..4.2. Dating .of the core 
l b '(ti = -22 .yr) :has been found •suitable f o r dating sediments 
n i 4 I ' l 
-over .periods of approximately the l a s t 100 years ' * -The 
conventional assumptions made f o r the technig.ue employed were 13:. _ 
210 210 210 
.1. l b , B i and l b are i n secular equilibriiua and there .is no 
..post^epositional migration of any of these radionuclides.. 
210 
2. The f l u x of l b to the system, and the sedimentation rate are 
constant. 
210 
3. The Ih background i s constant throi:ighout the sediment column. 
The water content of the sediment (Fig. 4.2.) was shown to remain 
constant throughout the core, thus compaction was n e g l i g i b l e and i t 
13 
was thought tmnecessary to incorporate depth corrections i n date 
determination. F i g . 4.3.(a)L validates the above assumptions to a 
high degree by e x h i b i t i n g the anticipated exponential decrease i n 
a c t i v i t y . This curve tends to l i n e a r i t y at a value of 0.27 pGi.g"''' 
which was taken to represent background a c t i v i t y . A l o g plot of the 
210 
unsuppoirted lb a c t i v i t y against depth (Fig. 4.3. (b).) shows a near 
210 
l i n e a r r e l a t i o n s h i p confirming exponential decrease i n Po. 
210 
Conversion of the B D a c t i v i t y i n t o dates i s shown i n F i g . 4 . 3 .(c).. 
The graphs plotted i n F i g . 4.3. i d e n t i f y a disturbance i n the 8-l6 cm 
region of the core, which correlates with the PAH and txaoe metal 
anomaly discussed previously. I t i s noted from F i g . 4.2. that the 
observed perturbation i s also l i n k e d with a p o s i t i v e increase i n Eh 
and a reduction i n t o t a l carbon, nitrogen and nitrogen l o s t on L.T.A. 
The r a t i o s i l i c o n : aluminium, however, remains unchanged possibly 
r u l i n g out i n c l u s i o n of sediment from a d i f f e r e n t o r i g i n . The 
'disturbance could be explained by the incorporation of 'older' 
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Figure 4 . 3 . 
(a) Graph of Ito a c t i v i t y against depth. On extrapolation the 
background a c t i v i t y supported by the sediment .is taken to be 
0.27 pGi.g-1. „ 
(b) Log unsupported l b a c t i v i t y plotted .against dej)th :{tends 
towards l i n e a r i t y demonstrating exponential decrease I n '^lOjb i n 
the core). 
(c) Calculated dates plotted against depth indicate a general 
sedimentation rate of 0.8 cm.yr--!. (A disturbed poorfciOh of the 
core i s i d e n t i f i e d ) . 
The horizontal bar of each cross indicates the depth int e r v a l , analysed 
and the v e r t i c a l bar approximates counting error (taken as ± /counts). 
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210 sediment containing :chazactexistica-liy lower l e v e l s of l b 
a c t i v i t y , EAH, heavy metals, carbon, nitrogen and nitrogen l o s t ,on 
l.T.A. Mechanisms by 'which t h i s could occur include bioturbation by 
a deep biirrowirig organism eg. :Mya sp., although t h i s i s - o i n l i k e l y to 
r e s u l t i n the extent of disturbance dbse2:ved. A more f e a s i b l e 
explanation wotOd be deposition of older sediments on the surface, 
f o r example, during baitworm c o l l e c t i o n by man, or by l a t e r a l 
'slumping' or shearing of sediments during storm events. 
Subsequent physical ard b i o l o g i c a l a c t i v i t y at the interfaces 
followed by fur t h e r deposition to the present time could r e s u l t i n 
the observed d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
From F i g . 4 . 3 .(c)., the o v e r a l l sedimentation rate was calculated 
to be 0.8 cm.yr"'''. The corresponding f l u x of '^''^ Ib can be calculated 
as 0.24 pGi.cm" .yr" (unsupported surface l b a c t i v i t y = 0.4? 
pGi. (g dry sediment)""''; wet sediment density = 1.502 g.cm"^. 
sediment water content = 5 ^ by weight). This compares with a value 
of 0.28 pGi.cm"' .yr" previously reported f o r the Tamar Estuary 
I t i s the sedimentation rate that i s most frequently used to date 
sediment cores. In the core sampled from the Tamar, however, dates 
were assigned to i n d i v i d u a l sections (from which sub-samples had 
been analysed f o r PAH and metals) according to t h e i r l b a c t i v i t y 
r e l a t i v e to that at the surface. B i i s method was developed to 
improve accuracy of dating estimates, and. i n addition, to attempt 
p a r t i a l correction f o r the perturbation. Sections analysed without 
210 ' 
corresponding assigned lb a c t i v i t i e s were dated using "vialues 
210 
obtained by extrapolation of the - l b depth p r o f i l e (Fig. 4 . 3 .(c).). 
I 4 l 
iy-.4,.3< Gbmpositinan o£/the PAH-.-assemblage 
HSiG chromatograms of -EAH ^extracted' .from three seotions :of .the 
core are .shown i n Fig-. 4.4... Unsuhstituted -PAH are c l e a r l y 
dominant over ihdividuaiL all?yl-suhstituted homolqgues 'tha;t may he 
present i n the extracts. .To investigate compositional, changes of 
in d i v i d u a l PAH i n the s u i t e .of compounds monitored, PAH compositions 
at selected depths are shown i n .Fig. 4.5.. Goncentrations are 
plotted on a log. scale to a i d comparison. BDst-l940 PAH 
compositions are s i m i l a r . Sediments deposited p r i o r to t h i s date, 
( t o t a l PAH concentrations t y p i c a l l y <50 i^g* (g dry sediment)"''") show 
marked differences i n composition. To f u r t h e r investigate changes 
throughout the 002:0, percentage compositions of i n d i v i d u a l PAH are 
shown i n Tahle 4 .1. . No trends i n the data are apparent, excepting 
f o r the greater compositional v a r i a h i l i t y i n the lowest four sections 
(owing to low PAH-concentiations and hence, a reduction i n the 
numbers of quantifiable- PAH). The generally uniform composition of 
PAH i d e n t i f i e d i n most sections, together with the absence of trends 
of change, might suggest that once PAH are incorporated into the 
sediment, they are subject to ne g l i g i b l e chemical or b i o l o g i c a l 
modification. As discussed i n .Section 1.4.2., microbial, degradation 
rates of PAH decrease with increasingly anaerobic conditions;, thus., 
i n the anoxic Tamar Gore, conditions might favour preservation of 
the compounds. Hinga et a l . , however, reported benz(a)anthracene 
degradation i n sediments i n a Marine Ecosystems Research Laboratory 
(MERL) micrecosm study. Gschwend and Hites (who observed a 
s i m i l a r corstancy i n PAH composition with depth) aittribute t h i s 
contradiction to the form i n which the PAH are introduced. 
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Figure ^-A. 
•HPLG chromatograms showing examples of PAH separations of sediment 
extracts throughout the core. Iteak numbers correspond to 
1. naphthalene, 2. phenanthrene, 3. anthracene, ^. fluoranthene, 
5. Eyrene, 6. chiysene, ?. 'benz(a)anthracene (coincident), 
8. benzo (e)psrrene, 9. coincident benzo(b)fluoranthene and 
perylene, 10. benzo (k)flu6ran-thene, 11. benzo (a)Tyrene, 
12.. dibena fah.)anthracene (coincident), I3. benzo (ghi )peiylene, 
Iki indeno(l,2,3.-cd)pyrene. 'X' i s an unresolved mixture 
(Section II.I.3. (b).. ( i i ) . ).• Selective quantification of pezylene 
was obtained from^ absorbance at k08 nm. ChromatograjMc (Iterkin 
Ebner ODS; column),. elution and detection conditions are detailed i n 
Section 11,1.3.(b).(ii).. 
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Figure 4. 5« 
Compositional v a r i a t i o n s of PAH i n selected sections of the core. 
For each section 12 l i n e s are shown i n d i c a t i n g i n d i v i d u a l PAH 
concentrations s t a r t i n g with 1, phenanthrene and proceeding towards 
the r i g h t i n sequence, 2. anthracene, 3* fluorahthene, 4. pjrrene, 
5. benz(a)anthracene, 6. benzo(e)EyTene, ?• benzo(b)fluoranthene, 
8. perylene, 9. benzo (lc)f luoranthene, 10. benzo (a)pyrene, 
11. benzo (ghi)perylene, 12. indeno (1,2,3-cd)pyrene.. To a i d 
comparison a log PAH concentration scale has been selected. Short 
l i n e s extending beneath the base l i n e indicate that these compounds 
were not quantified." 
Depth (OR) 
2ienanthrene 
Anthiaosne 
Fluoranthene 
rirrene 
3enz(a)anthiaoene 
Ghrysene 
Ben3o(e)pyrene 
3enso(b)rlucranthsne 
Perylane 
Ben2o(k)fluoianther.e 
3en3o(a)pyrens 
3nezo(ghi)perylens 
Ihdeno(l23 cd)pyrene 
0-1 1-2 2-3 3-if 
7.C 5-2 8.5 9.2 
3.7 2.1 ft.O 2.5 
20.3 17.3 20.7 
25.0 23.1 25.3 39.3 
a.u- 0.0 7.2 
a a a a 
12.9 18.9 ll^.h 9.6 
a 2.3 a a 
a 1.1 a a 
2.2 2.5 2.1 1.2 
11,5 12.7 11.7 7.9 
6.0 5-3 5.1 1.3 
2.3 1.1 1-5 0.5 
^ 5 5-6 5-7 7-3 
8.9 7.3 5.3 7.3 
2.1 3.3 2.1 1.5 
I8.if 12.3 15.6 
25.5 25.0 18.7 25.7 
3.0 5.9 lO.t 7.1 
a a 6.5 3.2 
13.9 25.1 19.? 9.0 
2.8 a a 5.3 
1.5 a a 3.^ 
1.-3 1.2 2.2 3.2 
9.9 3.9 10.3 9.2 
'^.3 5.5 5-5 a 
1.9 2.3 2.3 9.7 
9-10 12-13 i 5 - l 
9.9 15.5 10.5 
1.5 1.5 2.3 2.0 
13.S 5.1 3 t.l 10.5 
30.3 f2.3 21.5 31.^ 
5.5 ^ .^9 5 .? 6.5 
12.3 a b a 
9.3 3.0 10.5 
1.5 2.!f 3.^ 2.6 
3.0 1.6 !l.5 5.2 
l.ir 1.5 if .5 
— 
0.3 6.5 !l.6 7.3 
1 h b 6.5 
OA 0.3 b 1.3 
20-21 28-29 'w-^l 52-53 
21.9 b b b 
2.2. b b b 
18.5 b b b 
2 t.l 53.7 ii7.3 57.5 
a a a 
a b b 
5.2 0 b b 
l.it a a a 
1.9 l'f-.9 32.3 33.6 
0.3 7.3 b *.5 
16.5 9.3 12.0 '^o 
l. i i 9.8 3.0 b 
0.8 b b b 
Table ^ ^ . l . 
reroenta;5e compositions of t.he individ-aal PAH monitored throujhout the core. 
(a) Coapound not quantified owin? to interference frosi coeiuting naterial. 
(b) Concentrations below the detection limits of ihe a.naly-ioal schese. 
B i -the MERL experiment PAH were aaded i n s o l u t i o n with o i l , whereas 
i n the environment PAH might he associated with particles., with 
which microhial :interactions may .not ,he possihle. This explanation 
further ;supports the theory of .particle incorporated PAH, proposed 
i n .Section III.4.3. t o explain the non~eg.uilihrium pair t i t i o n of 
PAH between suspended .particulate and aqueous .phases i n the Tamar 
Estuary water column. 
Ihe gene3::cJ. consistancy i n PAH composition also suggests that 
the compounds o i i g i n a t e from a single primary source. The apparently 
random compositional f l u c t u a t i o n s obseirved i n Table 4 . 1 . probably 
ar i s e from subtle temporal changes i n the source and add i t i o n a l 
secondary source inputs of PAH. 
IV.4.4. D i s t r i b u t i o n of PAH and heavy metals with date 
F i g . 4 .6 . shows the d i s t r i b u t i o n of i n d i v i d u a l PAH and heavy 
metals with date of deposition, Ihe correction used to a l l e v i a t e 
the effects of the disturbance (Section IV.4.2 . ) appears to have 
e f f e c t i v e l y 'smoothed' the PAH d i s t r i b u t i o n . With the exception of 
perylene, a l l the PAH monitored exhibited a s i m i l a r q u a l i t a t i v e 
pattern of d i s t r i b u t i o n , with low le v e l s p r i o r to 1940. A gradual 
increase i n the PAH follows u n t i l I96O when.dramatic increases are 
observed to present day. Inflexions are noted f o r some PAH i n the 
mid-1970's. Further dramatic increases i n a l l compounds occur at 
the top of the core. Using pyrene and benzo (a) pyrene as examples, 
the surface concentarations (IO5O and 450 ng. (g dry sediment)""'' 
' respecti-vely) are more than two orders of. magnitide higher than 
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Figurei.4.6. 
D i s t r i b u t i o n s o f ina.iid:dua3. iPAH .and .heavy ;metaLs. .vrith date ;of -deposition. 
concentrations i n isedimehts deposited -kO :years ago (22 rand 
•4 ng.'('g dry sediment)'"^ f o r pyrene. and benzp (a).jyrene" respectively 
JHie jxcesent t o t a l MR :flux :(includi3g a i l llAH laonitored) t o 
.-2 -1 
sediments i n 'the sample -area i s 0?p.21g.-m' .yr • which compajres vwith 
0-00O23 :gvnf^ ..yr'^ -'- i n 19^0. 
•Individual .PAH concentratiohs encountered i n the surface 
sediments (top 5 cm), ranged from 30 - 750 ng. (g dry sediment)~"''. 
These l e v e l s aa:e comparable with those obtained from, f o r example,^ 
Severn Estuary (U.K.) sediments ' and Narragansett Bay (U.S.A.) 
sediments influenced by Providence City runoff (see also 
Section 1.3.3')• extent to which urban PLymouth .contributes to 
PAH p o l l u t i o n i n the Tamar Estuary i s discussed i n Ghapter V. 
Iferylene shows a unique sedimentary d i s t r i b u t i o n . Although 
recent increases s i m i l a r to those exhibited by the other compounds 
occtar, they are less marked,. S i g n i f i c a n t concentrations (5 - 10 
ng.(g d i y sediment)~1) were also found throughout the core p r i o r to 
19^0 (Fig. 4.6.). 
Although substantial concentrations of the heavy metals were 
recorded throughout the entire core, there are s i g n i f i c a n t recent 
(post 1950) increases i n the elements which generally r e f l e c t the 
.observed pattern of PAH p o l l u t i o n {Fig. 4.6.). 
IV. 4.5. :Sources. 
(a) PAH.'Composition 
Ihe domiiiance- of • .T insubs t i tu ted parent hydrocarbons r e l a t i v e to 
falkylaited homologues (Section iV-.-4,3.,) (Fig. 4.4.) precludes' na,tive 
20 21 
-or .undegraded, . o i l as a major contributor of PAH • (Section 
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I-,2..1.'(b).).. Ikrent PAH-assemblLages siinia.aa: to "those bbsei^ea. have 
17 
been reported i n sediments 'from the :Sevem "Estuary., U.K. , 
• "12 
MohchaltoriE.er Aa .and .l;a3ce .GreiiEensee., Switzerland „ and Lakes 
9 
Luceme and Zurich, .Switzerland, and .Lake Washington, U.S.A. , 
(Section 1.3.3.) (Fig. 1.6.). Wakeham et .al. ^ ;identify t h i s 
.sedimentary composition as ubiqiiitous, c i t i n g l i t e r a t u r e from the 
marine environment ' ~ , fresh-water sediments ~' ' and i n 
21 2? 12 0 
s o i l s ' Giger and Schaffner and Wakeham et a l . ^ a t t r i b u t e 
12 
'street dust' as the major source. Giger and Schaffner also 
Q 
suggest a s i m i l a r i t y of airborne particulates and Wakeham et a l . 
emphasise the importance of asphalt p a r t i c l e s i n s t r e e t runoff and 
exclude exhaust emissions and tyre wear as major contributors. 
Other primary sources s u ^ e s t e d include combustion of f o s s i l f u e l s 
2"*'5 8 23 1 S 21 2^ 
' , combustion prima r i l y of coal ' and 'natural' f i r e s * . 
2 
Gschwend. and Hites calculated i n d i v i d u a l PAH r a t i o s to investigate 
sources. Those applicable to t h i s study are phenanthrene; 
anthracene, fluoiranthene:pyrene, and benzo(e)pyrene:benzo(a)pyrene. 
Graphs of these r e l a t i o n s h i p s are shown i n F i g . 4.7.. Plots of 
fluoranthene against pyrene and benzo (e) pyrene against benzo (a) pyrene 
are approximately l i n e a r and therefore .indicate.a constant 
composition between the paired PAH i n the pollutant f l u x . This i s 
supportive of a uniform primary source. Regression analyses r e s u l t 
i n values f o r fluoranthene:pyrene of 0.7 and benao(e.)pyrene: 
benzo (a) pyrene of 1.4. The fluoranthene: pyrene r a t i o (0.7) has 
12 2 
been previously recorded f o r airborne particulates ' . The 
.benzo (e)pyrene: benzo (a) pyrene value (1.4) has been obtained from 
12 2 
analyses of 'street-dust' ' . In contrast to the l i n e a r 
relationships observed f o r these paire of ,PAH, phenanthrene plotted 
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Figure 4.7. 
Gross-correlation between selected JPAH throughout the core. 
Elots of fluoranthene against jyrene and lien2;o(e)Ey-rene against 
benzo(a)pyrene r e s u l t i n approximately l i n e a r r e l a t i o n s h i p s with 
calculated regressed slopes (shown as broken l i n e s ) of 0.70 and 1,37 
respectively. The plot of phenahthrene against anthracene i s better 
suited to a c\u?ved regression. 
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-against-aiLthracehe. .^ (^  '4.7.) i s "better--descriljei Isy a-curve. 
•Biis may ^airise mowing to. isomeric discrimination as would be expected 
;ih :mic2X)"bial degradation, ^or alternativ.eiy, :'a -change :in t h e i r 
.relative icompositipns i n the PAH f l u x to the sediments. 
In summary,, the coiaposition of PAH i r i the core i s i r i d i c a t i v e 
of a primary souixse related to f o s s i l f u e l comhustioh and lurhan 
(road) runoff, 
(h) D i s t r i h u t i o n with date 
Ihe d i s t r i h u t i o n of PAH with date of deposition i s shown i n 
F i g . 4.6. and has heen described i n Section IV.4.4.. Most 
s i g n i f i c a n t increases i n the pollutant f l u x have occurred >rithin the 
l a s t twenty years. 
Biblished data proclaiming f o s s i l f u e l combustion as the primary 
1 2 '5 
PAH source * '-^ , geneirally desciibe a d i s t r i b u t i o n of n e g l i g i b l e 
'concentrations p r i o r to the l a t e iSOO's when increases occur to 
reach a maximum' i n the region of I95O-I960. A f t e r t h i s period 
concentrations gradually decrease to the present day, an a f f e c t 
a t t r i b u t e d to the change from c o a l as the primary f o s s i l f u e l to o i l 
3 
and gas which emit l e s s PAH upon combustion. . Heit e t a l . , however, 
halve also suggested f o s s i l -fuel combustion as the major soiirce i n 
137 
•^ 'Gs - dated lake cores a f t e r obtaining PAH d i s t r i b u t i o n s s i m i l a r 
to that described f o r the Tamar. 
Since the I93O-I96O period, when the PAH concentrations r i s e 
dramatically, changes a f f e c t i n g the PAH concentrations einitted by 
l o c a l industry- -and' increases i n domestic f u e l burning ( p a r t i c u l a r l y 
of coal)', have not occurred, i t i s also u n l i k e l y that the p r e v a i l i n g 
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-south wes"terly -air stream i n the region, which o r i ^ n a t e s from the 
A t l a n t i c Ocean, would, contain s u f f i c i e n t l y high coneentrations. Of 
•EAH to iproduce the -.flux -encountered. "The most important 
:contrihutory f a c t o r to PAH emission during t h i s time period i s 
prohahly the increase i n motor vehicles. In I96I the Tamar Road 
Bridge was opened* This ,1s the major southern route of vehicles 
i n t o Cornwall and i s used extensively. 
ELeva-ted PAH concentrations are noted i n the top few cm. of the 
core (Fig. 4.2. and 4.6.), I t was i n i t i a l l y postulated that 
degradation mechanisms possihly reduced the concentrations to those 
associated with adjacent l e v e l s . I t i s , however, noted that heavy 
metals i n the sinface layers are also high (Fig. 4.2.) i n d i c a t i n g an 
increased pollutant f l u x . The PAH composition of t h i s input i s the 
same as that associated with the core, A possihle explanation i s 
con-fcamination of the core surface hy, f o r example, a road runoff 
' s l i c k ' , which has hecome incorporated i n t o the surface layers hy 
seepage during transport. This recent enrichment of PAH and heavy 
metals coincide with a higher r a t i o of s i l i c o n : aluminium and 
reduced carhon and nitrogen content (Fig. 4.2.). The sig n i f i c a n c e 
of, and explanations f o r t h i s l a t t e r ohseivation have not heen 
resolved. 
(c) D i s t r i h u t i o n .of combustion particulates 
Electron microscopy has been used to d i s t i n g u i s h between carbon 
particulates r e s u l t i n g from combustion of various source materials 
25-27 
. This was applied to selected sediment core samples which were 
digested to i s o l a t e the elemental carbon p a r t i c l e s according to 
28 
Smith :&t ,al. .. This involved treatment i n a s o l u t i o n of equal 
131 
parts iOf HgOg (30?^ ) and. M (2M) ;(3 days-)., d i s s o l u t i o n i n hot HGl 
i-6M, 2 h) :ahd digestion i n -IF ,(2^, 1© -d^ys). The resultant sample 
was sepaxated by c e r i t r i f ugation, mnsed with d i l u t e HGl and ;dried 
(lld°G, 6 h). Following adhesion onto .a sample 'block . ( ^ i n g douTSle 
back seliotape ^) and coating with gold ( i l l ) , t h e samples were 
.studied using a Jeol JW. 35G scanning electron microscope. 
25 
G r i f f i n and Goldberg have attempted a morphological 
categorisation of combustion particulates i n t o 3 groups: 
( i ) porous spheroidal, ( i i ) elongate prismatic, ( i i i ) i r r e g u l a r 
fragments. In addition, surface textures are characterised i n t o 
3 classes: (a) smooth, homogenous, (b) rough, i r r e g u l a r and p i t t e d , 
(c) etched and convoluted. Spheroidal p a r t i c l e s are commonly 
produced by combustion of o i l and coal. I r r e g u l a r fragments can 
re s u l t from combustion of o i l , coal and wood whereas only the l a t t e r 
two produce elongate prismatic structures. Bfcched convoluted 
surface layers are-unique to charcoals produced from o i l combustion. 
Smooth, and rough i r r e g u l a r l y p i t t e d surfaces are i n d i c a t i v e of both 
coal and wood combustion. O i l derived carbon i s thus e a s i l y 
i d e n t i f i e d by the etched convoluted surface. Whereas d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n 
between wood and coal pombustion products i s d i f f i c u l t . In contrast 
with wood, coal produces spherules, but both r e s u l t i n i r r e g u l a r 
and elongate prismatic pairticles. Remnants of c e l l i z l a r or woody 
structures are i n d i c a t i v e of vegetation, brush and wood burning, 
but are also present i n charcoal derived from co a l . 
Gharcoals from o i l , coal and wood combustion were i d e n t i f i e d i n 
a l l three sections of core analysed. Enumeration of the. r e l a t i v e 
contributions from each source was d i f f i c u l t owing to incomplete 
mineral digestion (Elates V and VI). Elongate prismatic structures 
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ELATE • V 
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H a t e V 
Examples of combustxon part i c u l a t e s i s o l a t e d from the Tamar Estuary 
sediment core (viewed using a scanning electron microscope), 
(a) Ibrous spheroid with an etched convoluted surface. Highly 
i n d i c a t i v e of an o i l comhustion o r i g i n , 
(h) B D Z ^ U S spheroid with a smooth surface r e s u l t i n g from 
combustion of coal. 
(c) Ibious i r r e g u l a r fragment with a rough p i t t e d surface probably 
r e s u l t i n g from coal combustion. 
(d) I b r t i o n of a porous ir r e g u l a x p a r t i c l e showing remnants of 
c e l l u l a r or woody structures, probably r e s u l t i n g from 
combustion of wood (although co a l cannot be ruled out). 
(e) Irre g u l a r porous fi^agment with a smooth surface. Associated 
with c o a l (or possibly wood) combustion. 
(f) Elongate prismatic structure with a smooth sui^face, l i k e l y to 
have resulted from combustion of e i t h e r wood or coal. 
Combustion 
Particulates.... 

PLATE -VI 
mate VI 
Carbon p a r t i c l e s i s o l a t e d from d i f f e r e n t depths of the sediment core, 
viewed iising scanning electron microscopy. I b s i t i o n s i n the core 
(with date) and associated t o t a l PAH concentrations are indicated. 


aEpeai? to be eruiched i n "the lower samples.. No q u a l i t a t i v e 
c o r r e l a t i o n between combustion p a r t i c u l a t e s and •the do:?amatic increase 
i n PAH concentrations i s appaxent. 
(d) Iterylene 
.The anomalous d i s t r i b u t i o n of peiylene r e l a t i v e to other PAH 
has been described i n Section IV .4 .4 . and i s shown i n Tig. 4.6.. 
Recent increases i n the compound, as with the other PAH, imight 
'' . have resulted fxom the pollutant f l u x . The s i g n i f i c a n t 
concentrations i n the lower core support previous work suggesting a 
biogenic o r i g i n of the compound (Section 1.2.1. (a).). Wakeb-am et a l . 
XO 8 
and Tan and Heit discuss the biogenic production of perylene, 
and suggest p o t e n t i a l precureors of the compound (Section 1 .2 .1 .(a).). 
(e) Heavy Metals 
Heavy metals are highly correlated with t o t a l PAH (r = 0.92 
(lead), 0.97 (copper), O.96 (zinc)) (Figs. 4.2. and 4.6.). This 
covariation indicates a s i m i l a r anthropogenic o r i g i n f o r both classes 
of pollutants. The Tamar Va l l e y drains areas r i c h i n metals which, 
u n t i l the turn of the century, were extensively mined (Section 1.6.). 
I t i s u n l i k e l y that leeching of metals from the moorland catchment 
could r e s u l t i n the observed high c o r r e l a t i o n . 'Acid .rain' produced 
as a r e s u l t of combustion prim a r i l y of coal i s u n l i k e l y to have 
increased over recent years (Section IV . 4 . 3 .(b).). I h i s e f f e c t i v e l y 
precludes mineral derived inputs as the major source of the increases 
recently (I960-I980) observed. Elevated concentrations Of lead i n the 
lower portion of the core (beloW 30 om) (Fig. '4.2.) are, however, 
l i k e l y to have been derived from leeching of Dartmoor manerai's. 
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This :input -.could :a3.so ^explain the higher l e v e l s Of .metals .associated • 
with .the "older' .sediment i n the lower i e g i o n of the disturbance 
observed i n the .core '(Fig. 4.2.).. 
To d i f f e r e n t i a t e between natural 'background' l e v e l s of trace 
2Q 
metals .and those derived from anthropogenic s o u r c e s S u e s s has 
•advocated the c a l c u l a t i o n Of trace metal : aluminium r a t i o s . This 
•treatment f u r t h e r endorees the enrichment of lead i n the lowest 
section of core analysed which has a reduced aluminium content 
(Figi 4.2.J Appendix Table I I ) . Galculation of the r a t i o f o r 
sections i n the remainder of the core, does not have a s i g n i f i c a n t 
a f f e c t owing to the unifo2:mity of aluminium composition 
(9.34 - 0.23^). S i m i l a r treatments applied to zinc and copper have 
only marginal effects on the pattei^ns of d i s t r i b u t i o n observed i n 
F i g . 4.2.. 
Sourees of metals associated with motor vehicles have been 
30 
discussed by Harrison . Zinc i s used i n both xubtev tyres and 
extensively i n motor o i l s . Gopper emissions r e s u l t from wear of 
thrust bearings, bushings, bearing metals and p a r t i c u l a r l y brake 
l i n i n g s which contain several pereent by weight copper. The addition 
of lead to p e t r e l as an 'anti-knock' agent i s w e l l documented 
Increases i n sediment concentrations of z i n c , copper and lead from 
the ,1950's -to present day (as a r e s u l t of the anthropogenic source) 
are 100., 70 and 50 pg. (g dry sediment)""'" respectively. Lead has 
30 
been shown by Harrison to constitute the major met a l l i c 
constituent i n street dust, followed by zinc and then copper. 
-Speciation, transport mechanisms/particle association and mode of 
remission, however, have the p o t e n t i a l to a f f e c t d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the 
en-virenment. I t i s of note that zinc and copper are .more c l o s e l y 
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•:asspciated' m t h the. arpaa :sur£ace than leaa.- "wKich: i s . p r i i n a r i i ^ 
i n t o-the atmosphere. : . _ ' -
.IV,.4.6:. ^ S t a t i s t i c a l .;Bes.ults 
'.To resolve oress-rcoinrelations and co-rvariahility of the 
•environmental parameters., PAH, and elements, c l u s t e r analysis and 
multi-dimensional scalirsg ( M . D . S . ) were performed (Section II.1.5.). 
Ihe M . D . S . p l o t ohtained i s shown i n F i g . 4.8. (a).. A major c l u s t e r 
incorporating variables showing s i m i l a r i t i e s > 90^ ( i d e n t i f i e d from 
the c l u s t e r analysis) i s circxraiscribed by an unbroken l i n e . 
Included i n t o t h i s c l u s t e r are the heavy metals (lead, zinc and 
copper) and a l l PAH with the exception of chrysene and 
indeno(l,i2,3-cd)iyren'e. This confirms the c o - v a r i a b i l i t y of metals 
and PAH (Section IV.4.5. (e).). Ihe removal of indeno(l,2,3-cd)pyrene 
i n t o the >80^ s i m i l a r i t y c l u s t e r (circumscribed by the broken l i n e ) 
i s confirmed by the a t y p i c a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of the compoixnd with date 
(Fig. 4.6.). Although chrysene i s also i s o l a t e d f2x>m the major 
c l u s t e r , owing to a co-eluting peak, the compound was only quantified 
i n a few sections of core, thus no weighting can be placed on t h i s 
observation. I t i s of i n t e r e s t that perylene i s incorporated ,-into 
the > 90^ : s i m i l a r i t y c l u s t e r , possibly i r d i c a l t i n g that ,-major 
contributions of the rcompound are derived from the 'same anthropogenic 
source as the other PAH. There -are no s i g n i f i c a n t correlations 
between the PAH and carbon, s i l i c o n or aluminium. Nitrogen, however, 
.is ,incorpora;ted .into ;the. > 80^ vsicp-larity .cluster.. - J i g . 4...2. .shows 
that nitrogen 'Content .of the. ^ sediment -increases .isighificantiy i n ^ he 
top 10 .cm :of .the .core-, corresponding -ifith the :increas:es "in .PAH. 
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Figure 4.8.. 
Muiti-dimensional s c a l i n g (M.D.S.) analyses of PM and other 
variables monitored i n the Tamar Estuary'sediment core. Clusters 
with s i m i l a r i t i e s >9Q^, >QQffo and >6ofo are circumscribed by 
' ', ' — — ' and ' ' respectively. 
(a) M.D.S. derived from Itearson's product-moment co2:relation 
c o e f f i c i e n t s (Stress factor'= 0.162?). 
(b) M.D.S. derived from Kendall's rank co3:xelation c o e f f i c i e n t s 
(stress f a c t o r = 0.1432). 
(See Sections IV.4.6., and. II.1 . 5 . ) . 
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0iagenesis may have produced t h i s .pattern of d i s t r i b u t i o n , although 
i n the ct i l t i v a t e d .Tamar Y a i l e y 'the use of nitrogen ifaased f e i r t i l i z e i s 
•has increased -rdramaticaily during "the .past 30 years ;(corresj)onding 
t o the .increase .in 'nitrogen)., .'^ nd might have supplemented the 
nitrogen budget of the .estuary. 
i h e s t a t i s t i c a l anaiysis described above i s influenced by the 
considerable decrease i n most variables with depth. This i s -
r e f l e c t e d by the high l e v e l s of s i m i l a r i t y i d e n t i f i e d i n the. •M.D.S, 
plot ( t y p i c a l l y > 8o )^, To remove the weighting produced by t h i s 
d i s t r i b u t i o n , and hence reveal more subtle co-variations i n the data, 
32 
Kendall's rank c o r r e l a t i o n c o - e f f i c i e n t s were calculated to 
produce the c o r r e l a t i o n matrix (Section II.1.5.) from which c l u s t e r 
analysis and M.D.S. are derived. The resultant M.D.S. p l o t i s shown 
i n F i g . 4.8.(b).. The general d i s t r i b u t i o n of points i s i n 
agreement with F i g . 4 .8.(a).. Iterylene and lead are, however, 
is o l a t e d from the major c l u s t e r containing a l l other PAH and heavy 
me-tals. The anomalous d i s t r i b u t i o n of perylene (Fig. 4.6.) has been 
discussed i n Section IV.4.4. and was attri b u t e d to" a biogenic o r i g i n 
of the compound (Section IV . 4 . 5 ,(d),). Elevated concentrations of 
lead i n the lower portion of the core (Fig. 4.2.) ( l i k e l y to have 
been derived from leeching of Dartmoor minerals - Section IV . 4 .5 .(e).) 
are probably responsible f o r the i s o l a t i o n of lead i n the M.D.S.. 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g that i n the c l u s t e r of PAH, phenanthrene, 
anthracene., fluoranthene and pyrene are sub-divided from the l a r g e r 
molecular weight homologues, althoi:^h the s t a t i s t i c a l s i g n i f i c a n c e 
of t h i s d i v i s i o n i s uncertain. 
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CHAPTER. V 
DISTRIBUTION. TRANSIORT MECHANISMS MP 
FATES OF PAH IN THE TMAR 
V . l . .HTTBQD,UGTIOH 
No published data i s .available conce3^nlng i n d i v i d u a l PAH 
•concentrations i n estuarine and coastal waters (Section 1.3.-S. )•• 
i h e "effects of the physical, chemical and hydrodynamic gradients 
encountered i n estuaries on the d i s t r i b u t i o n and fates of PAH have 
not been systematically evaluated. Of the l i m i t e d data that has 
been published on s p a t i a l sedimentary d i s t r i b u t i o n s of PAH i n 
estuaries (Section I.3.3«)» none discuss d i s t r i b u t i o n i n context 
with c l a s s i c a l estuarine chemistry. 
The approach adopted i n t h i s research involved analysis of 
i n d i v i d u a l homologues i n a series of water samples removed during an 
a x i a l traverse of the estuary (fresh water to marine). Goncentrations 
e n c o u n t e i ^ are compared with changes i n environmental variables. 
To supplement the water data, surface sediments throughout the 
estuary and catchment were also analysed f o r PAH i n order to provide 
a temporally integrated assessment of t h e i r d i s t r i b u t i o n . Ihe data 
from these surveys together With selected experiments are used to 
discuss s p a t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n s , sources, transport processes and fates 
of PAH i n the Tamar Estuary. 
y . i l . l . .Study Area and, sample c o l l e c t i o n 
A description of the sampling area i s presented i n Section 1,6,, 
.•Ibsitions bf the estuarine sample s i t e s are i l l u s t r a t e d i n F i g , 5.1., 
1-4 
Morris-.and co-workers have desciibed the master variables and 
•nutrient chemistry of the Tamar, Since the .Biver Tamar represents 
•the .major source of r i v e r run-off into the Tamar Estuary,, sampling 
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FJCTre. 5.1. 
Description of the Tamar Efetuary and sampling stations, ;Water :sample 
numbers, and locations are indicated on the .right band :side .and 
degradation sub-rsamples ;(pl-D22) pnd .sediment samples ''(.El-!E8i) ioh the 
l e f t hand side. Distancbs upstream from the narrows ^F) '&t the 
mo.uth of the estuary are indicated i n § Km i n t e r v a l s .^ ahd C i r c l e d , 
HLymouth i s indicated by the hatched area with the dockyards, iocated 
along the estuarihe foreshore demarked by s t i p p l e s . The [position of 
Galstocfc i s indicated by 'G' and an o i l j e t t y terminai by "JV. 
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was concentrated along the ina,in estuarine axis rather than i n the 
Ljmher and Tayy t r i h u t a r i e s (Fig, 5.I,). Sampling of.estuarine . 
water ;was performed on the ehh t i d e on 7th, May ,1980. High t i d e at 
Galstock (Fig. .5'1«) on t h i s day was 11,16 am. Sampling commenced 
at 12,00 am. Surface water samples were col l e c t e d during an a x i a l 
traverse of the estuary (fresh, water to marine.) aboard a 'Rotork 
•p 
Seatruck' . Samples were taken usiiig a polypropylene bucket ' 
pre-rinsed i n the sample water. Ibssible contamination from the 
vessel's stern engines was avoided by sampling at the extreme bow of 
the Seatruck. Aliquots (2 dm-^ ) f o r PAH analysis were transferred to 
Winchester bo t t l e s containing HILG-grade (Fisons) cyclohexane 
(30 cm^), which had been cleaned by soaking i n Decon 90 ^ f o r 24 hours 
and rinsed sequentially with d i s t i l l e d water, chromic a c i d , ^ d i s t i l l e d 
water and f i n a l l y HILG-garade cyclohexane. The sample bottles were 
then teflon-sealed and thoroughly shaken. During t h i s transect of 
the estuary, s a l i n i t y , pH, t u r b i d i t y , dissolved oxygen, temperature 
and ammonia were recorded continuously. Sub-samples were also 
obtained f o r suspended s o l i d s analyses and degradation studies. 
Estuarine sediment cores (2.5 cm diameter, IO-I5 cm depth) were 
sampled (Fig. ,5.1.) using the Butler Gravity Gorer ^, r e t a i n i n g the 
top 5 cm f o r analysis. Sediment samples were also taken throughout 
the r i v e r catchment (Fig. 5-8.) and were sampled using a glass corer 
(5 cm diameter) to a maximum depth of 5 om. Sediment samples were 
placed i n acid cleaned j a r s sealed with solvent-rinsed aluminium f o i l 
l i n e d caps, which were imm.ediately stored over s o l i d carbon dioxide 
and maintained frozen i n the laboratory u n t i l analysis. 
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V..2. . EKJEHmENTAL 
y,2..1. Water,column sxirvey 
The methodology f o r the measurement of environmental var i a h l e s , 
s a l i n i t y , temperature, t u r h i d i t y , pH, dissolved oxygen and ajnmonia 
has heen descrihed i n Section I I . 1.1. (a).. Characterisation of the 
-suspended particulates was performed according to Section I I . l . l . ( h ) . . 
•Estuarine waters were analysed f o r PAH as descrihed i n Section 
I I . I . 3 . (h). using a Hypersil 5-7 p i ODS column (250 mm x 5 inm i.d.) 
f o r HHiC separations (Fig. 2.1.). A n a l y t i c a l e f f i c i e n c i e s f o r the 
extraction and analysis are sxunmarised i n Tahle 2.2.. Overall 
r e p r o d u c i h i l i t y of the entire procedure was assessed from the 
t r i p l i c a t e samples 7» 8 and 9 (Fig. 5.2.). 
S t a t i s t i c a l analysis of the r e s u l t s ohtained was performed using 
c o i r e l a t i o n p r o f i l e analysis, c l u s t e r i n g , and multi-dimensional 
s c a l i n g (M.D.S.) (Section I I . I . 5 . ) . 
V.2.2. Surface sediment survey 
Suh-samples of the thawed homogenised sediments were freeze-
dried i n order to deteirmine water content. Catchment sediments were 
then sieved to evaluate p a r t i c l e size d i s t i i h u t i o n , and the estuarine 
'muds' were ground i n an agate h a l l m i l l and analysed f o r carhon 
content (Section II.1.2.(a).). 
F u H d e t a i l s of the PAH extraction and clean-up procedures are 
descrihed i n Section I I . I . 3 . ( h ) . ( i ) . . Estuarine sediment extracts 
were analysed hy HILC vising a Hypersil 5-7 }m ODS column 
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(250 mm X 5 -mm l.d.) (Section .(t)).'(ii)..., F i g . 2.1.). 
This system-was modified f o r the catchment .samples to.increase 
chromatograiiiic r e s o l u t i o n by use of iTie IterKin SLmer 10 iiG-;ODS 
.column (250 mm x 2.6 mm i.d.} (Section I I . I . 3 . ( b ) . ( i i ) . , F i g . 2.2.). 
A n a l y t i c a l e f f i c i e n c i e s f o r the e x t r a c t i o n and aralyses are 
summarised i n Table 2.3.. 
Sediments were also analysed f o r lead as described i n 
Section II.1.2.(c).. 
V.2.3. PAH associated with p a r t i c l e s i z e f r a c t i o n s 
Measured volumes of estuarine water sampled from the t u r b i d i t y 
maximum (V.3.1.(a).) were passed through nylon mesh sieves to 
i s o l a t e p a r t i c l e s i n the f o l l o w i n g s i z e ranges; >100 ]am; 
100-53 ym; 53-10 yun. and < 10 jam. The particulates were c o l l e c t e d 
on ashed (450 ° G , 6 h) Whatman (S'/C f i l t e r s by back-flushing the 
sieves with p r e - f i l t e r e d (V/hatman G F / G ) estuarine water. The 
r e s u l t i n g samples were stored (- 4 ° G , i n darkness) awaiting analysis. 
The procedure was repeated f o r q u a n t i f i c a t i o n and characterisation 
of the fractionated particulates (Section I I . l . l . ( b ) . ) . Thawed 
samples were extracted according to Section .II.1.3.:(b).-(i).-, with 
subsequent clean-up and -quantification as described f o r the 
catchment sediment samples (Section V.2.2.). 
V.2.4. Microbial Heterotrophic Degradation 
14 
Heterotrophic degradation Of " G-rlabelled naphthalene- and 
benzo (a)pyrene was detieanuined on selected sub-samples of water 
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(•Fig, 5'1') using the technique desca^bed :iu Section TL.2,1..'(^^^ 
V.3.- RESULTS MP JI-SGUSSION 
V.3.1. Aquatic D i s t r i b u t i o n 
(a) Environmental Variables 
The a x i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n patterns (Fig. 5.2.) of pH, dissolved 
oxygen, ammonia and the l o c a t i o n of the t u r b i d i t y maximum and the 
f r e s h water/sea water interface were t y p i c a l of previous surveys of 
2 
the Tamar Efetuary reported by Morris et a l . and that described i n 
Ghapter I I I of t h i s t h e s i s . The suspended parfcicid.ate load at the 
t u r b i d i t y maximum, however, was r e l a t i v e l y low (70 mg.dm ) because 
sampling i n t h i s region was perfoimed j u s t a f t e r high water slack, 
when suspended par t i c u l a t e s are noimally at a minimum. Gauses of 
small l o c a l perturbations i n the general trends of the environmental 
variables, f o r example, secondary maxima i n suspended particulates 
at sample s i t e s 11 and I5 (Figs. 5«1' and 5-2.) are possibly a 
consequence of hydrodynamic influences and have been discussed by 
2 
Morris et al,. . Ammonia concentrations displayed a t y p i c a l 
mid-estuarine maximum (Fig. 5.2.) o r i g i n a t i n g mainly from the 
microbial a c t i v i t y i n the large areas of i n t e r t i d a l mud-flats rather 
than sewage effluents o f f Hymouth ^. 
(b) PM concentrations i n the water column 
Goncentrations of indi-vidual P M •(iis"ted i n Appendix laT51e I I I ) 
generally ranged from l e s s than .1 to greater than 50 ng.dm ^ 
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Sample 
Salinity (%<>) 
Dissolved.oxygen 
(mg.dm"3-) 
Mineral suspended solids 
(mg;dm'^ ) 
Temperature CC) 
PAH concentrations 
Floating scale 
(ng.dm'3) 
60r 
40-
20-
Total suspended solids 
(mg.dm-3) 
'0 Organic suspendedsolids 
(mg.dm'2) 
Ammonia concentration 
{/tmol.dm'3) 
0 Benzo( a)pyrene 
0 Benzo( k) f luorahihene 
Benzo( b )f luoranthene 
0 Beriz{a)anthracene 
0 Chrysene 
Pyrene 
Fluoranthene 
Anthracene 
Phenanthrene 
Naphthalene 
Benz(o)anthrocene 
Chrysene 
Source index 
20 
10 
0 
25 20 15 10 5 0 5 
river i . marine 
Plymouth 
Distance (km) 
Figure 5.2. 
Axial- p r o f i l e s of i n d i v i d u a l PAH concentrations and a 
sel e c t i o n of environmental variables i n waters of the 
Tamar Estuary. A source index of ELymouth s p e c i f i c 
.PAH i s indicated at the base of the dia^am. -Distances 
from the -mouth of -the estuary are shown at the bottom of 
the diagram :and the .position of ELymouth i s i n i i e a t e d . 
,-A f l o a t i n g scale i s used f o r the PAH concentrations with 
origins f o r i n d i v i d u a l compounds indicated on both sides 
of the diagram. Deviations from the mean of t r i p l i c a t e 
isamples 8 and 9 are shown as 95% confidence i n t e r v a l 
bars on the concentration plots of the i n d i v i d u a l PAH. 
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(Fig.. .Although PAH concehtratiohs i n other-ostuarine or 
•coastal waters .are unlaiown, levels, xeportei here :f or 'the- "Eiver Tamar 
. . • • • 7 . 6. 
•'axe -comparable to .those -for the '.Ohio -JEiver the .Eiver ^Severn , 
9 10 
and selected German m.vers ' . Considerably higher concentrations 
;ha,ve, however-,, been reco2S.ed i n the .'Eiver Thames at London '^ ^ -and 
i n other r i v e r s .associated with .large urban or i n d u s t r i a l i s e d areas 
(Section 1.3.2.,). Ihe PAH monitored (Fig. 5«2') ma,y be considered 
as two groups. Group 1 consists of the low moleculax weight 
homologues (naphthalene, phenanthrene and anthracene) whose 
concentrations appear to be independent of suspended particulates 
(correlation c o e f f i c i e n t , r < O.3O, Table 5.1.). Greup 2 PAH 
(fluoranthene, pyrene, chrysene, benz(a)anthracene, benzo(b)-
fluoranthene, benzo(k)fluoranthene, benzo(a)iyrene) have 
concentrations which e x h i b i t s i g n i f i c a n t correlations with suspended 
particulates (r > O.60, Table 5»1«)' apparent lack of 
co2xelation between benz(a)anthracene ahd suspended particulates 
(r = - 0.13) i s caused by the biased weighting of three 
benz(a)anthracene r i c h samples (I6, I7, l8)' near the dockyard area. 
When these contributions are excluded from the remaining estuarine 
samples,the anticipated high c o r r e l a t i o n between benz(a)anthracene 
and suspended -solids (r = 0.97) i s restored (Table 5.1.). When 
.s'imilar treatments are applied -to the other Group 2 PAH, c o r r e l a t i o n 
c o e f f i c i e n t s increase from -the range 0.64-0..85 to O.87-O.97 
(Table .5.1.). Corresponding correlations with phenanthrene appear to 
c l a s s i f y the compound as iritermediate between Group 1 and Group 2. • 
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'(c) -Group -1 •'PAH (naphthalene, anthracene,, phenanthrerie) 
Hiese -compo.unds appear to exhibit a complex d i s t r i b u t i o n 
throughout the estuary, possibly r e f l e c t i r i g a m u l t i p l i c i t y of inputs. 
This i s erido3:sed by the absence of any coarrelation with s a l i n i t y " 
(- 0i02 < r ^ - G.27) which also tends to siiggest that s a l t i n g out 
processes •^ '•'•^  ;(Gta,pter I I I ) of these PAH at low s a l i n i t i e s are of 
secondary importance. .In addition, the naphthalene and anthracene 
regressions against suspended p a r t i c u l a t e s , shown i n F i g . 5'3.» 
indicate that there are no s i g n i f i c a n t cojcrelations between Group 1 
PAH and suspended s o l i d s . These PAH possess physical and chemical 
pixjperties markedly d i f f e r e n t frem those of the lar g e r molecular 
weight homologues of Group 2 (Table 5 . l O » example, t h e i r 
s o l u b i l i t i e s and vapoxir pressures are higher, whereas t h e i r 
hydrophobicities (as r e f l e c t e d by t h e i r octanol-water p a r t i t i o n 
c o e f f i c i e n t s (K^^)) axe lower (Table 5.1.)• 
Sorption of PAH onto estuarine particulates has been investigated 
i n Ghapter I I I of t h i s t h e s i s . Experimentally derived JCp values 
(Table 3-4.) demonstrated a trend of increasing p a r t i c u l a t e a f f i n i t y 
with increasing molecular weight (as i s indicated by l o g K , T T values 
ow 
i n Table 5'1.). Ihere i s however, no d i s t i n c t break between sorption 
properties of anthracene and fluoranthene that could f u l l y account 
.for the marked differences observed i n t h e i r environmental 
behaviours. The reduced c o r r e l a t i o n between suspended particulates 
and Group 1 PAH compared with that shown f o r the Group 2 homologues 
i s endorsed by the analyses of the fractionated water sample 7 i n 
Section III.. 4.3^., :(Table 3.4..)-, where calculated Kp values f o r 
.phenanthrene and anthracene are d i s t i n c t l y lower than those of the 
lar g e r PAH. This i s not, however, c l e a r l y defined f o r anthracene i n 
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—3 
H o t s of selected PAH concentrations (ng.dm ) against t o t a l 
suspended p a r t i c u l a t e load. X indicates sample s i t e s 16-20 
i n the PLymouth region of the estuary. 
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Figure $.k. 
Scatter plots hetween concentrations (ng.dm"-^) of selected PAH. 
X indicates sample s i t e s 16-20 i n the PLymouth region of the 
estuary. 
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Ikble 5.1, 
• Selected p r o ^ r t i e s of RAH and their correlation-tfith susTieraied soljfls. 
Compounds Molecular Correlation Correla.tion . Sblubility 
weight • Hi'th Total with ( .(ig.dm-3) 
Suspended Total s.s. 
Solids (Excluding 
Hymouth 
samples) 
Kaphthalene 128 + 0.07 ' 0,09 31 300 (a) 
Ihenanthrene 178 + 0.22 0.73 1070 (a) 
Anthraoene 178 - 0.15 0.27 Mli.6 (b) 
Jluoranthene 202 + 0.90 0.89 206 (c) 
Fyrene 202 + 0.6^- - 0.87; . 132 (c) 
Chrysene , 228 + 0.35 0.98 1.3 (c) 
Benz(a)anthracene 228. - 0.13 0.97 . 9.^ (c) 
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 252 + 0.6k 0.96 na 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 252 + 0.71 0.97 na 
Benzo(a)pyrene 252 + 0.78 0.92 0.172 (d) 
• Vapour 
pressure 
(mm Ife.) 
"Log. Kbw 
Cctanol/water 
partition 
coefficient 
0.23 (e)^ 
6.8 X 10"^ (f) 
1.95 X 10"^ (f) 
, -7. is) 6.85.x 10 
na 
1.10 xlO"'' (g) 
- na. 
9.59 X 10"^(g) 
5.k9 X 10"9 (g) 
3.36 (h) 
k.56 (h) 
k.5k (h) 
^.90 (i) 
5.17 (h) 
5.61 (j) 
5.61 (j) 
6.0^ ^ (i) 
6.0^ (i) 
6.0k (j) 
(a) 
(b) 
(=) 
(d) 
Eganhouse and Calder (12) 
!-!ayet^. (ik) 
Kay et a l . -(15) 
Lu et a l . (16) 
f-JaoKay and Wolkoff (17) 
Joidan (18) 
is) Hipp (19) 
(h) Karic&hoif et a l . (20) 
(i) EPA (21) 
(0) Eadding et a l . (22) 
(na) Data not available 
firactionated sample-3 (Table 3 .4. )• lack of p a r t i c u l a t e 
associations of Qcoup 1 compouads implies that s i g n i f i c a n t 
proportions of these PAH may he i n s o l u t i o n and subject to d i f f e r e n t 
fates than the Group 2 homologues. 
The competetive p a r t i t i o n i n g of PAH between a i r and water, as 
controlled by t h e i r vapour pressures (Table. 5«1') i s . l i k e l y to be of 
importance i h accounting f o r the differences between Group 1 and 2 
PAH. The vapour pressures of Group 1 compounds are at l e a s t three 
orders of magnitude greater than those of Group 2 (Table 5.1.),. 
This i s i n agreement with laboratory based v o l a t i l i s a t i o n experiments 
reported by Southworth ' and Herbes et a l . (discussed i n 
Section 1.4.31). 
The rx»le of microheterotrophic degradation of Group 1 PAH w i l l 
be discussed i n Section Y.3.5.- Other processes such as photo-chemical 
23 26 
oxidation ^' (Section 1.4.1..) were not investigated. Correlations 
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between ±tidividuai •QcQup 1 MH. -werfe not sighdficant -(- 0.l4.,< r .< 
0.42.)., and only phenanthrene .exhihited. a cross.-coirelatibn with 
Group 2 compounds as i l l u s t r a t e d i n the henzi(a),anthracehe/ 
phenanthrene p l o t (r = 0.84) shown i n F i g . 5•4.. 
.(d) Group 2 JAH (fluoranthene, pyrene, chrysene.,. henz(a)anthracene, 
henzo (h)f luoranthene, henzo (k)f luoranthene., henzo (a) pyrene) 
The a x i a l d i s t r i h u t i o n of Group 2 PAH generally correlates with 
suspended p a r t i c u l a t e d i s t r i b u t i o n throughout the estuary (Fig. 5'2.) 
e x h i b i t i n g highest concentrations at the t u r b i d i t y maximum. 
Superimposed on t h i s trend i s a secondary PAH concentration maximum 
located off PLymouth and i s l i k e l y to be associated with irrban 
discharges (Sections 1.2.2. and 1.2.3-). This secondary PAH maximum 
does not appear to be e n t i r e l y associated with particulates but may 
be present as transient soluble or c o l l o i d a l forms. PAH composition 
i n these samples i s markedly d i f f e r e n t to that generally observed 
throughout the estuary. .Some add i t i o n a l peaks i n t h e i r chromatograms 
(possibly owing to alkylated homologues) might indicate an ' o i l ' 
component i n the discharge (Section 1.2.1.). Benz(a)anthracene i s 
shown to be p a r t i c u l a r l y enriched. A s i m i l a r PAH composition with 
high concentrations of benz(a)anthracene has, however, been recorded 
i n the l i t e r a t u r e f o r p a r t i c u l a t e associated emissions from an 
27 
i n t e r n a l combustion engine 
Correlations with respect to s a l i n i t y are a l l negative 
(- 0.68 < r < - 0.45) pointing to a non-causal c o r r e l a t i o n v i a 
suspended particulates ( s a l i n i t y / t o t a l suspended particulates., 
r = - 0.84). As with Group 1 there i s ho evidence of s a l t i n g -out of 
Group 2 compounds. Highly s i g n i f i c a n t correlations e x i s t between the 
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;Grpup .2 1PM axui siisperiaed •paxticui-ates ( t y p i c a i l y T > '0.70') even 
though; the ooncentmtions i n the estuarine water are l e s s then 1^ 
•saturated. As .-jorevioiisly indicated t h i s r e l a t i o n s h i p i s streiigthened 
.further try excluding samples associated with the l o c a l i s e d Hymouth 
inputs .(r ••> 0.87) (ife'ble 5.«1')« -^S* 5«3« shows the almost l i n e a r 
plots of henzo(k)fluoranthene (r = 0.97) and henz(a)anthracene 
(r = 0.97) against t o t a l suspended p a r t i c u l a t e load. Jlymouth input 
samples exhihit p o s i t i v e concentration (enrichment) anomalies. 
Extrapolation of the Group 2 PAH plots against suspended particulates 
a l l have negative ordinate intercepts, i n f e r i n g the absence of 
soluble fo2:ms of these PAH i n the Tamar Efetuary. Ihese plots may 
also indicate the presence of a pcoportion of particulates that are 
apparently depleted of PAH. I t i s omlikely that these high 
correlations would r e s u l t from adsorption of PAH from water 
(Ghapter I I I ) and i s highly supportive of the hypothesis that PAH are 
incorporated into the particulates (Section III .4 .3.)» rendering a 
high propo2rtion of the PAH tuiavailable f o r d i s s o l u t i o n . This i s also 
supported by the f a c t that the c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s between Group 
2 PAH and organic suspended s o l i d s (r = 0.53) i s lower than that 
between Group 2 PAH and t o t a l p a r t i c u l a t e s (r = O.65), organic carbon • 
having been i d e n t i f i e d as a s i g n i f i c a n t parameter i n consideration bf 
sorption of PAH (Sections I I I . l . and I I I . 4 . 2 .(b).). 
S i g n i f i c a n t correlations existed between most members of the 
Group 2 PAH (Fig. 5 ' 4 . ) f o r example benzo (a) pyrene and chrysene 
(r = 0.92) i n d i c a t i n g general consistency of composition. With others 
eg. benzo(k)fluoranthene and benz(a)anthracene, bimodal d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
were apparent (Fig. 5«4.), i l l u s t r a t i s i g the enrichment of 
benz (a)anthracene i n the PLymouth inputs (see also F i g . 5.2.), 
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'These 'Compositional differences -Can Ibe :explbited. .(eg, -through 
benz (a)anthracene chiysene. ratio) to derive./soiirce .-indices 
;i^Fig. S'-S'") capjahle of ,-resolylng the 'ELymouth s p e c i f i c inputs- i6f 
2AH from those PAH associated with the. -estuarine particulates-. 
Without f u r t h e r icompositional studies i=t i s not .possible -to 
•characterise the nature of .the inputs of JPAH from -Hymouth. 
Irrespective of location,.pyrene coirrelated best with Total 
PAH (r = 0.91). (Fig, 5•4.) i n d i c a t i n g that pjnrene might be u t i l i s e d 
as the most representative constituent of the t o t a l PAH i n the 
Tamar Estuary water column. 
(e) S t a t i s t i c a l Analysis 
The c o - v a r i a b i l i t y between PAH and environmental variables was 
evaluated by c l u s t e r analysis and multi-dimensional s c a l i n g (M.D.S.) 
(Section II.1 .5 . ) of a l l 23 estuarine ^samples. These showed that 
the 4 PLymouth samples (17-20) s i g n i f i c a n t l y masked the correlations 
which would otheiwise be present throughout the r e s t of the estuary. 
An example of t h i s has already been discussed i n Section V . 3 . 1 .(c)., 
(see also I^ble 5'1.)« In order to resolve the cross-correlations 
i n the bulk of the- estuary, c l u s t e r analysis and M.D.S. were 
repeated on a l l but the four Plymouth, samples and the r e s t i l t s are 
shown i n .Figs, J5i.6. ^and .5.7-.. The .selection of s t a t i s t i c a l l y 
meaningful c l u s t e r s .in the s i m i l a r i t y dendrogram' (Fig. 5.6.) -was 
based on the conservative c r i t e r i o n that c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s 
derived from -twenty .simulations of randomly generated data .of 
i d e n t i c a l :matrix -size to the :data sset, jiever exceedM values ^of 
a:-=r •;0,-.83 :(Fig. 3'3.')- 'This .acceptance . c r i t e r i o n i s i n d i c a t e d by "the 
dashed l i n e '±n F i g . .5v6.-... vThis .clearly i d e n t i f i e s a major c l u s t e r 
^.65 
Rank order of correlation 
Figure 5.5. 
Correlation p r o f i l e analysis of P M and environmental variables i n 
the Tamar Estuary (excluding PLymouth samples 17-20). The unbroken 
l i n e s represent c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s from twenty simulations of 
-randomly generated data of i d e n t i c a l matrix s i z e to the environmental-
data :set. No correlations obtained exceed a value of O.83. This 
value was therefore adopted as the acceptance c r i t e r i o n of 
s i g n i f i c a n t c o r r e l a t i o n . In contrast the broken l i n e represents the 
plot a;chieved from the matrix containing the environmental variables 
and P M data, demonstrating the existence of a s i g n i f i c a n t number of 
non^ spurious correlations i n the data (approximately 65 c o i r e l a t i o n s 
with c o e f f i c i e n t s >0.83). 
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Figure 5.6. 
Cluster analysis dendrogram of PAH and environmental variables 
i n the Tamar Estuary (excluding Plymouth samples, 17-20). The 
dashed l i n e at 83^ s i m i l a r i t y ( S i m i l a r i t y = 100 x a:bsolute value 
of r) was adopted as the c r i t o r i o n f o r s e l e c t i n g s i g n i f i c a n t 
correlations (see t e x t ) . 
'x' - unresolved mixture (Sections I I . i . 3 . ( b ) . ( i i ) . , and V . 3 . 1 .(e).). 
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Figure 5.7. 
Multi-dimensional s c a l i n g analysis of PAH and environmental 
variables i n the Tamar Estuaxy (excluding PLymouth samples 
17-20). The c l u s t e r with s i m i l a r i t y >83% i n Figure 5.5. 
i s circumscribed. Stress f a c t o r = 0.155' 
•x' - unresolved mixture (Sections I I . 1 . 3 . ( b ) . ( i i ) . , and V .3 .1.(e).). 
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c o n s i s i i n g of .aZL Group 2 PAH (including t o t a l PAH), the phthalates 
and phenyiesters (Section I L . I . 3 . ( h ) . (ii).)» t u r b i d i t y , t o t a l and 
mineral suspended s o l i d s . Naphthalene, j)henanthrene and anthracene 
d i d not display s i g n i f i c a n t c orrelations with e i t h e r one another or 
with Group 2 PAH, confiiming t h e i r random nature i n the estuary. 
The .M.D.S. plo t (Fig. 5.?.) confirms the r e s u l t s of the c l u s t e r 
analysis but also shows the extent to which naphthalene, phenanthrene 
and anthracene are disparate and random with respect to other PAH 
and environmental v a r i a b l e s . Aspects of other l e s s s i g n i f i c a n t 
correlations shown i n F i g s . 5.6. and 5'7' have been previously 
discussed. Thus, s t a t i s t i c a l analyses of the c o - v a r i a b i l i t y of PAH 
and associated environmental data provides an objective and 
independent confiimation of conclusions derived from chemical 
knowledge. 
The HHLG peak, i d e n t i f i e d i n Section I I . I . 3 . ( b ) . ( i i ) . , as being 
comprised of phthalates and phenyl esters, was semi-quantified f o r 
comparison purposes using a c a l i b r a t i o n assuming an equivalent molar 
ex t i n c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t to the f i v e odng PAH dibenz (ah) anthracene with 
which i t coelutes (ifypersil ODS column. Section I I . I . 3 . ( b ) . ( i i ) . ) . 
The r e s u l t i n g d i s t r i b u t i o n demonstrated a remarkably high c o r r e l a t i o n 
with suspended par t i c u l a t e s (Figs. 5.6. and 5'7.) suggesting that the 
compounds were p a r t i c l e associated and co-extracted with the PAH. 
A n a l y t i c a l blanks and extracts of f i l t e r e d estuarine water samples 
were almost devoid of the compounds. I t i s also of note that the 
'contaminant' peak was present i n sections analysed throughout the 
dated sediment core (Ghapter JV, F i g , k.k.) . Further research 
i s required to f u l l y evaluate these findings. 
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v.3.2. Sedimehtaiy P . A H . ± P- the Tamar..Estiiaiy ana."River Gatchment 
(a) -Goncentrations 
Goncehtrations of i n d i v i d u a l PAH i n the Tamar Stetuary sediments 
(0-5 cm) varied t y p i c a l l y "between 30 to I500 ng.'(g dry sediment)""''. 
Individual values are l i s t e d i n Appendix Table 'IV. These values are 
comparable with those obtained f o r the Severn Sfetuary, U.K. * ^  
30 
and f o r estuarine sediments from Narragansett Bay, U.S.A. 
Ifejnar r i v e r sediments, however, contained considerably lower 
concentiations ranging t y p i c a l l y from less than 1 to 50 
ng. (g dry sediment)''"^ (Appendix Table IV), l e v e l s which are i n d i c a t i v e 
of an iinpolluted environment (Section 1.3.3.)' 
(b) D i s t r i b u t i o n and Trai^poirfc Mechanisms 
F i g . 5.8. shows the s p a t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of pjrrene and 
benzo(a)pyrene as representative PAH throughout the sample area. 
The r i v e r i n e sediments are r e l a t i v e l y depleted of PAH, which i s 
consistent with the generally unpolluted state of the catchment. In 
addition, any small pa r t i c u l a t e s with t h e i r associated PAH 
(Section III.4.3.) (see also Section V.3.4.) and l i g h t organic 
26 31 32 
material, onto which PAH would p r e f e r e n t i a l l y adsorb '-^  '•'^  
(Ghapter I I I ) , are l i k e l y to be s e l e c t i v e l y removed by the f a s t flow 
of the r i v e r . The only exception to t h i s trend of low PAH 
concentrations i n fresh water sediments i s sample G2, which i s 
exposed to chronic anthropogenic p o l l u t i o n . The PAH l e v e l s at 
st a t i o n G4 located 5 fin downstream of G2, however, return to the low 
concentrations t y p i c a l of the catchment. ' Ihe influence of the PAH 
discharged i s therefore r e l a t i v e l y short l i v e d as regards sedimentary 
burden. 
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Figure 5.8. 
Description of the Tamar catchment and estuary showing .sediment isample 
s i t e locations (GI-G9 and EL-E8). Pyrene, henzo(a)pyrene and lead 
concentrations and % p a r t i c l e s i z e < 250 ]X!(i../% carhon content data ' 
are shown graphically f o r each sample. Scales f o r the graphs ,are 
indicated on the l e f t hand side of the diagram. Urban regions .in the 
area are demarked by ojien s t i p p l e s . Heads crossing the Tamar ;are 
shown and denoted by t h e i r numbers. Sewage works of p a r t i c u l a r note 
are indicated by 'SW. 
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iiQ Mg-. S'-8. the i^reeribages -.of 'particles <.-25^^ ih(iaca,ted 
•for the- -catchment survey sediments •.(composed of ?a. -sand and gravel 
•mijcbure') hut are replaced hy carhon -analyses f o r the estuaxine ;mud 
;samples-, "There i s a hundred -fold :increase i n the cbncentia,tions -of 
-PAH f roiii G8 to -09;, w i t h .'high ••concentra.tions .maintained throughout the 
estuaxy (Figs. 5.8. and 5.9')-' -this surge .,in the .PAH-concehtratl^ 
occurs just dorastream from the weir which .corresponds -to the t i d a l 
l i m i t of the estuary. Samples '09, E l and E2 contain s u h s t a n t i a l l y 
elevated l e v e l s -which increase sequentially. Settlement and 
f l o c c u l a t i o n processes i n t h i s i n t e r t i d a l region depositing PAH r i c h 
r i v e r i n e particulates are the mechanisms most l i k e l y to produce the 
ohserved d i s t r i h u t i o n . This i s consistent with the suhstantial 
33 
increase i n < 250 ]m p a r t i c l e s at s t a t i o n G9. Maher et a l . 
report a greater than ten f o l d increase i n concentration of 
henzo(a)pyrene froia f r e s h water sediments to estuarine sediments i n 
the Eiver Yarra, South East A u s t r a l i a . Further towards the mouth of 
the estuary at sample stations E3 and B4-, decreases i n PAH content 
are ohserved probably owing to d i l u t i o n with l e s s polluted marine 
sediments, together with degradation and physico-chemical processes 
(see Section V . 3 . 2 .(c).). This seaward decrease i s also mirrored by 
an o v e r a l l trend of decreasing Carbon content (Figs. 5.^ .8. and 5.9r). 
Associated .with .the .tirbahlsed portion .of the estuary are -.again 
elevated l e v e l s o r i g i n a t i n g from .Chronic -ahthropogeriic sources. 
Mghest concentrations i n t h i s area were found beneath the Tamar Eoad 
Bridge (Figs. 5.8i and 5.-9..). 
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Figuz-e 5.9. 
A x i a l p r o f i l e o f c o n c e n t r a t i o n s o f PAH and p e r c e n t a g e c a r b o n 
c o n t e n t i n s u r f a c e 5 cm o f s e d i m e n t c o r e s i n t h e T a m a r i f e t u a r y . 
D i s t a n c e s f r o m t h e ' n a r r o w s ' ( a t t h e mouth o f t h e e s t u a i y ) 
a r e i n d i c a t e d a t t h e b o t t o m o f t h e d i a g r a m . The p o s i t i o n o f 
PLymouth i s shown. S y m b o l s : o , n a p h t h a l e n e ; a , p h e n a n t h r e n e ; 
•+, a n t h r a c e n e ; v f l u o r a n t h e n e ; T , p y r e n e ; x , c h r y s e n e ; 
A , b e n z ( a ) a n t h r a c e n e ; • , b e n z o ( b ) f l u o r a n t h e n e ; 
A , b e n z o ( k ) f l u o r a n t h e n e ; a , b e n z o ( a ) p y r e n e . 
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(c-) -Qompositlonal ; S t r u c t T j r e 
Ihe dominance of .unsuhstituted ..parent hydrocarhons .was apparent 
i n a l l HHiG chroraatograjns ;(Figs. 2.1. and 2.2.) (Section 1V:,4.3..). 
Gompositional v a r i a t i o n s i n the s u i t e of compounds quantified are 
i l l u s t r a t e d i n Fig.. 5'10' • Ihese are plotted on a l o g concentration 
scale to a i d comparison. PAH composition of the estuarine sediments 
E1-E8 and the two high PAH concentration samples from the catchment 
(G2 and G9) are s i m i l a r . Gompositionally s i m i l a r sedimentary PAH 
assemblages have been reported as ubiquitous (Section 1.3•3«) 
(Section 17 . 4 .5 .(a).). Differences are, however, noted with samples 
E l to E4 (Figs. 5.8., 5'9' f 5.10.). PAH concentrations decrease 
seaward but the lower molecular weight compounds decrease at a 
greater rate than the higher molecular weight homologues. Sample B4 
i s thus enriched with, f o r example, benzo (a) pyrene or, a l t e r n a t i v e l y , 
r e l a t i v e l y depleted of phenanthrene, anthracene, fluoranthene and 
pyrene. Owing to the gradation observed, i t i s l i k e l y that an 
i n s i t u change i s responsible rather than changing source inputs. 
Degradation and/or s o l u b i l i s a t i o n are probably responsible f o r the 
pr e f e r e n t i a l reduction i n the lower molecular weight PAH. The general 
compositional structiure i s restored i n the urban portion of the 
estuaiy. Gatchment samples Gl and G3-G8 exhibi t differences from t h i s 
general trend to varying degrees, G l appearing p a r t i c u l a r l y anomalous.. 
(d) Soirrces 
For comparison purposes, the compositional PAH assemblages 
associated with various source emissions reported i n the .literature 
are i l l u s t r a t e d i n F i g . 5.11.. Included a r e s motor vehicle exhaust, 
airborne p a r t i c u l a t e s , s t r e e t dust, sewage, domestic and i n d u s t r i a l 
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Figure--5.10. 
C o m p o s i t i o n a l v a r i a t i o n s o f PAH i n Tamar s e d i m e n t s . F o r e a c h 
sample 10 b a r s a r e shown i n d i c a t i n g i n d i v i d u a l PAH c o n c e n t r a t i o n s 
s t a r t i n g W i t h 1. p h e n a n t h r e n e a t t h e t o p a n d p r o c e e d i n g downwards 
i n s e q u e n c e -.2. a n t h r a c e n e ; 3. f l u o r a n t h e n e ; 4. pyr-ene; 
5, h e n z ( a , ) a n t h r a c e n e : ; 6. henzo (e : )pyrene; 7. h e n z o ( k ) f l u o r a n t h e n e . ; 
.8. henzo;(a.).p5rrene; 9. h e n z o ( g h i ) p e r y l e n e . ; l O . indeno(1,2,3-cd)-
p y r e n e . T o . a i d c o m p a r i s o n h e t w e e n -samples a l o g PAH c o n c e n t r a t i o n 
; s c a l e was . s e l e c t e d . S h o r t l i n e s e x t e n d i n g b e y o n d t h e b a s e l i n e 
i n d i c a t e - t h a t t h e s e compoimds were n o t q u a n t i f i e d . 
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Figure 5.11. 
.PAH compositions of selected sources. For comparison purposes 
Tamar sediment sample G9 i s included. For each assemhlage 10 hars 
are shown i n d i c a t i n g i n d i v i d u a l PAH concentrations s t a r t i n g with 
1. phenanthrene at the top and proceeding downwards i n sequence -
2. anthracene; 3' fluoranthene; 4. pyrene; 5' henz(a)anthracene; 
6. henzoTe)pyrene; 7. henzo(k)fluoranthene; 8. henzo(a)pyrene; 
9. henzo(ghi)perylene; 10. indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene. To a i d 
comparison between samples a l o g PAH concentration scale was 
selected. Units of concentration vary and are i n d i v i d u a l l y noted. 
Short l i n e s extending beyond the base l i n e i n d i c a t e that these 
compounds were not qi i a n t i f i e d . 
(a) For these samples f u r t h e r q u a l i t a t i v e information of compounds 
not quantified i s available from chromatograms published by the 
authors. 
(b) The autho2:s suggest that the sampling procedure i s responsible 
f o r l o s s of the lower molecular weight homologues. 
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waste iiatier .and-, coke bv:en 'einissiors., land :are . l i k e l y to. Ibe 
•^representative .of the Joa-^OT isoixrces of PAH i n the Tamar' area. The 
.domi'nahce :of amsuhstltuted parent -hydrpcarbons i n the .chromatograms 
I s ^generally i n d i c a t i v e of 'comhustioh sources. -(rSection, .I..2,2..) since 
oil 
.crude I o i l s d isplay more complex assemhlages -(Section 1.2.1.,i(h)...).. 
I t i s worthy of note that the PAH compositional patterns at the 
r i v e r i n e (G2) and lower estuarine sampliiig stations are s i m i l a r , 
tending to sijggest s i m i l a r i t y of the primary source. 
As discussed i n Sections 1.3.3., and IV . 4 . 5 .(a)., other 
researchers,, f o r example, Giger and Schaffher (Figs. 1.6. and 5.11.) 
and Wakeham et a l . have recorded s i m i l a r PAH; assemhlages to those 
ohserved i n the Tamar. These authors a t t r i b u t e 'street dust' as the 
major source. Giger and Schaffner. -^-^  also suggest a s i m i l a r i t y of 
36 
composition of airborne particulates (Fig. 3.11.) and Wakeham et a l . 
emphasise the importance of asphalt p a r t i c l e s i n street runoff. 
Sample stations G2 and G9 are located i n close proximity to major 
roads and are l i k e l y to receive polluted 3:unoff. In addition, 
sample E5, situated below the Tamar road and r a i l bridges. (Fig. 5.8.) 
showed the highest PAH concentrations of the lower estuary. The 
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pattern of lead d i s t r i b u t i o n , a possible i n d i c a t o r of road-runoff ' , 
i s shown .in,Fig. 5.8— bead plotted against benzo (a)pyrene (Fig. 5.12) 
:shoWs :a. near l i n e a r reia;tionship ;(r = 0.90) suggesting that both 
•pollutants .might -originate from the same sotoxse. In combination With 
•results discussed i n Sectioh IV .4 .5. . , concerning d i s t r i b u t i o n of PAH 
i n a dated .sediment .core.,. ,road/urban runoff i s l i k e l y to be a primary 
.'source.-of .PAH into-'the Tama^ ^^ ^ The-exhaiist emission'shown .'in F i g . 5>11. 
i s b i e a r l y ;npt ;ehtirely ;respo3isible f o r the rroad runoff composition. 
I t i s probable that -a -combmaition of exhaust- emissions, asphalt 
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Figure 5.12. 
Graph showing the r e l a t i o n s h i p between lead and henzo(a) pyrene 
concentrations ( ]jg.(g dry sediment)~1) i n surface sediments 
sampled from the Tamar catchment and estuary. Sediment samples 
containing s i g n i f i c a n t concentrations of henzo (a)^rene/lead are 
i n d i v i d u a l l y i d e n t i f i e d (positions of sampling are shown i n 
F i g . 5'8.). Linear regression of the i n d i v i d u a l points i s shown 
hy the dashed l i n e ( c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t ' r ' = 0.90). Ihe 
intercept on the lead axis approximates the hacRground, mineral 
derived lead. Regression calculations estimated t h i s value as 
17 PS-(g dry sediment)"!. 
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particles., sump o i l ahd tyre wear are involved. 
Other p o t e n t i a l sources investigated included sewage. Sample 
s i t e s G2, ;G9 .and W6 are close to sewage works (Fig. 5'B.) and the 
o v e r a l l irrfluence -of sewage on the urhah poarbion OT the estuaiy 
(as indicated h yincreases i n sediment carhon contents - Fig s . 5'8' 
and 5'9') rendered these emissions of i n t e r e s t . PAH d i s t r i h u t i o n i n 
the .lower estuary, however, appears a x i a l l y more confined than the 
sewage influenced area (Fig. 5«9'«)' Analysis of raw sewage from 
Plymouth (analysed using the technique descrihed f o r sediments -
Section II . 1 . 3.(h).) resulted i n a more complex chromatogram enriched 
with lower molecular weight compoimds (Fig. 5.11») and alkylated 
homologues. As can he seen from other sewage analyses (Fig. 5«llO> 
considerahle v a r i a h i l i t y of composition can he expected dependent on 
the degree of domestic and i n d u s t r i a l waste and the extent to which 
street-iunoff contributes to storm overflows (Section 1.2.3.). 
An important proportion of PAH from the sewage works i s l i k e l y to 
originate from road runoff during heavy r a i n 
The PAH assemblage from coke oven emission (Fig. 5.110 (taken 
to be generally i n d i c a t i v e of coal combustion) resembles, to an extent, 
the sedimentary composition. Airboine combustion par t i c u l a t e s from 
domestic heating i n the area would not r e s u l t i n the observed 
sediment core d i s t r i b u t i o n of the compounds i n the lower estuary 
(Section IV .4..5. (b).)., although might act to increase PAH burden i n 
the catchment. -Electron microscopic examination of i s o l a t e d charcoal 
p a r t i c l e s (according to Section IV . 4 . 5 .(c).) from sediments i n the 
•upper estuary f a i l e d to i d e n t i f y a q u a l i t a t i v e c o r r e l a t i o n with PAH 
.distribution. I b i n t source emissions (for example at G2 and G9) are 
l i k e l y t o .be of :more sig n i f i c a n c e i n PAH :pollution. I t I s also 
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iixii3J5:ely =that the prevailing, south westerly a,±r- stream i n the region, 
whieh originates from the A t l a n t i c Ocean, woi£Ld contain high 
concentrations of PAH. 
Ihe -distrihutibn. fpf coal -particles .at the top .of ihe .estuaiy 
have q u a l i t a t i v e l y heen l i n k e d to the d i l u t i o n descrihed f o r PAH. 
Ihe compositional patterns of PAH deilved from co a l do not, however, 
resemhle those ohseived i n t h i s study '' (Section i . 2 . 1 .(h).). 
Y.3.3, Gomparison of PAH -in estuarine strcface sediments and 
suspended particulates i n the water column 
In general, suspended particulates i n the water coluom contain 
l e v e l s of the la r g e r molecular' weight (Group 2) PAH (expressed as 
ng.(g dry suspended par t i c u l a t e s ) " ^ ) s i m i l a r to those recorded i n 
the STorface sediments (Tahle 5«2.). In contrast, the lower molecular 
weight (Group 1) PAH are s i g n i f i c a n t l y enriched i n the water column 
r e l a t i v e to the sediments (Tahle 5*2.) confirming the presence of 
non-sedimentary sinks (Sections V . 3 . 1 .(c). and V .3.5 ') ' 
Benz(a)anthracene appears enriched i n the water column owing to high 
concentrations encountered at the PLymouth input. 
Ifercehtage compositions of PAH associated with the water column 
and sediments are shown i n Tahle 5'3- > Ibe general uniformity of the 
•sedimentary PAH assemblage' (as discussed i n Section V . 3 .2 .(c).) i s 
furthe r demonstrated. A s i m i l a r composition i s also, recorded f o r 
PAH associated with pa r t i c u l a t e s i n the water column (as exemplified 
by the t u r b i d i t y maximum sample (3) i n Table 5'3«)' These data 
•suggest that the psimary f a t e bf the lar g e r molecular weight 
(Group 2) homologues i s sediment incorporation. I t would also appear 
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Table 5.2 
Average concentrations of PAH and comparative enrichments i n water and surface sediments of the Tamar Estuary. 
Gompound Water concentration ' Sediments PAH 
. - enrichment re l a t i v e 
(ng.dm"-') ng(g suspended s o l i d s ) " ng(g dry weight)" to surface sediments 
Naphthalene 13.9 1080 a 2^5 kA a 
Hienanthrene 8.8 10i^ 2 a • 368 2.8 a 
Anthracene - k.9 ^97 a 120 4.1 a 
Fluoianthene lO.k 760 802 1.0 
lyrene 18.0 1597 878 1.8 
Chrysene 3.5 283 3^5 0.8 
Benz(a)anthracene 15.2 2710 601 k.6 
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 9.3 871 ^75 1.8 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene k.Z 382 336 1.1 
Benzo(a)pyrene 9.1 7H\ 7Zk 1.0 
(a) Calculated to i l l u s t r a t e that even i f these PAH were pa r t i c l e associated they are s i g n i f i c a n t l y enriched 
i n the water column compared with the sediment. 
Tkble 5.3. 
PAH compositions of selected water and sediment samples. 
% COMIOSITrON 
WATER SEDIMENT 
Turbidity ELymouth Fresh Tkmar O i l 
Maximum Input Water Bridge Jetty 
Sample Code 3 18 E l E5 E7 
Naphthalene 1.8 0.2 3.7 4,3 2.9 
Ihenanthrene 8.0 11.6 7.0 8.1 10.0 
Anthracene l A 1.5 2.3 3.4 3.8 
Fluoranthene l/f .6 1.9 17.4 15.6 13.6 
I^yxene 21.7 16.0 17.4 17.7 18.6 
Chrysene 5-5 2.0 7.5 6.8 7.2 
Benz(a)anthracene 9.9 48,2 13.3 13.0 12.5 
Benzo(b)fluoranthene IZA 9.3 10.7 10.0 8.6 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 7.0 4.1 6.6 6.6 7.9 
Benzo(a)pyrene 17.7 7.2 14.2 14.5 15.0 
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that with the exception of the p r e f e r e n t i a l reduction of lower 
molecular weight PAH discussed i n Section V .3..2.(c)., degradation 
processes which might d i f f e r e n t i a l l y act on i n d i v i d u a l homologues i n 
the water column, such as photo-oxidation (Sections ,1.4.1. and 
1.4.3.) and .heterotrophic degradation (Section V .3.5') are generally 
unimportant with regard to p a r t i c l e hound PAH. The sediment 
uniformity might also suggest compositionally s i m i l a r inputs (as 
discussed i n Section V . 3 . 2 .(a).). This i s not supported hy the water 
column survey which i d e n t i f i e d a pollutant discharge i n the PLymouth 
region with a d i f f e r e n t composition (Table 5.3.). Ihe large 
sedimentary r e s e r v o i r could act to buffer compositional changes i n 
recent inputs of PAH, although the PLymouth input was shown to be 
present as transient soluble and c o l l o i d a l forms and as such may be 
more susceptible to d i f f u s i v e transport and degradative processes 
(Section IV . 4 .3 . ) . 
V.3.4. PAH associated with suspended pa r t i c u l a t e s i z e f r a c t i o n s 
Individual p a r t i c l e s i z e f r a c t i o n s : >100 }un; 53 pm to 100 ]m; 
10 jjm to 53 pm; < 10 }am (corresponding approximately to sand, very 
f i n e sand, s i l t and clay respectively according to ¥entworth 
4 l 
• c l a s s i f i c a t i o n ) were i s o l a t e d (Section V.2.3.) from estuarine water 
sampled from the t u r b i d i t y maximum of the estuary (Section V . 3 . 1 .(a).). 
Results are shown i n F i g . 5.13(a). A l l four f r a c t i o n s show 
s i m i l a r i t y of PAH composition (Fig. 5.13.(b).). Goncentrations of PAH 
i n p a r t i c l e s > 100 pm ;were s u b s t a n t i a l l y higher (6 f o l d ) than those 
i n the 53 jim-rlOO jam f r a c t i o n and more than an order of magnitude 
greater than l e v e l s associated with p a r t i c l e s < 53 pm. A proportion 
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jFigure 5.13. 
Histog2:ains showing PAH concentrations and compositions i n pa r t i c u l a t e 
s i z e f r a c t i o n s of suspended s o l i d s sampled from the turbidity-
maximum of the estuary. For each f r a c t i o n 10 bars are shown 
i n d i c a t i n g i n d i v i d u a l PAH concentrations s t a r t i n g with 
1. phenanthrene on the l e f t and proceeding r i g h t i n sequence 
2. anthracene, 3. fluorahthene, 4. pyrene, 5. benz(a)anthracene, 
6. chrysene, 7. benzole.)pyrene, 8. perylene, .9. benzo(k)-
fluoranthene, .10. benzo(a)pyrene. Short bars extending beyond the 
base l i n e indicate that these compounds Were not quantified, 
.(a) PAH concentrations i n i s o l a t e d p a r t i c u l a t e s (expressed i n 
]jg,(g :dry particulates.) ~1. 
(b) PAH concentrations corrected f o r the r e l a t i v e proportions of the 
particula;te f r a c t i o n s i n the estuarine water sampled and 
expressed as ng.dm'"3.. 
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of the > lOG ]m f m o t i o n was i d e n t i f i e d as low density organic :dehrls.. 
i t ina^ht he expected that t h i s f r a p t i o n twould contain charcoal 
•piarticles ,and charred organic material, the densities of whlcii -are 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c a l l y low. A l o s s .in .weight of on i g n i t i o n 
(450°G, -6 ;h) confirmed the associated high pii^anic content. .Pcahl 
has also repoited enrichment of PAH i n low density f r a c t i o n s of 
sediment. In agreement with BrasseH and % l i n t o n the sand 
f r a c t i o n contains an order of magnitude higher concentrations -of PAH 
than s i l t and clay sized f r a c t i o n s . Weight loss on i g n i t i o n 
(45G°G, 6 h) f o r the very f i n e sand was 20^ compared to 10^ f o r 
p a r t i c l e s < 53 pm i n d i c a t i n g higher organic content of the sand 
firaction. Further microscopic studies i n conjunction with 
fractionations are, however, required to i d e n t i f y the p a r t i c l e s 
responsihle f o r t h i s PAH d i s t r i h u t i o n . Analyses f o r asphalt 
p a r t i c l e s (shown to contain a PAH assemhlage remarkably s i m i l a r to 
that of combustion o r i g i n ) might prove of p a r t i c u l a r i n t e r e s t . 
Ihe r e l a t i v e importance of the i n d i v i d u a l f r a c t i o n s i n PAH 
composition of the t o t a l suspended particulates sampled are indicated 
i n F i g . 5'13'(b).. Although highest concentrations were recorded i n 
the >100 pm f r a c t i o n , w i t h i n the sample t h i s i s the f r a c t i o n of 
le a s t importance with regard t o the t o t a l PAH content. 
Ihe PAH content of these f i n e particula;tes (which originate from 
the catchment area and are transported i n the f a s t -flow of the r i v e r ) 
support the theory that settlement and f l o c c u l a t i o n processes produce 
the elevated PAH concentrations i n sediments at the head of the 
estuary (Section ¥.3^2.(b).). 
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v. 3.. 5- -MicrobiaZ HeterotropMc. JDegradation 
An i n d i c a t i o n c f -the r e l a t i v e :iiiier6bial degradation rates ;of 
spiked 1PM may be. derived •from •the.;radiOchemical data (Section 
11.2.1.;(a,),i,) by b a l c t i l a t i n g t,he "'t-urn over, times' as shown .by Lee 
.The a x i a l ..distribution of degradation rates of spiked G-
naphthalene and •'"\-benzo(a)iyrene (as monitored by '''^ "^'^ ^2 
.production) i n the Tamar Estuary axe plotted i n F i g * 5'14. In general, 
degradation rates i n the estuary are considerably higher than those i n 
marine' waters with rates f o r naphthalene f a r exceeding those f o r 
benzo(a)pyrene. For example, naphthalene degradation rates o f f the 
dockyard (D16) and i n Hymouth Sound (D22) were 72% daj"-^ and 
3^ day""^ respectively, whereas the corresponding rates f o r 
benzo (a)pyrene were only 0.035^ day and O.Gll^ day"''' respectiveHy. 
Naphthalene degradation rates were independent of both 
naphthalene concentrations i n the estuary and the suspended 
particulates (Fig. 5«15')' suggests that free l i v i n g b a c t e r i a 
are responsible. However, i t i s not c e r t a i n whether the high 
'mid-estuary rates a r i s e from higher microbial biomass or from a 
microbial population r i c h i n hydrocarbon degraders. The coarresponding 
naphthalene turn over times of 1-2 days, calculated f o r the mid-
estxiarine region (piG-Dl6) are .comparable to the f l u s h i n g times of 
i;he estuary 3-5 days. Glearly microbial degradation of .naphthalene, 
-3 
at .leas.t-at the .1 jag.dm -"^  l e v e l , i s e f f i c i e n t and rapid and may be 
a principal-- f a t e of naphthalene i n the Tamar Estuary. 
i n contrast, the degradation r^tes of benzo(a).pyrehe peak at the 
^turbidity. Jiaximum arid .correlate with suspended .particxilates 
(Fig. 5'1:5') suggesting that .particle associated bacteria are 
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Figure 5.14. 
Ax i a l p r o f i l e s of naphthalene and "benzo(a)pyrene concentrations and 
microbial heterotrophic degradation rates i n the Tamar Estuary water 
colurni'. 95^ confidence i n t e r v a l bars are indicated f o r t r i p l i c a t e 
concentration samples (7, 8 and 9) and f o r each t r i p l i c a t e 
degradation sub-sample. The p r o f i l e f o r t o t a l suspended s o l i d s i s 
also shown. 
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Figure 5.15. 
ELots of naphthalene (a), and benzo(a)pyrene (b), microbial 
heterotrophic degradation rates against t o t a l suspended p a r t i c i i l a t e s . 
Individual points are l a b e l l e d with sub-sample numbers to indicate 
t h e i r respective positions i n the estuary (Fig. 5«1') ' 
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resppns'ibie.. Ihe ;s1ow degraaatipn rates of henzo (a)Ey3:ene 
( t i i m over times 2OOO-9OOO days,) 'together with .its high particl-e 
association (Section V.,3.2.-(d),), (Chapter I I I ) point towards 
sediments as the f i n a l .repository of henzo(a)pyrene i n the Tamar 
Estuary, (Chapter IV). 
l4 
In addition to '^""'^02 P^ °^ P°'*^ i°^ » other parameters assessed 
a f t e r the incubation periods included assay of undegraded parent 
hydrocarbons and estimation of polar metabolites (Section II.2.1.(a).). 
l4 
C-COg production yielded the most precise i n d i c a t i o n of degradation, 
p a r t i c u l a r l y f o r benzo(a)iyrene where degradation was minimal and was 
t y p i c a l l y w i t h i n the a n a l y t i c a l precision of the l a t t e r two parameters 
14 
described. For naphthalene, the p a r t i t i o n i n g of C a c t i v i t y as showu} i n F i g . . 5 . i 6 « »• d e m o n s t r a t e s , t h a t a s i g n i f i c a n t - p r o p o r t i o n o f t h e 
p a r e n t ' - h y d r o c a r b o n i s d e g r a d e d t o p o l a r ' m e t a b o l i t e s w h i c h :are n o t 
14 
accoimted^:for^ inJ/^t^^nrOYer-;t3Jae. ' v p ^ a l c u l a t i o n s "based; -on O-GO^ 
p r o d u c t i o n . 
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D l D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 C 
Figure 5.16. 
Itercentage d i s t r i b u t i o n of a c t i v i t y f o l l o w i n g incubation 
(20 h i n darkness) of l ^ G - l a b e l l e d naphthalene spiked into estuarine 
.water samples (D1-D6, F i g . 5.1.).. Ikrent hydrocarbon remaining i n 
s o l u t i o n , polar metabolites and 1^G-G02 a c t i v i t i e s are represented 
as dense shading, hatched l i n e s and open s t i p p l e s respectively. 
.For comparison purposes a co n t r o l (G) (mercuric chloride poisoned) 
incubation i s also shown. 
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GHAPFER VI 
SUMMARY 
•GHAHER VI ..SUMMART 
;High-pexfo3:iiiaxice l i q u i d chromatograiMc (^HILG') techniques 
capable of resolving the inajor i n d i v i d u a l PAH Bxtiacted from 
environmental samples were developed. I d e n t i f i c a t i o n of e l u t i n g 
peaks was perfoCTed u t i l i s i n g a stop-flow UV scanniiig system 
(Readman et a l . , Analyst, 106, p. 122. (I981)). In addition,an HH/G 
procedure was developed to enable rapid and precise measurement of 
selected dissolved PAH i n experimental waters by d i r e c t i n j e c t i o n of 
sub-samples, thus avoiding time-consuming pre-concentzation. 
Opinion i n the lite3::ature" has a t t r i b u t e d the high p a r t i c u l a t e 
association of PAH i n aquatic environments to the hydrophobic 
properties of the compounds leading to adsorption. ESjuilibrium 
p a r t i t i o n of spiked PAH between the aqueous and part i c u l a t e phases of 
Tamar Estuary water samples was experimentally quantified and 
(equilibrium p a r t i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t ) values calculated. Analyses of 
the i n s i t u envi2?onmental PAH present i n the dissolved and 
parti c u l a t e phases of sub-samples from the same estuarine waters, 
resulted i n IT values orders of magnitude higher than those derived 
from the sorption experiments. This suggests that environmental PAH 
i n the water column, are not i n equilibrium between the aqueous arid 
p a r t i c u l a t e jbases, and are considerably enriched i n the p a r t i c u l a t e s , 
apparently i n a form that renders them unavailable f o r dynamic 
exchange with the water. I t follows that i n the Tamar Estuary a 
large proportion of the PAH (especially the l a r g e r molecular weight 
carcinogenic homologues) are p a r t i c l e incorpoirated and may not he 
r e a d i l y a v a i l a b l e f o r pbysicor-chemical fates and possibly b i o l o g i c a l 
c y c l i n g . 
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Hhe • v e r t i c c i i ;d±s t id ibut ibn .of PAH i n ;a "Pb d a t e d s e d i m e n t c o r e 
i (sampied j f rpm the . ' l o w e r r e g i o n of ' the e s t u a r y ) .shoWed .a . r a p i d • 
; e x p o n e h t i a i d e c f e a s i e ^ ^ i t h . d e p t h s G p n c e h t z r a t i o n s c f , i n d i i r i d u a l 
compounds a t t h e s u i f a c e were - ^ - p i c a l i y two c i d e r s o f m a g n i t u d e 
h i g h e r t h a n c o n c e n t r a t i o r ^ i n s e d i m e n t s d e p o s i t e d p r i o r t p 1940.. 
M o s t s i g n i f i c a n t i n c r e a s e s i n the ' pAH. f l u x were shown t o h a v e 
o c c u r r e d s i n c e I960. The g e n e r a l l y u n i f o r m c o m p o s i t i o n o f PAH i n 
t h e a n o x i c ..coi^e s u g g e s t s t h a t a c P n s t a n t . p r i m a r y p d l l u t a h t s o u r c e 
was r e s p o n s i h l e a n d t h a t once PAH were i n c o r p o r a t e d i n t o t h e s e d i m e n t s , 
d e g r a d a t i o n mechanisms were o f o n l y m i n P r i m p o r t a n c e . The PAH 
c o m p o s i t i o n i s i n d i c a t i v e o f a s o u r c e r e l a t e d t o f o s s i l f u e l 
c o m h u s t i o n o r u r b a n ( r o a d ) r u n o f f . No q u a l i t a t i v e c o r r e l a t i o n h e t w e e n 
comhust ipn" p a r t i c u l a t e s a n d PAH was i d e n t i f i e d . I n t h e s a m p l i n g a r e a , 
t h e d i s t r i h u t i o n o f PAH w i t h d a t e s u g g e s t s a n a s s o c i a t i o n w i t h m o t o r 
v e h i c l e s , p r o b a b l y v i a r o a d r u n o f f . C o r r e l a t i o n s w i t h e l e m e n t s 
i n c l u d i n g h e a v y m e t a l s a r e d i s c u s s e d . O f t h e PAH a n a l y s e d , p e r y l e n e 
was t h e o n l y homologue t o e x h i b i t a n a n o m a l o u s d i s t r i b u t i o n w i t h 
d e p t h , w h i c h c o u l d be a t t r i b u t e d t o a b i o g e n i c o r i g i n o f t h e compound. 
A s u r v e y o f t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n o f PAH t h r o u g h o u t t h e w a t e r c o l u m n 
o f t h e Tamar E s t u a r y r e s t i l t e d i n t h e f i r s t p u b l i s h e d d a t a a v a i l a b l e 
o n . i n d i v i d u a l PAH c o n c e n t r a t i o n s i n e s t u a r i n e w a t e r s (Readman e t a i . , 
E s t u a r i n e C o a s t a l S h e l f S c i . ' . l4. p.369. (I982)). C o n c e n t r a t i o n s 
-3 
v a r i e d t y p i c a l l y b e t w e e n 1 a n d $0 .ng.dm f o r i n d i v i d u a l compounds . 
D i s t r i b u t i o n o f t h e l a r g e r m o l e c u l a r w e i g h t PAH (MW > 200) was 
h i g h l y c o r r e l a , t e d ( c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t ' r ' > 0.'87) w i t h t h e 
. suspended p a r t i c u i a t e l o a d i n g o f t h e w a t e r s a m p l e s , e v e n t h o u g h 
• - c o n c e n t r a t i o n s ;0f .PAH i n t h e . e s t u a r y w e r e l e s s t h a n 1% s a t u r a t e d . 
T h i s . r e l a t i o n s h i p i s . s u p p o r t i v e o f t h e t h e o r y P f n P h - e q u i l i b r i u m 
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p a r t i t i o n , confirming considerable pa r t i c u l a t e enrichment. Highest 
concentrations of these compounds were associated with the turbidity-
maximum of the estuary. 
In contrast, lower MW homologues (MW < 200) demonstrated 
r e l a t i v e l y low cor r e l a t i o n s with suspended pa r t i c u l a t e s . Naphthalene 
and anthracene were shown to e x h i b i t p a r t i c u l a r l y ' anomalous 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s , although phenanthrene demonstrated higher c o r r e l a t i o n s 
with the l a r g e r MW PAH (MW > 200). The low c o r r e l a t i o n with 
p a r t i c u l a t e s indicates enrichment of soluble Estateswhich are l i k e l y 
to be a v a i l a b l e f o r physico-chemical and biological, f a t e s . M i c r o b i a l 
heterotrophic degradation of 'spiked' naphthalene i n estuarine water 
samples yielded turn-over times between 1 and 30 days, with maximtm 
degradation associated with the mid-estuarine region. Degradation 
possibly 
rates were independent of suspended particulates,^suggesting that f r e e -
l i v i n g microbes are responsible. I t i s not c e r t a i n whether the high 
mid-estuarine rates a r i s e f3x»m higher microbial biomass or from a 
microbial population r i c h i n hydrocarbon degraders. Compared with the 
f l u s h i n g time of the estuary (3-5 days) microbial degradation i s 
probably important i n removal of naphthalene and possibly other low 
MW homologues. V o l a t i l i s a t i o n i s also, proposed as a p o t e n t i a l l y 
important process i n determining the f a t e , and hence d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
of these homologues. 
High PAH concentrations were recorded i n a series of water samples 
from the urban portion of the estuary. The PAH composition associaibed 
with these samples was d i f f e r e n t to that i d e n t i f i e d throughout the 
remainder of the estuary and was attr i b u t e d to a pollutant 
emission, the source of which was not f u l l y characterised. By using 
selected homologue r a t i o s , an index was derived to i s o l a t e samples 
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A temporally Integrktea •assessment of tihe s p a t i a l i a i s t f l b u t l o n 
-of PAH was bbtalnea. by surveying TM i n surface .seliments; throiighout 
the estuary anl :river-catchment ^(Readman let, al..,. I n -'O-ransf.er 
•Pcocesse.s i n Gohesive Sediment .^stems''-. 'W.R. ftrker -and 
' i ) . J . i . Kinsman (eds.). l b press). Goneehtraticns Of' I n d i v i d u a l 
PAH in- sed,imehts from the Tamar catchment were t y p i c a l l y • < 50 
ng. (g dry sediment)"''^'whereas those from the estuary were between 
30 to 1500 ng. (g dry sediment)""^. The generally low l e v e l s of PAH 
i n the r i v e r sediments, was; attributed to the r e l a t i v e l y unpolluted 
environment and the- f a s t flow of the r i v e r removing any PAH r i c h 
materials, A point source PAH emission, to the r i v e r was, observed, 
but i t s downstream d i s t r i b u t i o n declined over a short distance 
( < 5 Hn). Sedimentation and f locciolation processes at the head, of 
the estuary, deposit r i v e r i n e p a r t i c i i i a t e s , increasing the 
sedimentary PAH concentrations i n t h i s region. Levels then decrease 
towards the mid-estuarine region owirig primarily to d i l u t i o n with less 
polluted marine sediments. Associated with the urbanised portion of 
the estuary are elevated l e v e l s o r i g i n a t i n g from chronic anthropogenic 
sources. Highest PAH concentrations i n the. lower .estuary were 
recorded i n sediment sampled from belbW the 'Tamar .road and r a i l 
bridges. 
Although substantial v a r i a t i o n s i n PAH concentrations were 
recoried throughout the Tamar region, PAH composition was generally 
uniform. Exceptions to the uniform, assemblage were most notable ;in 
catchment samples containing very low l e v e l s .bf PAH, A. trend I n 
change was also observed i n sediments- at the-head b f the.;estuary, 
where reductions i n .lo^ :MW' PAH .relative to higher m .homologues were 
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irecoiaed fox sequential samples prpgressirlg.'from the - t l l a l l i m i t • 
towards the midvestuarine regibh ;(Seotion "y.3.'2.,(c.).v),. I h i s 
•ohservatioh might jdemonstrate- that 'some exchange .of low 'MW PAH from 
the sediment par t i c u l a t e s to the .Water occurs;, which supports resiiLts 
from the Water column survey demphstra,ting enrichment of .sdiuhie 
statesjof these homologues. The ' t y p i c a l ' PAH composition i s .restored 
i n the .urban region of the estuaiy, 
Suspended particTilates i n the water column contain s'imilar 
l e v e l s , and compositionally r e f l e c t the l a r g e r MW PAH (mi > 200) 
recorded i n the surface sediments. This observation endorses, the 
significance of p a r t i c u l a t e transport (and hence the influence of 
hydrodynamics) and also suggests that compound-selective degradation 
processes i n the water column (for example photo-oxidation) are of 
only minor importance, the primary f a t e of these large Mt-J" compounds 
being sediment incorporation (Ghapter IV). 
The generally uniform composition of PAH recorded throughout the 
estuary might also suggest a uniform primary soxirce. As previously 
discussed f o r the core, the PAH assemblage i s i n d i c a t i v e of a 
combustion o r i g i n or road and urban runoff. In the lower estuary 
evidence supports p o l l u t i o n from rOad runoff. The proximity of major 
2X»ads and urban settlements to point source emissions of .PAH ;in the 
catchment, together with covariaition between lead and PAH throughout 
sediments of the catchment and estuary (cor r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t (r) 
between benzo(a)Eyrene and lead = 0.90)> suggests tha,t road runoff 
might be a primary source of PAH throughout the entire area. ;NO 
q u a l i t a t i v e c b r r e l a t i p n between PAH concentrations and •combustion 
particulates was Pbserved i n the upper estuary. I k c t i c l e .size 
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d i s t r i b u t i o n of PAH i n suspended particulates sampled from- the 
t u r b i d i t y maximum of the estuaiy revealed that highest concentrations 
were associated with r e l a t i v e l y large particulates ( < 53 F^) 
(Section V .3 .4 .). Further research i s required to f u l l y characterise 
the source, with analyses f o r asphalt particulates possihly affording 
the greatest potentia,l f o r resolving t h i s problem. The approach 
suggested f o r t h i s extension would involve high-resolution 
chromatographic analyses of sediments (and isolated PAH r i c h 
particulates) ferr comparison with equivalent analyses of 'weathered' 
asphalt p a r t i c l e s collected d i r e c t l y from a road-runoff source. 
Gapillaiy-GG, capable of resolving i n d i v i d u a l alkylated homologues, 
would provide the most suitable 'fingerprint' f o r comparison of the 
PAH compositions. Analyses and 2?atioing of metals such as vanadium 
and n i c k e l (which might be char a c t e r i s t i c f o r asphalts) i n sediments 
could possibly provide additional confirmatory infoCTation with regard 
to p o l l u t i o n from; asphalt particulates and road runoff. 
Discharge of o i l i n the PLymouth region (from dockyards and an 
o i l j e t t y terminal) asserts only a minor influence on sedimentary 
PAH composition. This might arise from the dominance of the primary 
source 'buffering' these less s i g n i f i c a n t inputs. A l t e r n a t i v e l y , 
o i l discharges- could be more susceptible than j a r t i c l e associated PAH 
to d i f f u s i v e transport and fates such as v o l a t i l i s a t i o n and. photo-
oxidation. 
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Individual, 'values ..recorded J.or„-bhe.. variables monitored 
' I n estuarine samples 
TaJdle I Data recorded f o r -water samples (and associated A l 
particulates) used i n sorption experiments 
(Ghapter I I I ) . 
Ta'ble I I Sediment Gore data (Ghapter IV). A 2 
Table I I I Tamar Estuary water column survey (Ghapter V). A 3 
Table IV Surface sediment survey of the Tamar Estuary and A 4 
Gatchment (Ghapter V). 
Sample Site 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 . 
Salinity C/j 0.04 0 .0^ 1.25 5 .71 13.3 18.3 22.3 27.2 31 
Temperature (°C!) 2.10 1.98 . 2 .39 2.76 3 .79 k.35 ' K 9 6 6 i 0 2 6.93 
Suspended particulates (mg.dni"-^ ) 1.6 30.^1- 329.8 282.6 37 .2 22.^ 1- •18.0 11,4 
k \im (fa weight of 
- 2 .7 10 .7 5 k.3 6 5 .7 5 .2 5 . 9 
'I--50 Jim particles 
- 71.3 89.3 61 .3 80.8 83 85.2 85 .5 
50-200 pm <200 pm) 
-
26 0 33 .7 27.3 13 .2 11.3 9;6 8.6. 
K)G (mg.dm"-^) 0.252 1.903 2.668 17.018 
.12.915 1.^47 .. 0.788 oMi 0.262 
foe 0.157 0.0626 0.059 0.0516 0.0^-57 0.0389 0.0352 0.0256 0.023 
PON (ihg.dm"^ ) 0.0317 0.20i|6 0.3379 2.03'^9 1.3197 0.1711 0.0961 0.0601 0.-0386 
^/^ ra:tio (by weight) 7.9'+ 9.30 7.89 8.36 9.79 8.^7 . 8.22 7.67 6.78 
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% Carbon 
- . - - - T - / - - - 5.1 'i.'t 3.9 'i.'t • 3.1 3.7 • '1.5 • 2.5 
Lead ( |ig. (g dry nedlmeiit)"''') 36 26 2'* 9 12 16 23 •71 213 2'I0 I'lO 163 150 111 185 . 63 
PAH Conoentrations (ng.(g dry oediinent)' 
Haptitiialene - - - - - - - - - .370 320 160 330 280 120 230' I'lO-
Ilienanthrene 5 220 9 9 31 2 
'^  3 
170 3'io 610 '100 280 5*10 '100 270 300 
Anthracene k 70 3 1 " 2 1 1 1 70 n o 200 120 70 220 150 60 . 3:0. 
F'.Luoranthene 3 580 31 I'l- 17 2 5 3 600 1300 1520 700 390 , lO'lO 6'I0- 270 
i^rene 
'^  
560 37 22 I't 5 7 8 600 1200 1520 &io '100 1180 750 860 260 
Benz (a)antliraoeno 2 150 12 10 8 1 2 280 600 1160 560 360 860 500 600 
Clirysone 
- - - - - - -
-
_ 'I'lO 660 310 200 '150 290 320 90 
Denzo(e)pyrenG 2'I0 l'( 12 12 2 5 2 '160 - - - - , - • - -
Benzo (b)fliioran thone - .- - -
-
- -
_ _ 570 930 'I'lO 320. 660 350 '100 . 120 
Benzo(k)fluorantlione 3 105 3 3 18 3 56 390 5«o 330 230' 'I'lO 320 3'io 70 
nenzo(a)pyrene '1 250 I'l 12 11 ?. 7 3 '130 890 IZ'IO 730 530 970 610 660 • :i.8o 
.Benzo (glil) poiylene 
_ 5 350 9 8 8 2 5 2 270 - - - - - - . -
Iirieno(1,2,3-cd)pyrone 1 60 '1 3 '1 1 2 1 110 _ - - - - - - • • _ 
Table IV 
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Variations in the concentrations and microheterotrophic degradation rates 
of selected Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) in the water column 
of the Tamar Estuary were investigated in relation to the major environ­
mental variables. Concentrations of individual P A H varied typically between 
I and so ng 1 Based on their observed environmental behaviour the 
P A H appeared divisible into two groupings: (i) low molecular weight P A H 
incorporating naphthalene, phenanthrene and anthracence and (2) the 
larger molecular weight homolo'gues (fluoranthene, pyrene, chrysene, 
benz(a)anthracene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, benzo(k)fluoranthene, benzo(a)-
pyrene). Group i P A H showed a complex distribution throughout the 
estuary with no significant correlations with either salinity or suspended 
particulates. Based on their relatively low particle affinity and high water 
solubilities and vapour pressures, volatilization is proposed as an important 
process in determining their fate. 
Microheterotrophic turnover times of naphthalene varied between i and 
30 days, and were independent of suspended solids with maximum degrada­
tion rates located in the central and uurban regions of the Estuary. When 
compared with the flushing times for the Tamar (3-5 days), it is probable 
that heterotrophic activity is important in the removal of naphthalene (and 
possibly the other Group i PAH) from the estuarine environment. In 
contrast Group 2 P A H concentrations exhibited highly significant corre­
lations with suspended particulates. Highest concentrations occurred at the 
turbidity maximum, with a secondary concentration maximum localized to 
the industrialized portion of the estuary and associated with anthropogenic 
inputs. Laboratory degradation studies of benzo(a)pyrene in water samples 
taken from the estuary showed turnover times for the compound of between 
2000 and 9000 days. Degradation rates correlated positively with suspended 
solids. The high particulate aSinity and microbial refractivity of Group z 
P A H indicate sediment burial as the principal fate of these P A H in the 
Tamar Estuary. Estuarine sediments contained typically 50-1500 ng g"^ 
dry weight of individual P A H which were comparable to the levels of 
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Group 2 P A H associated with die suspended particulates. Highest concen­
trations occurred at the nverine end of the estuary resulting from unresolved 
inputs in the catchment. Subsequent dilution by less polluted marine 
sediments together with slow degradation results in a seaward trend of 
decreasing concentrations. However, there is a secondary maximum of 
P A H superimposed on this trend which is associated with urban Plymouth. 
Ibitroduction 
The carcinogenic properties of some Polycychc Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) have in 
recent years led to interest in their distribution and fate in the environment. Many reviews 
are available on sources, distributions, fates and biological effects of P A H (Andelman & 
Snodgrass, 1972, Andelman & Suess, 1970, Brown, 1979, Harrison et al, igjs; Jackim & 
Lake, 1978; Neff, 1979; Radding e( «/., 1976) In particular, sedimentary P A H have received 
considerable attention because they may record and integrate the input history of P A H 
into the aquatic environment (Bien et al., 1978; Hites et al., igSo; John et al y 1979; 
Laflamme & Hites, 1978; Lake et al., 1979; Piatt & Mackie, 1979; Wakeham et al., 1980). 
Although estuaries are dynamic regions of steep chemical and biological gradients, there 
have been no systematic field investigations of the effects of environmental variables in 
estuaries on the aquatic distnbution and fate of P A H m estuarme waters In addition, the 
proximity of large urban and industrial conurbations render estuaries of particular mterest. 
Results pubhshed from experiments by Lee et al. (1978) on the fate of selected P A H 
m a controlled ecosystem enclosure indicate that aromatic hydrocarbons in shallow marine 
waters may have residence times in the order of a few days. For lower molecular weight 
aromatics such as benzenes, naphthalenes and phenanthrenes, their results suggest that 
microbial degradation and volatilization (ICnap et al., 1979) are the primary removal pro­
cesses In contrast the concentrations of higher molecular weight aromatics such as chrysenes, 
benzanthracenes and-benz-pyrenes were shown to be affected pnmarily by sedimentation 
and photo-chemical oxidation. Furthermore, Lee et al. (1978) suggest that in open oceans 
which are characterized by low concentrations of suspended particulates and clear waters, 
rates of sedimentation would be low and photo-oxidation rates should be high. It follows 
that under turbid conditions, such as occur in tidal estuaries, movement of suspended 
sohds and sedimentation would be expected to be of primary importance in the transport 
of these larger molecular weight P A H . 
This paper investigates the distribution of selected P A H in the water and sediments of 
the Tamar Estuary and microbial degradation of selected P A H in the water column. These 
results are compared with variations in salinity, pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen, ammonia 
and suspended solids 
Study area and sample collection 
The geographical location of the samphng area and position of the sample sites are illus­
trated in Figure i Morris et al (1978, 1981, 1982) have described the master variables and 
nutrient chemistry of the Tamar. Smce the River Tamar represents the major source of 
river runoff into the Tamar Estuary, sampling was concentrated along the mam estuarme 
axis rather than in the Lynher and Tavy tnbutaries (Figure i). Sampling was performed 
on the ebb tide on 7 May 1980, High tide at Calstock (Figure i) on this day was 11.16 a.m 
Samplmg commenced at 12.00 a m. Surface water samples were collected during an axial 
traverse of the estuary (freshwater to marine) aboard a 'Rotork Seatruck'. Samples were 
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Figure i . Description of the Tamar Estuary and sampling stations. Water sample 
numbers and locations are indicated on the right-hand side and degradation sub-
samples (D1-D22) and sediment samples (S1-S8) on the left-hand side. Distances 
upstream from the narrows (N) at the mouth of the estuary are indicated in 5 km 
intervals and circled. Plymouth is indicated by the hatched area with the dock­
yards located along the estuarine foreshore demarked by stipples. The position 
of Calstock is indicated by - C and an oil jetty terminal by ' J ' . 
taken using a polypropylene bucket pre-rinsed in the sample water. Possible contamination 
from the vessel's stem engines was avoided by sampling at the extreme bow of the Seatruck. 
Aliquots (21) for P A H analysis were transferred to Winchesters, containing HPLC-grade 
(Fisons) cyclohexane (30 ml), which had been.cleaned by soaking in Decon 90 for 24 h 
and rinsed sequentially with distilled water, chromic acid, distilled water and finally H P L C -
grade cyclohexane. The sample bottles were then teflon-sealed and thoroughly shaken. 
During this transect of the estuary, ammonia, salinity, pH, turbidity, dissolved oxygen ahd 
temperature were recorded continuously. Subsamples were also bbtained for suspended 
solids analyses ahd degradation studies. 
Sediment core samples (2*5 cm diameter, 10-15 long) were obtained on 10 Septem­
ber igSo using the gravity Butler Gorer (Butler & Tibbits, 1972); The top 5-cm sections of 
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the cores were sampled and stored in labelled acid-cleaned jars sealed with solvent-rinsed 
aluimmum foil liners. These vessels were immediately stored over solid carbon dioxide, 
then maintained frozen in the laboratory until extraction. 
Methods 
Majot enmtonmental variables 
The methodology for the continuous measurement of environmental variables, salinity, 
temperature, turbidity, p H and dissolved oxygen, taken on board the research vessel has 
been described (Morns et al, 1978, 1982) Ammonia was measured by an automated 
version of the indophenol blue method (Solorzano, 1969) employmg a modified buffered 
chlorme-donor system (Mantoura & Woodward, in preparation). Total suspended sohds 
were determmed by filtering known volumes of estuarine water through ashed (450 °C, 
6h), preweighed Whatman G F / C filters (47 mm), dried ( i io^C, 12 h) and reweighed. 
Mineral suspended solids were approximated by heatmg the filters (450 °C, 12 h). Orgamc 
suspended solids were then calculated by difference. However, subsamples from the thawed 
sediments were freeze-dned, ground in an agate ball mill and then analysed for carbon 
content (Carlo Erba Elemental Analyser model 1106). 
PAH analysis 
Extraction 
Al l solvents were of Fisons H P L C grade Extractions were performed under subdued light 
to minimize possible photo-oxidation. Al l glassware was acid-cleaned and prermsed with 
solvent prior to use. 
(i) Estuarine water. Water samples (2I) were extracted three times with cyclohexane 
(30, 15, 15 ml) shaking vigorously for 5 mm to facilitate each extraction. Propan-2-ol 
(3 ml) was added to reduce emulsification at the interface. The resulting combined extract 
was dried by passage through a column of ashed (450 °C, 6 h) AnalaR anhydrous sodium 
sulphate (10 g). This was nnsed with additional cyclohexane (10 ml). The extract was 
then reduced in volume by rotary evaporation (ambient temperature) to approximately 
I mi and quantitatively transferred with hexane washings to a vial (3 ml) The volume 
was further reduced to o 5 ml by blowmg a stream of mtrogen over the surface. T o assess 
efficiencies, selected water samples were re-extracted for analysis and then known quantities 
of P A H standards added, and the samples re-extracted once again to estimate recoveries of 
extractable compoimds Overall reproduabihfy of the entire procedure was assessed from 
the triplicate samples 7, 8 and 9 (Figure 3). 
(3) Esttiattne sediment Sediment samples (of previously determmed water content) were 
thawed, thoroughly homogenized and extracted by a method sunilar to that of Giger & 
Schaffner (1978). Accurately weighed portions (ca. y g weiglit) were ground with ashed 
AnalaR anhydrous sodium sulphate (10 g) to form a dry powder The resulting mixtures 
were loaded mto pre-extracted (8 h, dichloromethane) cellulose soxhlet thimbles (Whatman 
28 mm i.d /So mm) Soxhlet extraction was then performed mto dichloromethane (100 ml) 
for 8 h in darkness. A weighed portion of the resulting extract was removed (approximately 
3 ml) and evaporated, using a gentle stream of nitrogen, to approximately 0-5 ml. The 
dichloromethane was then displaced with hexane and the volume reduced to 0-5 ml. 
Recoveries of spikes and re-extracts were also performed. 
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Clean up 
Alumina (BDH, neutral, Brockman grade i) columns were prepared using Pasteur pipettes 
plugged with glass wool. The pipettes were loaded with a column (5x50 mm) of 7% 
deactivated ashed (450 °C, 6 h) alumina. Prior to sample treatment, columns were washed 
with hexane (2 ml). Samples (both water and sediment extracts) were loaded onto the 
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Figiure 2. Typical H P L C chromatograms showing P A H separations of (a) stan­
dards, (b) an: estuarine -water extract and (c) a sediment extract. Peak niunbers 
correspond to (i) naphthalene, (2) phenanthrene, (3) anthracene, (4) fluoranthene, 
(s) pyrene, (6) cliysene, (7) benz(a)anthracene, (8) benzo(b)fluoranthene, (9) benzo-
(k)fluoranthene, (10) 'benzo(a)pyrene. x is an unresolved mixture (see text). 
Unidentified peaks in the standard separation correspond to co-eluting com­
pounds. Additional peaks in the extract separations are suspected to include 
alkylated homologues. Elution and detection conditions are indicated at the 
bottom of the figure. 
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columns and eiuted into vials with hexane (3 5 ml). Volumes were reduced to 0*5 ml 
using a stream of mtrogen, the hexane displaced with acetomtnle (o 2 ml) and the volume 
further reduced to o-i ml. Prior to analysis the samples were stored in darkness at 0 °C 
Chomatographtc analysis 
A Perkin Elmer Series 2 high performance liquid chromatogiaph (HPLC) with modified 
check valves, fitted with a Rheodyne 7125 injector, a Perkin Ehner L C 75 variable wave­
length detector with auto control and a Perkm Elmer 023 recorder was used. Sample extracts 
(20-30 fil) were injected onto a Hypersil 5 7 jmi octadecylsilane (ODS) column 
(250 X 5 mm i.d.). An acetonitrile-distiUed water gradient elution was chosen for the separ­
ations at a flow rate of 3 ml mm"-^ . The solvent programme consisted of an isocratic stage 
(50% acetomtrile-50% distilled water) for 15 mm prior to injection and 9 mm after injec­
tion, followed by a gradient of 1-5% mm~^ mcrease in acetonitrile up to 99% The variable 
wavelength u.v. programme used for detection of the compounds at pre-selected wave­
lengths was chosen to maximize sensitivity and selectivity. Initial identification of peaks 
was performed by coinjection of standards Additional information on peat purity/identity 
was obtained by comparison of stop-flow u.v. scans of environmental samples with those 
of authentic standard separations (Readman et al., 1981). Calibration of the system was 
performed using high purity standards prepared at known concentrations in acetonitrile 
Examples of separations are shown in Figure 2. The large peak with a retention time of 
57 mm in the environmental samples exhibited a u v. spectrum atypical of PAH. Prelimin­
ary analysis by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) identified the peak as a 
mixture of phthalates and phenyl esters, which were apparently co-extracted with the PAH. 
Work-up efficiencies 
(1) Water Recoveries of triphcate spikes of the individual compounds (excluding naphtha­
lene) from pre-extracted estuarine waters varied between 78 to 110% with average standard 
deviations of d:S%. Comparable extraction efficiencies were obtained by Sorrell & Redding 
(1979) usmg a similar technique. Re-extracts amounted to less than 4% of the original 
extract Detection limits for the techmque were typically o-i-o 6 ng 1~^  for individual 
compounds. Owing to the high volatility of naphthalene, extraction efiiciencies (40^20%) 
and reproducibihties for this compound were low, but were considered adequate to obtain 
an indication of the behaviour of the compound in the estuary Reproducibihties for the 
PAH are shown in Figure 3, as 95% confidence interval bars. 
(2) Sedhnent. Work-up efficiencies for sediment analyses were 72-103%. Re-extracts 
amounted to less than 1% of the onginal extract. 
Degradation experiments 
Heterotrophic degradation of "C-labelled naphthalene and benzo(a)pyrene was determmed 
on selected sub-samples of water (Figure i) using a techmque similar to that of Lee (1977). 
Compounds used were i(4,s,8}-i^C-naphthalene (5 mCi mmol" ,^ Amersham) and 3,4-benz-
7,10-^ ^C-pyrene (i8-6mCi mmol~S Amersham). Naphthalene and benzo(a)pyrene were 
spiked at 3 \ig and 20 jxg 1"^  respectively into triplicate water samples (100 ml) in 
sealed flasks (100 ml) and incubated at 10 °C in darkness for 20 h (naphthalene) and 
165 h (ben2o(a)pyrene). After mcubation the respired ^^COg was liberated by acidification 
(i ml M HCl) and collected using a spiral ^^COg trap (Barford et al., 1977) containing 
COo absorber cocktail P Fisons (15 ml) (400 ml min~^ flow of nitrogen for 7 min). 
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P activity was measured using a liquid scintillation counter (Packard Model 3255) and 
corrected fof quenching by method of external standards. Duplicate controls, consisting 
of samples poisoned with mercuric chloride (i mg 1~^ ) were treated in the same way as 
experimental samples. Other degradation parameters monitored included the determination 
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Figure 3. Axial profiles of individual P A H concentrations and a_.selection of 
environmental variables in waters of the Tamar Estuary. A source index of Ply­
mouth specific P A H is indicated at the base of the diagram. Distances from the 
mouth of the estuary are shown at the bottom of the diagram and the position of 
Plymouth is indicated. A floating scale is used for the P A H concentrations with 
origins for individual compounds indicated on both sides of the diagram. Deviatiojis 
firom the mean of triplicate samples 7, 8 and 9 are shown as 95% confidence 
interval bars on the concentration plots of the individual P A H . 
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of residual hydrocarbon and of polar metabolites. The most reproducible parameter 
in assessing degradation rates proved to be the production of ^^C-COo Reproducibilities of 
the triphcate ^^C-naphthalene and benzo(a)pyrene mineralization experiments are sho\vn 
in Figure 7 as 95% confidence interval bars. ^^C-COg activity of the mercunc chloride 
poisoned controls averaged 8% (for both naphthalene and beiizo(a)pyrene) of the ^^C-COs 
activity in the environment samples. 
Statistical 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (J) for all pairs of variables were calcu­
lated and used to construct a correlation matrix. Statistical analysis of these data was then 
performed using both cluster analysis (Eventt, 1974) and non-metric multidimensional 
scalmg (MDS) (Elruskal & Wish, 1978). MDS is used here to obtain a two-dimensional 
representation of the covariabilily of n-variables (PAHs and environmental data) in terms 
of similarity clusters Mantoura et al. (1981) have evaluated critically the use and merits 
of MDS analysis m environmental organic chemistry. 
Results and discussion 
Environmetital variables 
The axial distribution patterns of pH, dissolved oxygen, ammonia and the location of the 
turbidity maximum and the freshwater/seawater mterface were typical of previous surveys 
of the Tamar Estuary reported by Morris et al. (19816). The suspended particulate load 
at the turbidity maximum, however, was relatively low (70 mg I~^ ) because samplmg m 
this region was performed just after high-water slack, when suspended particulates are 
normally at a minimum. Causes of small local perturbations in the general trends of the 
environmental variables, for example, secondary maxima m suspended particulates at 
sample sites xi and 15 (Figures i , 3), are possibly a consequence of hydrodynamic influences 
and have been discussed by Morris et al (1982). Ammonia concentrations displayed a 
typical mid-estuarine maximujn (Figure 3) originating mainly from the microbial activity 
m the large areas of intertidal mud flats rather than sewage effluents off Plymouth (Mantoura 
& Woodward, m preparation). 
PAH concentrations in the water column 
Concentrations of individual PAH generally ranged from less than i to greater than 50 ng 1"^  
(Figure 3). Although PAH concentrations in other estuarine or coastal waters are unknown, 
levels reported here for the River Tamar are comparable to those for the Ohio River (Basu 
& Saxena, 1978), the River Severn (Lewis, 1975) and selected German rivers (Borneff & 
Kunte, 1964, 1965). Higher concentrations have, however, been recorded in the River 
Thames at London (Acheson et at, 1976) and m other rivers associated with large urban 
or industrialized areas. The PAH monitored (Figure 3) may be considered as two distinct 
groups Group i consists of the low molecular weight homologues (naphthalene, phenan­
threne and anthracene) whose concentrations appear to be independent of suspended 
particulates (correlation coefficient, r<o-30, Table i). Group z (fluoranthene, pyrene, 
chrysene, benz(a)anthracene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, benzo(k)fluoranthene, benzo(a)pyrene) 
have concentrations wluch exhibit significant correlations with suspended particulates 
(r>o 60, Table i). The apparent lack of correlation between benz(a)anthracene and sus­
pended particulates {r= —0-13) is caused by the biased weighting of three benz(a)anthracene 
rich samples (16, 17, 18) near the dockyard area. When these contributions are excluded 
TABLE I . Selected properties of P A H 
Correlation with 
Correlation total suspended Log iC„„ Log Kp total 
with total solids (excluding octanol/water suspended solids/ Vapour 
Molecular suspended Plymouth Solubility partition water partition pressure 
Compounds weight solids samples) (ngi-') coefficient coefficient" (mmHg) • 
Naphthalene 128 0-07 0-09 31 300" 3-36^ 0-23' 
Phenanthrene 178 0-22 0-73 1070" 2-37 6-8XI0-V 
Anthracene 178 - o - i s 0-27 4^-6' 4-54^ 2-36 i-9SXio-''-' 
Fluoranthene 202 0-90 0-89 206" 4-90'' 2-62 na •. 
Pyrene 202 0-64 0-87 132'' 5-17' 2-8i 6-85X10-'* 
Chrysene 228 o-8s 0:98 I-8'' s-ei" 3-13 na 
Benz(a)anthracene 228 —0-13 0-97 9-4'' 5.61* 3-13 i - i o x i o - ' * 
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 252 0-64 0-96 na 6-04» 3-44 na 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene, 2S2 o'7i 0-97 na 6-04'' 3-44 9-S9XI0-"* 
Benzo(a)pyrene 2S2 . 0-78 6'92 0-I72'' 6-04'" • 3-44 i5-49Xio~" 
References: "Schwarzenbach & Westall (1981); 'Eganhouse 85 Calder (1976); "May et aZ..(i978a); ''May et al. (19786); 
-"LuctoZ. (1977) ;-''Karickhoff eta/. (1979); "Environmental Protection Agency (1979);''Raddingcta/.(i976);'Mackay 
& Wolkoff (1973); •'Jordan (1954); *Pupp et a/. (1974). 
na—data not available. 
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from the remaining estuarme samples the anticipated high correlation between ben2(a)-
anthracene and suspended sohds (r=0'97}, is restored. When smiilar treatments are applied 
to the other Group z PAH correlation coefficients increase from the range o 64-0-85 to 
O'Sy-o-gy (Table i). Corresponding correlations with phenanthrene appear to classify 
the compound as intermediate between Groups 1 and 2. 
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Figure 4 Plots o£ selected P A H concentrations (ng against total suspended 
particulate load. X indicates sample sites 16-20 in the Plymouth region of the 
estuary. 
Group I PAH (naphthalene, anthracene, phenanthtene) 
These compounds appear to exhibit a complex distribution throughout the estuary possibly 
reflecting a multiplicity of mputs This is endorsed fay the absence of any correlation with 
salinity (—o-oa<r< —0*27) which also tends to suggest that salting out processes (Eganhouse 
& Calder, 1976; Gorden & Thome, 1967) of these PAH at low salinities are of secondary 
importance. In addition, the naphthalene and anthracene regressions against suspended 
particulates, shown in Figure 4, indicate that there are no significant correlations between 
Group I PAH and suspended solids, thus precluding adsorption of these compounds as a 
primary fate These PAH possess physical and chemical properties different from those of 
the larger molecular weight homologues of Group z (Table i), for example, their solubihties 
and vapour pressures are higher, whereas their hydrophobicities, as reflected by their 
octanol-water partition coefficients, are lower (Table i). These differences could have 
profound influences on their environmental behaviour. 
Karickhoff et al. (1979) and Schwarzenbach & Westall (1981) have shown that it is possible 
to predict quantitatively the partitionmg of many non-polar compounds between particu­
late and aqueous phases fay the use of Imear free energy equations, e g (Schwarzenbach & 
Westall, 1981). 
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log J<:p=o7a.log i<:„„+log/„,+o-49, 
where is the non-dimensional linear partition coefBcient between particles and water, 
i<Co^  is the «-octanpl-water partition coeiBcient and/o^ is the organic carbon fraction (weight/ 
weight) of the particulates. Using an average of 4-0% C for the Tamar particulates and the 
data reported in the literature (Table i), we have calculated the corresponding 
JTp values for each PAH studied. These clearly show the trend of increasing particulate 
affinity (higher log with molecular weight. For example, benzo(a)pyrene shows approxi­
mately one-hundredfold greater affinity for the Tamar particulates than naphthalene. This 
agrees qualitatively vrith Lee's (1977) results which show adsorption .of only 07% of 
naphthalene and 53 and 71% for benz(a)anthracene and benzo(a)pyrene respectively. 
However, there is no distinct break in values, indicating that adsorption alone is unlikely 
to account for the sharp differences observed in the environmental behaviour of Groups i 
and 3 PAH. If, however, the competitive partitioning of PAH between air and water as 
controlled by their vapour pressures (Table i) is also taken into account, then it is possible 
to explain these differences. The vapour pressures of Group i PAH are at least three orders 
of magnitude greater than those of Group z (Table i). The segregation of PAH into Groups 
I and z based entirely on our environmental data is in agreement with laboratory-based 
volatilization experiments reported by Southworth (1979S). We therefore conclude that 
air-water exchange is an important pathway for Group i PAH in the Tamar Estuary. 
The role of microheterotrophic degradation of Group i PAH will be discussed in 'Micro­
bial Degradation'. Other processes such as photo-chemical oxidation (Southworth, 1979a; 
Lee et al., 1978) were not investigated. Correlations between individual Group i PAH were 
not significant (—o-i4<r<o-43), and only phenanthrene exhibited a cross correlation 
with Group 2 compounds as illustrated in the benz(a)anthracene/phenanthrene plot (r=o-84) 
shown in Figure 5. 
Group 2 PAH {fluoranthene, pyretie, chrysene, beiiz(a)anthracene, benzo(b)-
fluorantliene, benzoQi)fluoranthene, be?izo(a)pyrene) 
The axial distribution of Group 2 PAH generally correlates with suspended particulate 
distribution throughout the estuary (Figure 3) exhibiting highest concentrations at the 
turbidity maximimi. Superimposed on this trend is a secondary PAH concentration maxi­
mum located off Plymouth and is associated with urban discharges including sewage outfalls, 
an oil jetty terminal and the dockyards. This secondary PAH maximirai does not appear to 
be entirely associated with particulates but may be present as transient soluble or colloidal 
forms. In these samples additional peaks were evident in the chromatograms suggesting 
the presence of increased numbers of alkylated derivatives which would be indicative of 
'oil' pollution (Hites et al., 1980). 
Correlations with respect to salinity are all negative (—o-68<r< —0-45) pointing to a 
non-causal correlation via suspended particulates (salinity/total suspended particulates, 
r= —0-84). As with Group i there is no evidence of salting out of Group 2 compounds. 
Highly significant correlations exist between the Group 2 PAH and suspended particulates 
(typically r=o7o) even though the concentrations in the estuary are less than 1% saturated. 
As previously indicated this relationship is strengthened further by excluding samples 
associated with the localized Plymouth inputs (^=0-87) (Table i). Figure 4 shows the 
almost linear plots of benzo(kjfluoranthene (?-=o-97) and benz(a)anthracene (r=o-97) 
against total suspended particulate load. Plymouth input samples exhibit positive concen­
tration (enrichment) anomalies. Extrapolation of the Group 2 PAH plots against suspended 
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Figure 5 Scatter plots between concentrations (ng 1"^ ) of selected PAH X indi­
cates sample sites 16-20 in the Plymouth region of the estuary 
particulates all have negative ordinate mteicepts, infering the absence of soluble forms of 
these PAH m the Tamar Estuary These plots may also indicate the presence of a propor­
tion of particulates that are apparently depleted of PAH. The filtration of water samples 
into 'dissolved' and 'particulate' forms of the PAH was not attempted as these operations 
might lead to errors as a result of contammation, adsorption and photo-degradation (Lee 
et al., 1978; Means et al, 1979). Although, as will be shown later (' PAH in Tamar Estuary 
Sediments'), there is significant correlation between carbon content and PAH concen­
trations m the sediment, this was not observed to the same degree in the organic suspended 
solids. The overall correlation coefficient of Group 2 PAH with organic suspended particu­
lates was o 53 which is not significantly different from that obtained for total suspended 
sohds (? =0-65) (Table i), and may have arisen from the imprecision inherent m the organic 
suspended sohds determination 
It should be noted that although photo-chemical oxidation is also likely to be important 
in the fate of Group 2 PAH (Lee et at, 1978), it was not investigated m this survey. 
Significant correlations existed between some members of the Group 2 PAH (Figure 5) 
for example ben2o(a)pyrene and chrysene (^=0-92). With others e g benzo (k)fluoranthene 
and benz(a)anthracene, bimodal distnbutions were apparent (Figure 5), showing that the 
Plymouth mputs were particularly rich in ben2(a)anthracene (see also Figure 3). These 
compositional differences can be exploited (e.g. through benz(a)anthracene : chrysene 
ratio) to derive source indices (Figure 3) capable of resolving the Plymouth specific inputs 
of PAH from those PAH associated with the estuarine particulates. Without further studies 
it is not possible to characterize the nature of the inputs of PAH from Plymouth. 
Irrespective of location pyrene correlated best with Total PAH (r=o 91) (Figure 5) 
indicatmg that pyrene might be utilized as the most representative constituent of the total 
PAH in the Tamar Estuary. 
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• PAH in Tamar Estuary sediments 
Individual PAH concenfxations were found to' vary typically between 30 to 1500 ng 
dry sediment. These values are comparable with published data, e.g. for the Severn Estuary 
(John et al., 1979; Thompson & Eglinton, 1978). 
In general, suspended particulates in the water column contain levels of Group z PAH 
(expressed as ng g~^ dry suspended particulates) similar to those recorded in the surface 
sediments (Table 2). Furthermore, as shown in Table 2, Group i PAH are significantly 
enriched in the water colimm relative to the sediments confirming the presence of non-
sedimentary sinks. (See 'Group i PAH in the water column' and 'Degradation rates'.) 
Benz(a)anthracene appears enriched in the water owing to the high concentrations en­
coimtered at the Plymouth input. 
Figure 6 shows the axial distribution of PAH throughout the surface sediments of the 
•Tamar Estuary. High concentrations are apparent at the riverine end and in particular in 
the region of Calstock (Figure i). Riverine particulates at the freshwater input contain 
high levels of PAH that may originate from atmospheric fallout, runoff, moorland fires or 
smelting processes from the past mining industry and domestic inputs. Microscopic examin­
ation of suspended particulates collected duririg a recent survey of the Tamar has shown 
increasing nimibers of coal-Uke particles towards the riverine end of the estuary. It is likely 
that subsequent dilution with less polluted marine sediments together with degradation 
are the main reasons for the seaward trend of decreasing concentrations of Group 2 PAH. 
Associated with the. urbanized portion of the estuary are again elevated levels originating 
from chronic anthropogenic sources such as sewage outfalls, dockyards, oil jetty and road 
runoff. Although highest Plymouth concentrations were found beneath the Tamar Road 
Bridge, it is not yet possible to completely resolve the contribution of the various sources 
to the sedimentary PAH. There is a general uniformity in the PAH composition of all the 
sediments (Figure 6). This suggests that either compositionally similar inputs occur (not 
supported by water data, Figure 3) or the sedimentary reservoir of PAH is so large as to 
buffer any compositional changes in recent inputs of PAH. 
The seaward decrease in the concentrations of PAH in the sediments is mirrored by 
decreasing carbon content. The relatively elevated carbon values off Plymouth reflect 
T A B L E 2. Average concentrations of P A H and comparative enrichments in water 
and surface sediments of the Tamar Estuary 
P AH 
Water concentration enrichment 
— Sediments relative to 
(ng g-^ (ng g-^ surface 
Compound (ngl-i) suspended solids) dry weight) sediments 
Naphthalene 13-9 1080° 245 4-4" 
Phenanthrene S-S 1042" 368 2-8'-
Anthracene 4-9 497° 120 4-1" 
Fluoranthene io'4 760 802 l-o 
Pyrene i8-o 1597 878 1-8 
Chrysene 3-5 283 345 0-8 
Beiiz(a)anthracene 15-2 2710 601 4-6 
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 9-3 871 475 1-8 
Benzo (k)fluoranthene 4-2 382 336 ! • ! 
Benz6(a)pyrene 9:1 741 724 I'O 
"Calculated to illustrate that even if these P A H were particle associated they are 
significantly enriched in the water column compared-with the sediment. 
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Sample 
SI S2 S3 S4 S5S6S7S8 
—1 1 -1 1 r—1—1 1— 
freshwater i— > marine 
Plymouth 
Oislonce (km) 
Figure 6 Axial profile of concentrations of P A H and percentage carbon content in 
the surface 5 cm of sediment cores in the Tamar Estuary. Distances from the 
'narrows* (at the mouth of the estuary) are indicated at the bottom of the diagram. 
The position of Plymouth IS shown. Symbols: O, naphthalene, •, phenanthrene; 
+, anthracene; V, pyrene; T, fluoranthene; x, chrysene; A, ben2(a)anthracene; 
#, benzo(b)fluoranthene; A, benzo(k)fluoranthene, B, benzo(a)pyrene 
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mainly the input of sewage whereas the corresponding PAH peak, which is axially more 
confined, points to the importance of non-sewage inputs of PAH in Plymouth, e.g. road 
run-off, dockyard and oil jetty. The relatively carbon-poor sample (S5, Figure 6) located 
below the Tamar Bridge may have arisen as a consequence of particles size selection of 
carbon-poor coarse particles associated with the high current velocities in this narrow part 
of the estuary. 
Microbial degradation 
An indication of the relative microbial degradation rates of spiked PAH may be derived 
from the radiochemical data by calculating the percentage degradation (mineralization) 
per day or by calculating the 'turnover times' as sho^ vn by Lee (1977). The axial distribution 
Dl D3 
Sample 
DIO DI3 DIS D22 
Total 
suspended 
solids 
(mg r') 
Naphthalene 
concentration 
(ng r') 
.Benzo( a )pyrene 
concentration 
(ng r') 
Naphthalene 
degradation 
(%day-') 
Benzo(a)pyrene 
degradation 
(% day-') 
60 
40 
20 
0 
Plymouth 
Distance (km) 
Figure 7. Axial profiles of naphthalene and benzo(a)pyrene concentrations and 
microbial heterotrophic degradation rates in the Tamar Estuary water column. 
9S% confidence interval bars are indicated for triplicate concentration samples 
(7, 8 and 9) and for each triplicate degradation sub-sample. The profile for total 
suspended solids is also-shown. 
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of degradation rates of spiked ^^C-naphthalene and ^^C-benzo(a)pyrene in the Tamar 
Estuary are plotted in Figure 7. In general, degradation rates in the estuary are considerably 
higher than those m manne waters with rates for naphthalene far exceeding those for 
ben2o(a)pyrene. For example naphthalene degradation rates oif the dockyard (D16) and 
in Plymouth Sound (D22) were 72 and 3% day"^ respectively, whereas the corresponding 
rates for ben2o(a}pyrene were only 0*035 and o 011% day~^ respectively. 
Naphthalene degradation rates were independent of both naphthalene concentrations 
m the estuary and the suspended particulates (Figure 8). This suggests that free-living 
bacteria are responsible. However, it is not certain whether the high mid-estuary rates 
arise from higher microbial biomass or from a miciobial population rich in hydrocarbon 
degraders. The corresponding naphthalene turnover times of 1-2 days, calculated for the 
mid-estuarme region (D10-D16), are comparable to the flushing times of the estuary 
3-5 days Clearly microbial degradation of naphthalene, at least at the i-|ig 1"^  level is 
efficient and rapid and may be the principal fate of naphthalene m the Tamar Estuary. 
In contrast, the degradation rates of ben2o(a)pyrene peak at the turbidity maximum 
correlate with suspended particulates (Figure 8) suggesting that particle associated bacteria 
are responsible. Thus the slow degradation rates of ben2o(a)pyrene (turnover times 2000-
9000 days) together with its high particle affinity point to sediment -incorporation as the 
final fate of ben2o(a)pyrene m the Tamar Estuary. 
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Figure 8 Plots of (a) naphthalene and (b) benzo(a)pyrene microbial heterotrophic 
degradation rates against total suspended particulates. Individual points are 
labelled with sub-sample mmibers to indicate their respective positions in the 
estuary. 
Statistical analysis 
In addition to the paired correlation coefficients referred to in previous sections of this 
paper the covariability between PAH and environmental variables was evaluated by cluster 
analysis and multidimensional scaling (MDS) of all 23 estuarine samples. These showed 
that the four Plymouth samples (17-20) significantly masked the correlations which would 
otherwise be present throughout the rest of the estuary. A J I example of this has already been 
discussed m a previous section ('Group 2 PAH') (see also Table i). In order to resolve 
the cross correlations in the bulk of the estuary, cluster analysis and MDS were repeated 
on all but the four Plymouth samples and the results are shown m Figures 9 and 10. The 
selection of statistically meanmgful clusters in the similarity dendrogram (Figure 9) was 
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1 0 
Figure 9. Cluster analysis dendrogram of, P A H and environmental variables in 
the Tamar Estuary (excluding Plymouth samples, 17-26). The dashed line at 
83% similarity!(siniiIarity=iooXabsolute value of'r) was adopted as the criterion 
for selecting significant correlations (see text). 
basedoh the conservative criterion that: correlation coefficients derived from 20 simulations 
of randomly generated data of identical matrix size to the-data set, never exceeded values 
of r=o-83. This acceptance criterion is indicated by the dashed line in Figure 9. This 
clearly identifies a major cluster consisting of all-Group 2 PAH (including total PAH), the 
phthalates and phenyl esters (see 'Methods'), turbidity, total and mineral suspended solids. 
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Figure 10. Multi-dimensional scaling analysis of PAH and environmental variables 
m the Tamar Estuary (excluding Plymouth samples 17-20). The cluster with 
similanty >83% in Figure 9 is circumscnbed Stress factor=o 155. 
Naphthalene, phenanthrene and anthracene did not display significant correlations with 
either one another or with Group z PAH, confirming their random nature in the estuary. 
The MDS plot (Figure 10) confirms the results of the cluster analysis but also shows the 
extent to which naphthalene, phenanthrene and anthracene are disparate and random with 
respect to other PAH and environmental variables. Aspects of other, less significant correla­
tions shown in Figures 9 and 10 have been previously discussed Thus, statistical analyses 
of the covariability of PAH and associated environmental data provide an objective and 
independent confirmation of conclusions derived from chemical knowledge 
Conclusions 
(1) Concentrations of individual PAH m the Tamar Estuary water column and surface 
sediments ranged from less than i to greater than 50 ng 1~^  and between 30 and 1500 ng 
g-i dry weight respectively. 
(2) Based on observed environmental behaviour, physical and chemical properties, microbial 
degradation rates and mechamsms and statistical analyses of the environmental data, 
the'PAH appear divisible into two groups: 
Group I. Low molecular weight PAH, incorporating naphthalene, phenanthrene and 
anthracene, are characterized by high relative solubility and vapour pressure and low 
particulate affinity, exhibit a complex distribution in the Tamar Estuary Naphthalene, 
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as an example of Group i PAH, is subject to rapid microbial degradation apparently 
by free-living microbes. 
Group 2. Higher molecular weight PAH (fluoranthene, pyrene, chrysene, benz(a)-
anthracene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, benzo(k)fluoranthene, benzo(a)pyrene) are character­
ized by low solubility and vapour pressure, high particulate affinity and exhibit estuarine 
distribution primarily controlled by suspended particulate load and inputs at Plymouth. 
Microbial degradation of benzo(a)pyrene as an example of Group 2 PAH is relatively 
slow and occurs in association with estuarine particulates. 
(3) It is likely that Group i PAH which are volatile and subject to relatively high degradation 
rates have comparatively short residence times in the estuary. In contrast the high 
particulate affinity and microbial refractivity of Group 2 PAH point to sediment burial 
as the principal fate of these more persistent PAH. 
(4) In general, suspended particulates in the water column contain similar levels of Group 2 
PAH to those recorded in the surface sediments whereas Group i PAH are significantly 
enriched in the water. There is a general trend of decreasing PAH concentrations in the 
surface sediments from the freshwater to marine environments. Elevated levels associ­
ated with the urbanized portion of the estuary are superimposed on this trend. 
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I d e n t i f i c a t i o n a n d S e n s i t i v i t y i n H i g h - p e r f o r m a n c e 
L i q u i d C h r o m a t o g r a p h y 
J a m e s W . R e a d m a n , Leslie B r o w n and M i c h a e l M . R h e a d 
School of Environmental Sciences, Plymouth Polytechnic, Drake Circus, Plymouth, Devon, PL'k ZAA 
Keywords: Stop-flow UV scanning peak identification; variable-wavelength 
UV detection; high-performance liquid chromatography; polynuclear 
aromatic hydrocarbons 
Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are discussed as an example of the use of stop-
flow ultraviolet (UV) scanning for peak identification and in the choice of detection wave­
length changes to maximise sensitivity and selectivity. These compounds are potential 
carcinogens^ '^  and their monitoring in environmental samples has been proposed.^ .* Modem 
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) offers many advantages for the separation 
and detection of PAHs.^-^^ 
Experimental 
Reagents 
All solvents were of Fisons HPLC grade. Water was distilled in glass prior to use. 
Acetonitrile. Far-UV grade. 
Cyclohexane. 
Hexane. 
Metlianol. 
Potassium hydroxide. B D H Chemicals, AnalaR grade. 
Kieselgel G silica gel. 60 mesh. 
Picric acid polymer. Prepared as in reference 16. 
Helitim. Air Products. 
Nitrogen. White spot. 
PAH standards. Standards of high purity were donated by various institutes and were 
prepared at known concentrations in acetonitrile. 
Apparatus 
A Perkin-Elmer Series 2 liquid chromatograph \vith modified check valves, fitted mth a 
Rheodyne 7125 injector, a Perkin-Elmer LC 75 variable-wavelength detector with auto­
control and a Perkin-Elmer 023 recorder were used. A Scientific Glass Engineering 100-/1.1 
syringe facilitated injection of the sample on to a Hypersil 5.7-^m octadecylsilane (ODS) 
column (250 X 5 mm i.d.). 
Procedure 
Sample preparation 
A wet sediment sample (40 g) was extracted -with cyclohexane following the digestion 
procedure of Dunn." The extract was loaded on to a thin-layer chromatographic plate 
(200 X 200 mm) coated with a 10% charge-transfer polymer - silica gel layer." The plate 
was "developed in hexane, dried and examined under UV light (254 nm). The layer con­
taining PAHs was removed, extracted with acetonitrile, filtered (Whatman GF/F paper), 
reduced to a suitable volume (100 /xl) using a nitrogen flow and stored in darkness at 4 °C 
prior to. analysis. 
Elution of excipients from the HPLC column 
An acetonitrile - distilled water gradient elution similar to that recommended by Ogan 
et al.^ was chosen in preference to other methanol - water, propan-2-ol - vv^ ater or aceto-
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Fig. 1. Analysis of (i) a standard mixture of PAHs and (ti) an estuaiine sediment 
extract utilising stop-ilow UV scanning between 210 and 390 nm. Chromatographic 
conditions as in text; chart speed, 10 cm h-'^ ; wavelength, 254 nm; absorbance scale, (i) 
0.08 and [ii) 0.16 a.u.f.s. (100 scale units); injection volume, 2.0 iil. UV scans were per­
formed by initially calibrating the electronic memory at the base of each peak in turn, 
resuming flow and stopping at a chosen position on the peak, performing the scan between 
210 and 390 nm \yith a chart speed of 10 cm min-^, choosing, absorbance ranges to obtain 
on-scale deflection. Composition of mixture: 1, naphthalene (20 ng /il-'); 2, phenanthrene 
(3.1 ng ftl-i); 3, anthracene (1.6 ng/il-^); 4, fluoranthene (1.25 ng/il-^); 5, p3T:ene 
(1.25 ng /il-i); 6, chrysene (0.6 ng lA'^: 7, benz[a]anthracene (2.5 ng /il-^); 8, benzo[e]pyrene 
(3.1 ngjil"'); 9, benzo[a]pyrene (2.5 ng/il-'); 10, dibenz[a,A]anthracene (5ngftl-i); 11, 
benzorg/ji]perylene (6.25 ng /xl-'); 12, unknown contaminant in P A H standard (aromatic 
in character). 
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nitrile - water isocratic, step and linear gradients examined. The solvent programme 
required elution mth acetonitrile - distilled water (1 + 4) for 5 min and acetonitrile -
distilled water (1 + 1) for 30 min prior to injection and 12 min after injectioUi The pro­
portion of acetonitrile present was then increased at the rate of 1.5% min-^ to 99% and 
then maintained at that level for 45 min prior to subsequent determinations. A low mobile 
phase flow-rate (0.5 ml min"^ ) was selected in order to maintain a low back-pressure, 
enabling the solvent flow through the micro cell to be halted almost instantaneously to aid 
the stop-flow scanning. 
Ultraviolet detection 
Base-line corrections were performed by stopping the flow at the base of each peak prior 
to scanning and calibrating the electronic memory between 210 and 390 nm. Tlow was 
recommenced until the selected portion of the peak had been reached, when a scan was 
performed. On-scale spectra were obtained by selecting suitaible absorbance settings. 
Stop-flow scans were performed on the major peaks (Fig. 1). From the scans, wavelengths 
of maximum sensitivity and, if required, selectivity, were chosen. Where coincident peaks 
occur, the UV spectra can be used to choose mutually exclusive wavelengths to allow the 
determination of one compound with reduced interference froin the other. 
Identification of the scans was confirmed by comparison with published UV spectra,^ * 
subject to availability. 
Work is to be conducted into the possible quantification of co-eluting compounds utihsing 
a microprocessor-controlled data station. 
Results and Discussion 
Comparison of UV stop-flow scans of extracted sediment ahd. PAH standards (Fig. 1) 
showed a close correlation between peaks having similar relative retention times. The 
stop-flow UV scanning of the coincident chrysene (6)/benz[a]anthracene (7) (Fig. 1) peak on 
the front and back of the peak was able to show differing UV scans that correlate vidth 
previously determined scans of each individual standard. The similarity between stop-flow 
scans of the sediment extract and known PAH standards for certain peaks enhances the 
possible identification of naphthalene (A,l), phenanthrene (B,2), anthracene (C,3), fluoran­
thene (E,4), p3nrene (F,5), and benz[a]anthracene (1,7). The similarities for standards and 
sediment sample for benzo [ejpyrene (L,8 and benzo [ajpyrene (M,9) are less marked. The 
IJV scan of the peak for benzo [g/jt]perylene (N,ll) closely resembles that of the standard 
vrith the exception of additional absorbance at approximately 260 nm. This suggests 
coincidence with another compound. 
Comparisons of peak sensitivity and selectivity for a fixed wavelength of 254 inn and 
changing UV detection wavelengths for P A H standards and the sediment extract are shown 
in Fig. 2. From the chromatograms of standard PAHs it can be seen that the sensitivity 
can be increased by between 2 and 19 times (Fig. 2) when wavelengths other than 254 nm 
are choseii. From the standard mixture an increase in sensitivity is predicted for benzo[g7j7]-
perylene (N,ll) when detected at 300 rather than 254 nm. The sediment extract, however, 
showed a reduced sensitivity (Fig. 2), which probably can be accounted for by the reduced 
interference of the coincident peak(s) as suggested by the UV scan (Fig. 1). The greater 
sensitivity of 230 as opposed to 254 nm for peak 12 allowed detection of this compound in 
the sediinent extract only when scanned at the shorter wavelength. The structure of peak 
12 was not identified other than being aromatic in character and present in the standards. 
The procedure as described concentrates on sensitivity; however, from Figs. 1 and 2 it can 
be seen that considerable selectivity can be obtained by changing the wavelength but some­
times at the expense of sensitivity. The determination of benz [a]anthracene (1,7) at 
290 nm would greatly reduce the interference of crysene (6). 
Although PAHs appear more amenable to fluorescence analysis, we have demonstrated 
that the technique of stop-flow UV scanning and variable-wavelength detection can be 
apphed successfully to the analysis of such compounds in environmental samples. UV 
detection is more applicable to a considerably larger range of compounds than fluorescence. 
Wells^ ^ has demonstrated that for Eulan W.A New/U303, gas chromatography-mass spectro-, 
metry may on occasions detect thermal degradation products rather than the injected 
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Fig. 2. Comparison between fixed- and variable-wavelength UV detection 
of standard and estuarine sediment P A H separations, (a). Standard mixture 
with fixed wavelength (254 nm); (6) standard mixture but with variable 
wavelength; (c) estuarine sediment extract with fixed wavelength (254nm); 
and {d) estuarine sediment extract with variable wavelength. Chromatographic 
conditions as in text; chartspeed, 10 cm h-'; wavelengths as shown; absorbance 
scale, 0.16 a.u.f.s. (100 scale units); injection volumes, standard mixture 20/il 
and sediment extract 10/tl. Composition of standard mixture; 1, naphthalene 
(40 ng /tl-'); 2, phenanthrene (3.1 ng /il~') ; 3, anthracene (1.6 ng / i l - ' ) ; 4, 
fluoranthene (1.25 ng /il-'); 5, pyrene (1.25 ng /tl-'); 6, chrysene (0.6 ng /il-'); 
7, benz[a]anthracene (2.5 ng /il-'); 8, benzo[e]pyrene (3.1 ng /il~'); 9, benzo-
[a]pyrene (2.5 ng /il-'); 10, dibenz[a,/f]anthracene (5 ng /il-'); 11, benzo[^/»]-
perylene (6.25 ng /tl~'); 12, unknown contaminant in P A H standard (aromatic 
in character). 
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material. The low working temperature used in HPLC allows the analysis of thermally 
labile compounds. UV detection vnth stop-flow scanning allows information on peak purity 
and possible identification to be performed rapidly and routinely" using the above instru­
mentation. 
Research is continuing into the distribution and fate of PAHs in the estiiarine environ­
ment. 
We thank Dr. R. F. C. Mantoura of the Institute for'Marine Environmental Research, 
Plyrhouth, for advice and co-operation. 
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